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FOREWORD
The Landing Weather Minimums Investigation was conducted by
pilots assigned to the United States Air Force Instrument Pilot Instructor
School, Test and Evaluation Branch. Technical supervision was under
Mr George Yingling, Chief, Systems Integration and Flight Experimentation Branch, Flight Control Division, Air Force Flight Dynamics
Laboratory, Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. The original program was
conceived in 1964 by Colonel W. E. Christian, Flight Division,
Directorate of Operations, Plcns and Programs (Hq USAF/AFXOPY)
and Lt Colonel Donald M. Condra, Member of Test and Evaluation Branch,
IPIS. Lt Colonel Condra discussed the idea with Lt Colonel E. P. Cullivan,
Chief of Test and Evaluation Branch, and the program was initiated.
Their insight, and the courage of many, including Colonel Robert D.
Williams, IPIS Commander during the inauguration of the program,
mollified the many problems inherent with such a research effort.
Project officers were Lt Colonels Edward P. Cullivan, Donald M.
Condra, Edwin W. Johnson, James W. Lee, Larry A/M.Hadley, and
Donald L. Carmack. Project pilots were Majors Benny J. Allen,
Paul S. Lasen, Thomas E, Brand, Richard J. Adams, Michael G.
Hoff and Roger K. Taylor.
Human Factors Engineering support was provided by The BunkerRarno Corporation -- Dr Charles McTee and Mr Gerald Armstrong.
Avionics Systems Engineering support was provided by LearSiegler Incorporated -- Mr Justin J. Bindner, Mr Jesse W. Martin
and Mr Marshall J. Buckberry. Air Force Technicians were
Mr Raoul G. Canamar and Mr Orrin C. Kopff.
This program was initiated during 1964 with inflight validation
completed in March 1969.
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This technical report has been reviewed and approved.
R Lr.L''eporLt

A

approonved.

Chief, Test and Evaluation Branch

DONALD M. CONDRA, Lt Colonel, USAF
Commander, USAF IPIS
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ABSTRACT
The low visibility environment presents a formidable challenge
not only to pilots, but to the engineers, designers and planners who
will develop hardware and establish procedures. The pilot, however,
is in a unique position, since, in the final analysis, he is the ultimate
decision maker whether or not he desires this role. Pilots must
know and understand what they are being tasked to do. This repoit
has been written to describe and explain from a pilot's point of view,
the requirements and procedures for operating in the low visibility
environment.
This report represents the experience,. acquired from over 250

low visibility approaches and landings in visibilities as low as zerozero. These have been documented to describe what will be seen from
the approach and landing environment and how what is seen may be
used. The thoughts and opinions presented here on systems requirements, configurations and pilot interface are introduced to provide a
germ for planning and development. It should be foremost in the
minds of those in authority that control/display composition is equally
important as a compatible guidance system or training requirements
and crew procedures. As the aviation community moves closer to a
solution to the low visibility landing problem, those concerned will
find that each element must be given due consideration; if not, the
ultimate decision maker must say, "no. "
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SECTION I
INTRODUCTION

LANDING WEATHER MINIMUMS INVESTIGATION
The idea of isolating the pilot from visual information by placing
him under the hood was considered unrealistic for simulating "RealWorld" flight conditions, if visual cues are available and usable in
actual weather. Therefore, an effort to determine what visual information is available from outside the aircraft became a fundamental
requirement for providing solutions in terms of satisfying piloting
requirements. It was necessary to determine the effectiveness of
these cues and to investigate the fog structures as they relate to the
visual sequence to be expected during the landing profile. Also, the
aircrew's procedural role must be defined when operating in this new
and unfamiliar environment. Therefore, in the fall of 1965, using
the knowledge and experience gained from the PIFAX studies, the
Landing Weather Minimums Investigation was initiated to investigate
the pilot's flight/control/display requirements and his role in the low
visibility landing. It is believed any advanced flight control-display
system/concept cannot receive pilot acceptance until the approach and
landing problems have been resolved in terms of the actual weather
environment.
*

Operational requirements for landing under low weather conditions
are increasing; however, few pilots have had the opportunity of
familiarizing themselves with runway visibility conditions below onequarter mile. This type of inflight research was a needed departure
from the normal validation/demonstration of automatic and manual
control techniques in simulated conditions. The experience gained
from such a program could permit a more realistic and valid assessment of the pilot's control-display information requirements and the
determination of his ultimate role in the landing profile.
The USAF Instrument Pilot lnst'uctor School has endeavored to
investigate and assess the low visibiiity landing environment when
under the influence of various fog structure's. During the preliminary
phase of the investigation, one hundred ILS approaches and landings
were made at selected military airfields during weather conditions
below 1600 RVR. These landing profiles were considered preexperimental in that project pilots probed the uncertainties of the
t1
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new environment for the purpose of building an experience level for
future exploration. This newly acquired knowledge and experience
provided an adequate basis for improvements in the test aircraft's
flight control-display configuration and for revision of aircrew procedures.
In the past two years emphasis has been placed on continued
assessment of the instrument landing problem and the accumulation
of data for documentation of the landing environment. Through the
cooperation of the Federal Aviation Administration, permission was
obtained to use selected Category II facilities in support of this investigation. Project pilots have flown an additional 150 approaches and
landings in low weather at these installations. The knowledge gained
has greatly enhanced our capability to authoritatively assess the
landing environment, and has enabled the Air Force to share with
the aviation community first-hand piloting experiences below existing
landing minima.
Objectives:

This project had the following objectives:

a.
Determine the visual information available from outside the
aircraft during precision approaches and landings under varying
environmental conditions.
b.

Determine the effectiveness of this information.

c.
Establish a systematic investigation of fog structurc6 as they
relate to the visual sequence to be expected during the approach and
landing.
d.
Investigate the pilot's flight control-display information
requirements for flying on instruments during a precision approach
and landing.
e.
Develop optimum inflight procedures for use during approaches
and landings in low weather conditions.
BACKGROUND
The USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor School, in conjunction with
the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory, has since 1962 been
involved in a study entitled the "Pilot Control-Display Factors
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Program" (PIFAX). 1,s2 The PIFAX program was an exploratory
development program to define the pilot's flight control-display requirements and to demonstrate solutions for flying on instruments from
letdown through approach and landing. The PIFAX program was under
the sponsorship of the Federal Aviation Administration and the technical direction of the Flight Control Division of the Air Force Flight
Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL). Inflight validation was conducted by
the USAF Instrument Pilot Instructor School using a cross section of
pilots from the American flying community. This paper does not intend
to discuss the findings of the PIFAX program; however, several concepts should be explained prior to discussing the Landing Weather
Minimums Investigation.
Pilot in the Loop: The USAF has long contended that the flexibility
and the decision-making characteristics of the pilot should be fully
exploited if a total system is to have the capability of dealing with the
many variables that could occur during an approach. Rather than be
subservient to an automatic system the pilot should be an active control
element; he should be in the control loop with the capability of making
inputs as necessary. For the pilot to be in the control loop he must:
a.
Be provided the means of taking action in an easy and natural
fashion without disengaging the autopilot, and
b.
Have access to the proper information to control the performance of the aircraft.
This integration of the pilot must serve to increase the precision of the
total system. The PIFAX program demonstrated the feasibility of
integrating the pilot with the automatic system with force wheel steering.
Control Concepts: Force wheel steering links the pilot to the
control surfaces of the aircraft through the autopilot by placing electronic
force sensing devices in the control column and rudder pedals. The
1.

Control-Display Pilot Factors Program, Instrument Evaluation
Project Nr 63-1, December 1963, USAF Instrument Pilot
Instructor School, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas.

2.

Control-Display Pilot Factors Program, Instrument Evaluation
Project Nr 62-1B, September 1966, USAF Instrument Pilot
Instructor School, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas
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force wheel and pedals cnnvert force applied by the pilot into electronic
signals which are received by the autopilot computer-amplifier. The
forces required for the pilot to make inputs with the force wheel are
similar to those required to move the control surfaces through normal
linkage. The force wheel is active any time the autopilot is engaged
allowing the pilot to fly the aircraft independently or in conjunctibn with
the automatic flight control system. Force wheel steering (FWS)
allows the pilot to exercise his judgment and skill by making control
inputs, through the aircraft's control column, to the autopilot. The
pilot's inputs supplement the autopilot in refining the aircraft's position
in relation to guidance information. The pilot, therefore, flies his
aircraft with FWS and autopilot assistance, speeding up or slowing
down guidance corrections, compensating for wind and wind shears,
damping out guidance system errors and supplying the judgment, skill
and determination which cannot be built into automatic systems. The
human pilot is conditioned to make these corrections because he
virtually flies each approach. His hands are always on the aircraft
controls and he is psychologically and physically prepared to assume
control to whatever extent necessary. Force wheel steering is not
intended to replace automatics; it is a means of assisting the human
pilot to fulfill his duties and at the same time incorporating the safety
and precision of an automatic system.
Display Concepts: If the pilot is to use the maximum potential of
the autopilot loop, he must have the ability to assess autopilot performance. This implies he must see what the autopilot is doing and have at
his disposal quantitative and qualitative instrument information. Therefore, the autopilot was modified to eliminate the approach coupler.
Circuitry was added so the autopilot could act on the same signals the
flight director computer was using to drive the steering command bars.
This, then, gave the pilot the means to view autopilot performance in
relation to, first, the quantity and quality of corrections it was making,
and, second, the raw guidance information. Advanced displays of
expanded localizer, flight path angle, approach progress indications,
instantaneous vertical velocity and radar rate information were added
to complete the process. The loop was now closed. The pilot can use
the autopilot, he can monitor autopilot performance and possess the
means to inject his skill and judgment along with the automatic system.
These principles were used throughout the PIFAX study in an effort
to define piloting requirements in terms of control and display for the
final approach to touchdown and rollout under low visibility conditions.
Several thousand hooded landings were made using instrument information only in efforts to validate the PIFAX concepts. The results of these
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carefully controlled inflight studies demonstrated that the advanced
flight control-display system permitted the pilot to make meaningful
control inputs throughout touchdown, on instruments alone.

L

SECTION II
METHODOLOGY

RESPONSIBILITIES:
a.
This project was conducted in accordance with the General
Working Agreement for Instrument Pilot Instructor School Support of
Flight Control Division (AFFDL) Research and Development Programs.
b.
The Bunker-Ramo Human Factors Engineers assisted in
oscillograph calibration, -data reduction/analysis and final repc't
preparation.
c.
The LSi Service Corporation engineers calibrated and maintained project equipment and provided on-site technical assistance.

TEST AIRCRAFT
The test aircraft was modified by the addition of advanced controldisplay systems. A brief description of each system used for the
project (excluding aircraft standard equipment) is presented below.
Detailed descriptions and evaluations are contained in Section III,
"Findings. "
a.
Lear-S',egler three-axis (each independent) autopilot with dual
force wheel steering. Autopilot uses flight director computer steering
as approach coupler.
b.
Two highly-modified Collins CPU-27A flight director computers
calibrated for optimum performance from middle marker through
touchdown and ground rollout.
c.
Two Sperry flight path angle computers for providing pitch
augmented rate, flight path angle and reference signal to the flight
director computer for flare.
d.
Two Honeywell radar altimeters for absolute altitude and rate
of closure_' information. Rate of closure information to base computation
for flight path angle computer below 50 feet.
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e.
Two experimental attitude director indicators with flight path
angle quantity readout to the left of the attitude sphere.
f.
Two radar altitude/pitch augmented rate indicators provide
qualitative radar height indications from approximately 200 feet to
touchdown and anticipatory vertical velocity information.
g.
Two radar altitude indicators for absolute altitude from 1000
feet to touchdown. (One unit used for camera recording of absolute
altitude.)
h.
Two lateral landing situation indicators for defining middle
one-half of runway and lateral flight path limit information during
approach and landing.
i.
Two approach sequence indicators for monitoring approach
p;rogress and function tripping.

j.

Automated Spcialties angle of attack system with apexer.

k.

Automated Specialties automatic throttle system,

TEST SITE SELECTION:
Selection of Air Force bases and civilian airports as test sites for
this project was based on probability of obtaining low weather conditions,
suitability of airport facilities and willingness of prospective sites to
participate. Bases selected had the following facilities:
a.
An FAA approved Category II ILS facility or an ILS with good
demonstrated beam characteristics.
b.

Precision Approach Radar (military bases).

c.

Operating transmissometer.

d.

Rotating beam ceilometer.

e.
High-intensity runway lights with U.S. Standard (A) approach
lighting at military bases, or Category II approach lighting system at
civil airfields.
f.

Instrument runway markings.
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After initial airport surveys were conducted, liaison trips to the
selected sites were made -to solicit cooperation from airport authorities. -If cooperation was indicated, a series of approaches to the
selected sites were flown for the purpose of familiarizing project
personnel with the quality of the ILS and GCA guidance, lighting systems, terrain, winds, ATC procedures, etc.

PROGRAM METHOD:
a.

Training.

(1) Project pilots performed training approaches at Randolph
AFB and/or other nearby airfields for developing and practicing crew
procedures and task sequences required for automatic, semi-automatic,
and manual ILS approachei.
(2) During the training approaches, system performance data
were collected to provide baseline information in determining performance
capabilities under the varied control modes.
(3) The system performance data recorded during the automatic
approaches were compared to -the data recorded during the semiautomatic and manual approaches.
b.

Test Methodology.
(1)

It is recognized that many factors -- including weather

conditions and flight operational procedures --

preclude a complete

statistical experimental design in a flight program of this sort; however, a suitable test methodology can produce meaningful information
if the experimental conditions are controlled and the number of dependent
variables are fe'v.
(2)

The independent variables included the following:
(a) Test Site (ILS)
(b)

Project pilots and crew assignment

(c) Approach and Runway Lighting Configurations
(d)

Approach and Runway Lighting Intensities
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N,
(e)

Runway markings

(f)

Ambient cockpit lighting

(g)

Environmental weather conditions

(h) Day or night conditions
Generally, these variables were uncontrolled for each
(A. test flight consisted of at least
one test approach series. A test approach series consisted of at least
one automatic approach and one or more semi-automatic and/or manual
approaches. )
(3)

"testflight and test approach series.

(4) The data were sorted by t.est site (ILS), project pilots,
and crew assignments prior to data analysis. In this manner, the
"approach and runway lighting configurations and runway nmarkings
remained constant for the analysis.
(5) The approach and runway lighting intr'nsities were determined during the automatic approaches so as to be set to an optimum
combination for the semi-automatic and manual approaches. The
ambient cockpit lighting levels were determined by the day or night
conditions and/or environmental weather conditions.
c.

Data Recorded.

(1) The information listed below was recorded for each
approach and landing.
(a) Mission number
(b) Approach number and type landing
(c)

Local time at glide slope intercept

(d)

Film type and magazine number

(e)

Camera f/stop and oscillograph number

(f) Approach speed and control condition
(g)

Weather sequence report

9

(h) Transn'issometer RVR during landing phase
(i)

Type and location of transmissometer

(j)

Runway observer's RVR during landing phase

I-

(k) Location of Observer
(1) Fog height reported by aircraft (radar altimeter)
(m) Type fog structure (mature, shallow, etc)
I

(n) Vertical and horizontal variability of fog from 200' AA
to touchdown
(o) Approach lighting sy.stem contact height (radar altimeter)
(p) Estimated ground visual segment at initial contact height
(q) 500 ft ground visuial segment contact height
(r)

Aircraft observer's visual segment at touchdown

(s) Qualitative evaluation of approach lighting system and
runway visual aids
(t) Type ILS
(u) Rollout informatioi%
(v) Automatic flight cor;trol system performance
(w) Flight path (ILS) periormance
(x) Beam deviations at 106, ft above ground
(2) The dependent variable:. rcorded included such variables
as first visual cue (approach), appro:,ch li.ght contact height, visual
cues for landing, i. c. , number of run-"ay lights visible, runway markings visible, reference for visual call and others.
(3) Subjective workload scdle values were obtained from each
pilot after each approach. The workload scale used is as follows:
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(a) Very much less than normal workload (relaxed)
(b) Slightly less than normal workload (unburdened)
(c) Normal workload for manual ILS using standard USAF
minimums 200 X 1/2 (busy)
(d) Slightly more than normal workload (burdened)
(e)

(4)

Very much more than normal workload (saturated)

Oscillographs were used for recording pilot control inputs

and necessary flight control information.
were recorded on each approach:

The following parameters

(a) Absolute altitude

,

(b)

Glide slope deviation

(c)

Localizer deviation

()

Course error

(e)

Event marker

(f)

Pitch attitude

(g)

Pitch rate

(h) Pitch force
(i)

Roll attitude

(j)

Roll rate

(k) Roll force
(5) A Pemco model 110, 14-channel one-inch magnetic tape
recorder recorded pilots' heart rate through two Offner cardiotachometer modules on some flights. The following parameters were recorded
to measure pilot(s) activity and stress throughout the mission profile:
(a) Electrocardiograph
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(b) Gardiotachometer
(c) Event marker
(d)
d.

Voice

Crew Procedures (see Appendix D).
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SECTION III
FINDINGS

THE LOW VISIBILITY ENVIRONMENT
Some people may believe that the process of flying al aircraft
on instruments is relatively a mechanical act regardless
1':he
weather conditions. However, this is not the case, since there are
profound psychological and procedural considerations that pilote Inust•
physically and mentally adjust to depending on the operational environ.ment. This section of this report will consider, from a pilot's poiret
of view, the problems of operating in visibilities below those currer.tly
authorized.
Shallow fog:
One type of weatiner which produces extremely hazardous low visibility conditions is shallow fog, which for purpose of definition will be
considered to exist to a height of not morv than 200 feet above and
down to the runway surface. The variables that exist in shallow fog
are its depth, density and uniformity. Observations made during the
Landing Weather Minimums Investigation (LWMI) have shown that
visibilities in this type of fog can change very rapidly from severa]
miles to 600 feet or less. While forming, shallow fog tends to be nonhomogeneous (patchy) and wisps of fog may form along or down the
runway that will restrict visibility at different positions on the runway.
In its embryo stage, its height may be fifteen to twenty feet. Therefore, it's possible for a pilot's eye height to be above a fog level with
the aircraft on the runway. As the fog matures, the visual segment
decreases. Its height may reach several hundred feet and it may
become homogeneous. Visual segments of 200 feet with a fog height
of 150 feet have been noted along the runway after a period of thirty
minutes.
Shallow fog conditions present an unusual challenge to pilots due
to its insidious effect on visual cues. Pilots may be instilled with a
false sense of confidence due to the abundance of visual cues during
the early portion of an approach. The Approach iUghting System (ALS),
strobes, and runway lighting may be visible as outer marker is passed
and the pilot feels relaxed and confident. However, this is a falacious
impression. As the aircraft continues along the approach path, visual
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cues become more obscure and a realization occurs to the pilot as he
suddenly finds himself void of visual guidance. For a pilot to suddenly
find himself in such a position there are but two alternatives. The
first and most practical is a missed approach. The second is to
continue in hopes of again becoming visual. This choice is like playing
Russian Roulette with a completely loaded revolver. Generally, the
pilot cannot expect to see visual cues until lie is well into the flare;
in fact, in a mature, homogeneous shallow fog, the visual segment may
vary from two to four hundred feet -- this is definitely not enough to
visually flare the aircraft and a difficult condition in which to control
lateral alignment.
Psychologically, the pilot is faced with a deterioration of confidence
and judgment -- confidence, because unwittingly a dangerous condition
has developed, and judgment, because a clear course of action is not
apparent. Should lie continue on instruments, continue visually or
execute a missed approach? If the pilot continues on instruments, he
has only ten to fifteen seconds prior to touchdown. What do the instruments relate to the pilot -- how to precisely control the vertical and
lateral path of the aircraft, when to initiate the flare, how to decrab,
touchdown point, runway available? No, none of these parameters are
available on the instrument panel in usable form. Pilots are familiar
with their visual approach patterns and most of their knowledge and
experience has been negated since there is very little on the panel that
presents meaningful information in a manner comparable to a visual
approach. During the low visibility approach, the pilot encounters an
unfamiliar environment he must negotiate safely and routinely. These
last few seconds of an approach must be considered as an element in
itself, wh -.• e control inputs are difficult to determine and an improper
decision cL. '.." be fatal. Acts must be concise and correct, for there
is no second chance as every effort must be directed toward the successful approach and touchdown. Appreheusion, anxiety and assimilation
time are psychological barriers pilots must understand and be prepared
to accept routinely if low visibility approaches anC landings are to be
performed.
Visibility Measurement:
How pilots become involved in such an untenable situation could be
the subject of a paper in itself; however. only ! short discussion will
be presented to expose some of the problems of weather reporting.
The science of weather reporting is indeed e~tremely sophisticated.
Meteorologists use satellites, television, ralio reports, pilot reports,
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etc, to produce weather data as accurate as possible; and for pilots,
the usual method is to receive a briefing on his destination weather
prior to takeoff and update it during flight. As a pilot nears his
destination and is channelled to approach control, he is again informed
of hiM destination weather. The pilot receives reports on ceiling,
visibility, restrictions to visibility, such as rain, fog, snow, etc,
altimeter setting and the runway visual range, if available. Now comes
the problem that has been unresolved for many years -- the weather, as
reported by the controller, represents the most recent observation,
which may be several minutes or as much as an hour old. If we examine
the situation more closely, we find it is mandatory for controllers to
report Runway Visual Range (RVR) if it is part of the criteria for an
approach. This value is obtained automatically from a transmissometer
(a device which projects a light source and measures the transmittence
of the beam through the media) which may be located several hundred
feet from the touchdown zone. This value may be in error by several
hundred feet due to patchy conditions or because it is derived during a
period of high background brightness or extreme darkness. In extreme
darkness the photoelectric cell which is receiving the quantity of light
will record a greater value of light indicating a higher than actual
RVR reading. In daylight the emitted light blends with the natural
light and again the transmissometer reading is not representative of
the true RVR.
Category II Weather:
This, then, is responsible for some of the pilot's anxiety for the
low visibility approach he is about to commence. The visual cues
that will actually be seen depend on the facilities available at his
destination. If the weather is reported as 100 feet obscured with fog
and an RVR of 1200 feet, the visual segment will be less than reported
due to a decreased slant range visibility and the aircraft's downward
vision angle. Also, the effectiveness of the Approach Lighting System
(ALS), Touchdown Zone Lights (TDZ), Centerline Lights and High
Intensity Runway Lights (HIRL) will depend on the contrast between the
lights and the brightness of the environment. At night, of course, the
lights will be more distinguishable affording much better visual information. During daylight operations the lights will be less discernable and
-the visual segment will seem shorter; however, the cockpit is more
conspicuous and the runway with its contrast and markings will be
available. Certain periods of the day, such as sunset and sunrise will
cause other problems which are not strictly associated with pure night
or day operation. When the sun rises or sets, Ohe light through the fog
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causes refractive effects which create little contrast between the lighting systems and their background reducing the effectiveness of lights
as visual cues. In some cases the lack of contrast may render completely ineffectual the use of lights as visual cues.
At night shallow fog conditions present a unique problem as the
ALS segment and strobe lights will be visible through the fog structure
during the early part of the approach. However, as the fog layer is
entered, contact with 1`.e ALS may be lost, and the strobe lights cause
a distracting or possibly blinding effect as their light is diffused through
fog. The first usable cue for lateral. alignment will probably be the
1000-foot bar and then in rapid succession will be the last 700 feet of
the ALS, the red terminating bar 200 feet from threshold, the red wing
lights, threshold lights, and then contact with the TDZ, CL and HIRL.
It should be pointed out that as rapidly as these cues are perceived they
will be lost as they pass out of the pilot's field of vision. The visual
segment observed from the runway lighting environment should remaiii
constant in a homogeneous fog condition. The pilot should see five to
six HIRL's at each side of the runway and about a 1000-foot segment of
the TDZ and CL lights. The visibility at decision or flare height will
not be equivalent to the reported RVR, because the visual environment
must be viewed at an angle through the fog. The actual visibility will
be a slant range visibility which is usually less than horizontal visibility.
Darkness also reduces the effectiveness of the touchdown zone, centerline and edge markings; in extreme darkness these markings will not
be visible. Once visual contact with the TDZ, CL and HIRL's is
achieved within a visual segment of 1200 feet, it is a matter of using
the visual environment to control the lateral and vertical path of the
aircraft. In the test Sabreliner there was no problem controlling
either the lateral or longitudinal flight path in this condition.
One of the first visual responses is to determine lateral position
through use of all available cues. At night project pilots used the TDZ
and centerline lights to determine flight path, effect lateral control
and decrab. Once initial lateral conditions were determined, a single
row of lights may be sufficient to control lateral movements. After
proper lateral path control is ascertained a pilot's attention must then
focus on the vertical plane for flare control.
The pilot's visual expanse for flare initiation will be sharply limited
by the lack of visual cues resulting from the 1200 foot segment. Training will be necessary to adapt to using this shorter visual segment.
The TDZ and.CL lights will have to be used to control flare attitude,
although they do not provide good visual reference for depth perception.
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The runway and its markings may not be visible at night, so the flare
may be based totally on lighting cues, If proper lateral alignment was
not ascertained at initial contact with the lighting cues, the pilot's
control problems will be compounded since he has both flare and alignment to adjust and maintain.
The problems of lateral and vertical control will be deeply compounded at those installations without TDZ and CL lights. The ALS
with its strobes, red terminating bar, red wing bars and threshold
lights provide the same cues, but once these are no longer in the pilot's
visual segment all that exist are the HIRL for lateral and vertical
control. Roll, yaw and specifically pitch cues will be considerably
less placing more emphasis on using instrumentation for flare and
touchdown.
Imagine now descending into a black void with an RVR of 1200 feet
at 140 knots. You have been flying instruments and suddenly you
transition to outside visual cues at 75 to 80 feet above the ground.
Your first visual impression will be of blackness. You will not see
the runway outline or its markings, only two segments of HIRLs, two
rows of five or six parallel lights moving toward, down and then past
the sides of the aircraft; these will be your only cues for lateral and
vertical control.
During the Landing Weather Minimums Investigation it was
determined it requires about three seconds fL.r the heads-down pilot
to integrate the outside visual cues after becoming visual. It requirej
this length of time to adjust to the outside environment, to determine
position with relation to the runway, determine cross-track rate and
develop the knowledge to effect the control inputs necessary for visual
control. A pilot'` mind must function like a computer digesting information to determine actions. Until a history is L,'ovn in relation to the
visual cues, the proper control. input cannot be derived. While this
process is occ.urring the aircraft is moving forward about 225 feet per
second and downward at 10 to 15 per second. The pilot's visual roll
and pitch information is limited in this environment. Due to the short
visual segment, a feeling of being high may exist, causing an instinctive
lowering of the nose creating a false aiming point. Also, if the aircraft
is at an angle to the runway centerline, the pilot's first impression may
be perceived as a cross-track causing a roll input which produces an
actual cross-track. The 1200-foot segment presents enough information
to perform the flare maneuver; however, the horizon and usual background cues will not be visible. A different flare reference must be
learned and a new set of values for judgment and confidence must be

A
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part of the pilot's repertoire for approaches and landings in this
environment.
Once touchdown is accomplished, the HIRLs will provide adequate
cues to perform the rollout phase of the landing. Of course if TDZ
and CL lights are available, cues from these sources will present
better rollout information. Lighted distance-to-go markers along the
edge of the runway should be adequate for braking; however, it would
be better from a pilot's point of view to have in-runway lighting for
distance remaining along the centerline of the runway. Attention could
then be totally focused on the centerline for rollout and braking techniques.
Use of the landing lights has not been mentioned on these descriptions of night approaches. These lights produce a blinding effect,
thus hindering both the heads-down and heads-up pilots. They will
completely block out visual cues for the heads-up pilot and draw the
heads-down pilot away from his instruments.
There are several significant factors that distinguish day operations from night in visual range of 1200 feet. Some of these are: the
pilot's psychological feelings; the effectiveness of lighting systems;
the use of cues from runway markings; and the discernibility of the
runway.
Psychologically the pilot is more relaxed since the day visual
segment contains more familiar cues and he can rely more on the past
experiences he has developed from the visual environment. The runway, with its outline and markings, provides more tangible cues than
lights in the darkness. Subconsciously, these are some thoughts that
go through a pilot's mind. Realistically, however, the pilot is faced
with a more difficult situation than he realizes.
In fact, there will be less lighting cues available for the day
approach. On final the ALS and scrobe lights will be washed out,
possibly faded to the extent they may not be visible from the cockpit.
If some are visible, only the last few hundred feet prior to threshold
will be found useful. In this case the runway markings and contrast
will provide better guidance than the in-runway lighting system. The
heads-down pilot, as he comes visual, will be drawn to the CL striping
and touchdown zone markings more than the lighting systems. The
markings will provide adequate lateral guidance for alignment and the
visual segment should provide sufficient reference for flare. Some
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TDZ and CL lights will be visible; however, they will be of secondary
importance when the background behind the lights is bright. Runways
without TDZ and CL lights may provide just as effective cues with the
all-weather runway markings during day operations.
One of the most important aspects of the day approach is, then,
the runway markings. It is imperative these cues be kept in excellent
condition. If not, much of the visual information for lateral control
will be obscured. Further, the TDZ and CL striping provide cues to
acquire depth perception. If these cues are not in good condition, the
flare perspective would be considerably reduced. The side striping
also produces valuable position information for lateral guidance during
the flare and rollout. The rollout can be accomplished with reference
to CL striping. Distance-to-go information on centerline should be
considered to avoid division of attention during rollouts.
There is an extreme variance between the cues used for day and
night operation. Lights provide the dominant night cues, while the
runway and its markings are best during daylight. During sunrise and
sunset, both lights and markings provide significant cues.
Operations Below Category II:
When the visual range decreases to a value from 200 to 600 feet,
a new problem develops where insufficient cues are available to flare
the aircraft whether it is day or night. And, as the visibility approaches
200'1, recognition of lateral movement becomes extremely difficult
with present lighting and marking systems. In this environment, the
entire ALS can be considered ineffective for lateral control. The
threshold, red terminating bar and wing lights may provide a cue to the
heads-up pilot. However, the heads-down pilot will not see these cues
since he must remain on instruments to touchdown. Therefore, the
heads-down pilot requires refined lateral and vertical instrumentation
in addition to flare information. The key, then, to a successful approach
"isthe interaction of each pilot, with their proper execution of assigned
responsibilities. The heads-up pilot will see cues from the TDZ, CL
and HIRLs during night operation or the washed-out effect of the lighting
system and runway markings during daylight operation. These cues
provide a marginal visual segment for lateral alignment; the flare must
be controlled by instruments.
Reaction Time:
Reaction time must be carefully considered when a transition is
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made from a heads-down instrument environment to a low visibility
real-world environment. To use a limited visual segment as a basis
for suddenly establishing visual flight will require some time to
interpret the visual environment. When cues are first seen, aircraft
position is known, but what is not known at that instant, is exactly what
the aircraft is doing with relation to the cues perceived. The time
required to integrate and determine lateral movement depends to some
extent on the length of a visual segment and the cues within a visual
segment. Visual segments of 1200 feet generally presented project
pilots with little difficulty determining lateral and vertical movement.
However, as segments decreased toward 600 feet, visual perception
of lateral movenment (cross-track rate) became extremely difficult
and pilots required normally 3 to 4 seconds to effectively interpret
visual cues. One explanation of this observation would be that as the
visual segment decreases, it does not present enough visual information within the pilot's visual field to rapidly determine cross-track
movement. It would seem logical to assume that the shorter the
visual segment became, the longer the time required to perceive
lateral movement.
Time is an extremely important factor when operating in visibilities less than 600 feet. If an aircraft is moving forward at 225
feet per second and downward at 10 to 15 feet per second, the aircraft
would be almost at touchdown before a pilot is alert to the geometry of
the flight path. This fact directs, to some extent, complete instrument flight and the need for new instrumentation when operating with
restricted visual segments. An analysis would indicate a need for
lateral information relating to runway centerline presented and scaled
in such a manner to be flyable and command corrections toward
centerline. At night in a visual segment less than 600 feet, it is
extremely difficult to acquire depth perception. A feeling may exist
that the aircraft is sailing along several feet above the runway.
Another visual effect may be of descending through a narrowing funnel.
This illusion may be caused by fixation on a point source of light
(Autokinesis). Daylight operation in the same weather allows some
use of the runway surface for depth perception; however,, the flare
must be accomplished on instruments.
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TRANSITIONING FROM INSTRUMENT TO CONTACT FLIGHT CONDITIONS:
Introduction:
In the low visibility environment, pilots will seldom experience a
distinct transition from instrument to visual conditions during an
approach in obscured weather. This type of weather presents pilots
with a number of problems not encountered during an approach to a
cloud base ceiling or one that is hooded. At the point where the hood
is pulled or the aircraft breaks out below the ceiling, the visual cues
used to control the aircraft are usually clear and distinct and there is
instantaneous recognition of aircraft position with relation to the runway. With obscured or partially obscured conditions the reverse is
usually true; visual cues are indistinct, easily lost and it is difficult to
discern aircraft position laterally and vertically with relation to the
runway. It is essential to consider every factor which might aid the
pilot during the final stages of an approach and landing. The visibility,
type of weather, expected visual cues and even crew procedures and
coordination are some of the tangibles which require careful consideration. Preparation and understanding are the keys which will make the
transition smooth and precise; and only through a thorough understanding of the weather environment and how it affects the availability and
use of visual cues will the pilot be prepared to accomplish the low
visibility transition safely and routinely.
Restrictions to Visibility:
There are many phenomena, such as rain, smoke, snow, haze,
which restrict visibility; however, the most common restrictive element
is fog, which may be encountered in a number of different forms, each
with its own particular hazards. When visibility restrictions do exist
and the sky is totally hidden from the observer, the sky is reported as
obscured and the reported ceiling is the vertical visibility from the
ground. If a pilot is executing an approach in an obscured condition,
he will not normally see the approach lights or runway environment
as he passes the level of the obscured ceiling. The pilot should be
able to see the ground directly below him; however, the transition from
,instrument to visual flight will occur at an altitude considerably lower
than the reported vertical visibility. In partially obscured conditions,
vertical visibility is not reported since the ground observer can see
through the obscuration or a portion of the sky is not hidden by the
obscuring phenomenon. However, when clouds are visible with a
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partial obscuration, their heights and amounts are reported. The
amount (in tenths) of the sky or clouds obscured by a partial obscuration is included in the remarks section of weather reports. Although
this may help clarify the reported conditions in many cases, it still
does not provide an idea of the height which visual cues will be sighted
or the slant range visibility. In some cases the partial obscuration can
be associated with shallow patchy fogs so the pilot can expect to lose
visual references once the fog condition is entered. Also of concern to
the pilot is the visual range at which he will be able to discern visual
cues for runway alignment and flare. The pilot must be aware that
the reported runway visibility or runway visual range (RVR) may not
be representative of the range at which he will sight the runway. In
fact, the pilot's slant range visibility may be considerably less than
the reported RVR. Another factor that must be considered is the
decrease in the visual segment due to an aircraft's downward vision
angle (angle from the pilot's eyes over the aircraft's nose measured
from the horizontal). This also may be several hundred feet. Once
these factors and the destination weather are understood, the pilot will
possess the knowledge to effect a safe, smooth transition from instrument to visual flight.
a.
Shallow Fog: This type of fog seldom exists to a height of over
200 feet and is usually associated with partially obscured conditions.
Since the fog may be patchy, it is possible that the visual segment may
vary considerably during the approach and rollout. Also, the pilot may
be misinformed if RVR is measured by a transmissometer located in an
area of good visibility. The most serious problem with this type of fog
stems from the abundance of cues at the start of the approach. The
shallow fog allows the pilot to view the approach lighting system and
possibly even some of the runway environment, during the early stages
of an approach. However, as the fog layer is entered, most or all the
cues may be lost. If the pilot is not flying instruments, he may become
confused and disoriented. During the early part of the approach, 'pilots
should not rely entirely on visual cues for guidance. They can be brought
into the cross-check to confirm position, but instrument flight must be
maintained until the visual cues perceived can be kept in view, and the
runway environment provides sufficient references for flare and alignment.
b.
Deep Fog: Deep fog exists to a height of several hundred feet
and is usually associated with obscured conditions. The pilot will not
normally see cues during the early portion of an approach. More likely,
he will view cues from only the last one thousand feet of the approach
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lighting system. From a U.S. Standard A approach lighting system,
the pilot will probably see cues from the thousand-foot bar, the last
one thousand feet of the centerline approach lights, red terminating
bar, red wing lights, green threshold lights and the high intensity
runway edge lights. If operating at night and the strobe lights are on,
these may produce a blinding effect. Care should also be taken when
using landing lights as they may cause a blinding effect at night. The
transition from a deep fog approach involves the integration of visual
cues within the cross-check during the latter portion of the approach.
The pilot should see identifiable portions of the ALS at decision height;
however, cues to control lateral alignment and flare will occur well
below decision height. Again, it is essential for the pilot to be thoroughly
familiar with the approach lighting system to develop the proper perspective between these cues and the ensuing runway environment.
c.
Cloud Base Fog: This type of foo usually forms above the
surface of the runway and is associated with low ceilings, but since the
fog forms more of a definite ceiling, a pilot can usually expect better
visibilities once the ceiling is passed. Therefore, the transition from
instrument to visual flight is sharper with more pronounced use of
visual cues after passing the ceiling. Night approaches may produce
the sensation the aircraft is high once the cloud base is passed. The
"pilotshould continue on instruments, cross-checking visual cues to
confirm runway alignment. During the flare the pilot may experience
a sensation of descending below the surface of the runway. This will
be especially pronounced at facilities with 300-foot wide runways. In
either case, the pilot must avoid large attitude changes which might
produce a duck-under or over rotation.
d.
Sea Fog: In most fogs the pilot expects almost calm wind
conditions and is not too concerned with side slip or de-crab procedures.
Sea fogs, however, can present pilots with wind and turbulence problems not associated with other fogs. It will be more difficult to maintain
good instrument flight if turbulence is present. Pilots can encounter
sea fogs with characteristics similar to shallow, deep or cloud base
fogs. The characteristics of the sea fog will be related to the wind
speed, for as the wind speed increases thc fog usually deepens. Wind
velocities greater than 15 knots usually form a cloud base fog, due to
the lifting action of the turbulence. The pilot's best procedure is to be
aware of the conditions which might be encountered an(l to integrate
visual cues within the cross-check during the latter portion of the
approach. Since cross winds do exist, the pilot must be especially
prepared to do-crab while avoiding large attitude changes which might
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produce an undsirable touchdown attitude. Also, airspeed must be
mo:e closely monitored because of the effects of turbulence and the
de -crab.

e.
Ice FoL. This type of fog is most common to the arctic
region; however, it can occur in other areas if the air temperature is
below about -Z5 0 F. It consists of a suspension of ice crystals in the
air and is mainly an artificial fog produced by human activities when
hydrocarbon fuels are burned. When there is little or no wind, it is
possible for an aircraft to generate enough fog during landing or takeoff to cover the runway and a portion of the field. Depending on the
atmospheri,- conditions, ice fogs may persist for several minutes or
days. The piloting hazards and procedures are basically the same as
the other fogs, but careful preflight planning must be made if the conditions exist for its formulation.
f.
Rain: Approaches and the ensaing transition to visual flight
can be very hazardous as moderate to heavy rain conditions can
seriously affect the utility of visual cues. Night approaches in these
conditions are even more critical as the pilot may be blinded by
flashing strobes or runway end identifier lights. The transition to
visual flight can be severely hampered by the inability to adequately
maintain aircraft control and interpret the instrumentation to gusty or
turbulent conditions. The moderate or heavy rain condition can also
render the rain removal equipment ineffective causing obscuration of
visual cues at a critical time during the transition. In these conditions
the pilot must be prepared with an alternate course of action and act
without hesitation to prevent the development of an unsafe situation.
g.
Snow: Blowing snow is accompanied by many of the same
hazards as rain, such as turbulence, difficulties in reading the flight
instruments, obscured visual cues and aircraft control problems. Of
special interest will be a lack of visual cues to effect runway identification for the visual portion of the approach. The approach and runway
lights will provide some identification; however, runway markings and
the contrast with relation to its surroundings will be lost in the whiteness. Therefore, depth perception may be difficult to achieve, placing
more emphasis on instrumentation for attitude control. It is extremely
important to avoid large attitude changes during approaches in snow.
\Visual Cues: Approach lights, runway markings, lights and contrast
are the primary sources of visual cues. At some facilities touchdown
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zone and centerline lights may also be available. The pilot's responsibility is to become familiar with the lighting and marking patterns
provided at his destination and to correlate them with the weather to be
effectively prepared for the transition to visual flight. In minimum
visibility conditions, the visual cues and references for flare and runway alignment are extremely limited compared to the normal references
the pilot uses during a visual approach. Therefore, the aircraft's
projected runway contact point will not be within the pilot's visual segment until considerably below decision height. Any abrupt attitude
changes to attempt to bring the projected impact point into the pilot's
visual segment may produce high sink rates and thrust/lift management
problems at a critical time. These so-called duck-under maneuvers
must be avoided during the low visibility approach.
Another type of duck-under is encountered when the pilot attempts
to land within the first 500 to 1000 feet of the runway after breaking out
of an overcast. In this case the pilot attempts to establish a visual
profile similar to the one he uses most often. Establishing the visual
profile usually involves reducing power and changing attitude to aim
the aircraft at some spot short of the end of the runway. In this
maneuver a pilot attempts to use as much of the available runway as
possible and justifies the maneuver due to shortness of the runway or
poor braking conditions. This type of maneuver is not recommended
since high sink rates and poor thrust relationships can develop which
may cause under-shoots or hard landings. The pilot should base his
landing decision upon the normal touchdown point from the instrument
approach and if stopping distances are insufficient proceed to an
alternate.
Downward Vision Angle. There is area hidden by the nose of an aircraft which the pilot cannot see from the cockpit. If a line from the
",%t's eye is projected over the nose of his aircraft, this line will
,n an angle with the horizontal determining an aircraft's downward
vision angle (Figure 1). The area hidden from the pilot's view can
then be determined from a trigonometric relationship based on aircraft
elevation and downward vision angle. An aircraft with a 140 downward
vision angle 100 feet above the surface will conceal about 400 feet
beneath its nose. Consider an approach in 1600 feet visibility. This
means the pilot's visual segment at 100 feet elevation with a 140 downward vision angle will be reduced to about 1200 feet. Other factors,
such as a nose-high pitch attitude and a slant range visibility less than
the RVR, can further reduce the pilot's visual segment.
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APPROACH AND RUNWAY LIGHTING:
The touchdown zone (TDZ), centerline (CL) and high intensity
runway edge lights (HIRL) provide adequate visual information for
night L-perations in Category II conditions. The centerline lighting
fixtures which emit at least 7500 candela are far superior to the 300
candela fixtures which can be considered inadequate. When the 1500
candela lights were placed at step 4 (approximately 30 percent of their
maximum output) they were found to be marginal at night and unsatisfactory during day operations when the runway visual range (RVR) was
800 feet or less. When the runway lighting was set to step 3, the TDZ,
CL, and HIP L were found to be inadequate for either day or night operation with RVRs of 800 feet or less.
One major deficiency was the use of the HIRLs for visual cues.
These lights proved to be adequate in Category II conditions and
marginal to unsatisfactory in visibilities below 800 feet. Also, it was
noted that runway width reduced the effectiveness of HIRLs for visual
cues. In similar fog conditions with RVRs close to 800 feet, three to
four HIRLs along each side of the runway were barely visible on runways 150 feet wide; while on runways 300 feet wide, only two HIRLs
were visible. Considerable effort should be expended to determine a
more satisfactory peak intensity alignment which will allow the pilot
to take advantage of their maximum of 50, 000 candela.
Another major problem area during low visibility flights was the

identification of runway threshold. Pilots are extremely interested in
knowing their aircraft is over concrete. This mere fact instills confidence and assurance that the aircraft is indeed past the approach
lights and properly aligned. This psychological feeling is extremely
important since the approach lighting system may provide few or no
cues relating to position with respect to threshold in low visibility.
This fact is especially true at those military facilities flown which had
flush-mounted lights in the overrun. This is not to advocate stanchionmounted lights, but to simply express a desire for brighter flushmounted fixtures.
Still another problem area is the possible misinterpretation of
the centerline for runway edge lights. To investigate this possibility,
a number of offset approaches were flown in Category II and visibilities
down to 600 feet. There was no discrepancy noted until visibilities
approached 800 feet. In these reduced visibilities, project pilots felt
the potential existed to confuse the runway edge lights for the centerline
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lights.

Inflight photography taken cf the offset approaches very vividly

depicts the possibility of mistaking the HIRLs for centerline lights.
To prevent this occurrence, either the touchdown zone or centerline lights should be reconfigured or color coded. One possible
solution would be to color code the HIRLs red. This would positively
identify an unsafe condition while preventing any confusion between the
touchdown zone and centerline lights.
Project pilots have had the opportunity to fly the Category II
approach lighting system (ALS) installed nu Runway 12R, San Antonio
International Airport, and have found it far superior to the US Standard
"A" for the following reasons:
a.
The strobe lights removed from the last 1000 feet of the ALS
eliminated the blinding flashes on short final.
b.
The 500-foot white bar is a definite aid in determining distance
and position fronm threshold.
The pa.rallel rows of red lights for the last 1000 feet of the
c.
ALS aid roll. guidanc( and further define the transition from approach
zone to touchdown zone.
d.
The stanchion-mounted green threshold lights clearly define
the beginning of the runway. However, these 14-inch stanchions are
not recommended for the overrun area or threshold use. Study should
be directed toward developing a flush-mounted fixture of sufficient
Recent studies conducted for TAC relating
candela for these purposes.
to flush-mounted threshold lights \'ith 500-watt bulbs have indicated
they are just as effective as 14-inch stanchion fixtures with 200-watt
bulbs.
The flushl-mouiae'3 7500 candela minimum centerline lights proOn
vide outstainag rollout guidance in night Category II conditions.
stop five project pilots were able to use the 7500 candela lights for
rollout guidance irn night visibilities as low as reported zero-zero.
During clay operations, it was found that runway centerline marks provide better references for rollout. The color coded centerline lights
are extremnely eflective. All project pilots felt the color coded centerline lights in the last 3000 feet of runway were a definite help.
Investigations with color coded centerline lights should continue.
Perhaps a configuration where the first third of centerline lights are
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green, the
configured
remaining
centerline

second third ar- amber and the last third are as presently
would be a possible solution to identification of runway
and eliminate the possibility of confusing runway edge and
lights.
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"RUNWAY MARKINGS:
In low visibility weather runway markings assume extreme importance and in some cases, such as day approaches, may provide better
visual references than centerline or touchdown zone lighting. It would
be highly desirable then to provide marking patterns which could
instinctively indicate information with respect to runway ce terline
and distance during both the takeoff and rollout.
The FAA's proposed 3-3-2-2-i -1 pattern (Figure 5) was evaluated
by project pilots in April 1969 and at that time it was felt to be an
inferior replacement for the present 2000 foot all-weather runway
markings. The concept of a marking pattern for touchdown zone
identification 3000 feet in length should be adopted if a suitable pattern
can be determined. Of paramount concern were these negative features
of the 3-3-2-2-1-1 pattern:
1. The touchdown aim points located 1000 feet from threshold
do not provide a realistic aim point during low visibility landings.
The normal GPIP associated with precision approaches can vary
from 750 to 1250 feet. It is believed a bold touchdown identification
marking in the touchdown zone would provide an erroneous aim point
during low visibility approaches, possibly resulting in "duck-unders"
or hard landings. Such a marking may well provide a "forcing
function" during any type of landing. This problem is not associated
with the present instrument runway marking system.
2.
The proposed system degraded the concept of providing
distance from threshold information by repeating marking patterns.
The problem of identifying specific marks with distance from threshold
was prevalent with a standard instrument marking pattern. Project
pilots determined during the Landing Weather Minimums Investigation
(LWMI) that a more interpretable system was necessary to ascertain
touchdown point, and equally important was a need for identification
markings which relate distance information for braking techniques at
the stop end of the runway. Under low visibility conditions when only
one runway marking can be seen, the determination of distance
information using the proposed system would be impossible due to the
repetition uf patterns. It was also determined that the standard AF
runway distance markers were not visible in visibilities of less than
approximately 600 feet. Their utility is also reduced when vision is
restricted by rain, snow, etc. , on the windshield. Military requirements for distance information are apparently more critical than civil
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because of takeoff criteria (acceleration, refusal, etc.) and stopping
distances of high performance aircraft.
During visual conditions, the standard 4-3-2-1 pattern
3.
Figure 4) presents the pilot with a narrowing envelope directing his
efforts toward runway centerline. To some degree, this concept has
been retained with the proposed system. However, the envelope has
been lengthened and duplicated thus reducing the effectiveness of the
concept under low visibility conditions when possibly only one or two
markings can be seen. This shortcoming was extremely apparent
during the LWMI as many times it was difficult for project pilots to
accurately determine lateral. corrections (direction to correct to
centerline) from the rectangular patterns. This fault has not been
corrected by the proposed marking pattern.
4.

A pilot over threshold at 50 feet with 1200 feet RVR will

probably see only one set of markings on which to determine his
lateral position. His downward vision angle (angle from the pilot's
eye over the aircraft's nose measured with the horizontal) will cut
off approximately 200 to 250 feet of visual cues reducing his visual
segment to less than 1000 feet. A pilot in these conditions will find
it impossible to determine lateral position on an offset approach
(aligned with runway edge). Project pilots flew a number of offset
approaches during the L.WMI to investigate the effectiveness of the
standard instrument runway markings. If the aircraft was aligned
with the edge of the runway it was found the edge stripe and adjacent
touchdown zone markings could be mistaken for the centerline and
corresponding touchdown zone marking. This fault is common to the
proposed marking pattern.
Every consideration should be directed toward establishing a
fixed distance pattern with direction to centerline compatible for both
visual and instrument conditions. Runway markings assume critical
importance during low visibility approaches and have profound impact on
the successful completion of an approach. In cases of high foreground
brightness, the markings provide better visual cues than in runway
lighting or runway edge distance-to-go information. Also, the touchdown zone markings provide critical cues to acquire depth perception
during day low visibility approaches as the number and interval between
markings present transitional and rate information for the flare and
touchdown.
Careful study must be directed toward establishing a pattern which
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provides the pilot with as much information as possible during the low
visibility approach. The following minimum criteria should be considered in the development of an advanced instrument marking pattern:
1.

Provide lateral guidance toward centerline.

2.

Identifies left or right side of runway.

3.
Relates distance from approach and stop end threshold with
as little interpretation as possible.
4.

Provides distance coding each 500 feet.

5,

Identifies runway edge.

6.

Identifies runway centerline.

7.

System length is 3000 feet.

8.

Identifies threshold.

9.

Widen the gauge to reduce wear on the inner markings.

Figures 6 and 7 represent attempts to satisfy the stated criteria.
Figure 6 shows a standard 2000-foot system modified to indicate runway side, direction to centerline, centerline diamonds, side barbs
and distance remaining.
Figure 7 indicates a modified 3000-foot proposal to depict runway
side and direction. toward centerline. It also includes side barbs,
centerline diamonds with distance remaining and directional triangles.
As indicated by the large diamond, distance remaining is provided by
numbers inside the diamonds which are viewable from one direction
only.
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CATEGORY II OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS
Introduction:
Routine operation in the low visibility envirom'ent presents a
formidable challenge to the aviation industry. Most assuredly
engineers and designers will develop the required control, display
and guidance hardware. What will then be the best piloting procedures
to use the control/display equipment in the low visibility environment?
One of the goals of the Landing Weather Minimums Investigation
(LWMI) was to research crew procedures and suggest cor.trol/dis play
configurations for low visibility landings. Over 250 low visibility
landings were made and as experience was gained, these important
realizations occurred:
1. The visibilities caused by fog were usually greater than
Category I (200 feet DH and 1/? mile visibility) or less than Category
liA (700 feet RVR) meaning that the theoretical Category I1 operation
very seldom existed.
2.
Visual information is usually available from the approach
lighting system and runway environment even though the weather is
reported as zero-zero.
3.
Pilots could use visual segments of 600 feet to maintain
lateral alignment, but had insufficient visual information to flare.
4.
The visual environment can present confusing and illusionary
information.
5.
At least three seconds are required for a pilot to orient himself in visibilities between 600 and 800 feet if a sudden transition is
made to visual flight.
6.
A visual segment of 200 feet was sufficient for rollout using
cues from either the centerline lights or markings.
Pilot in the Control Loop:
The basic problem of low visibility landings is contingent upon
the assigned role of the pilots. Basically two approaches can be taken.
The first premise is that of a completely automated coupled approach.
The second premise is that which includes the piLo as an active control
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element and adjunct to the automatic system. If the first premise is
accepted, then the pilot's role becomes that of a monitor and the
success of the approach, touchdown and rollout rests with the automatic
systems. The pilot in this sense is a detriment to the automatics and
is there for passenger appeasement and to take control only if an
emergency occurs. Aircraft equipment requirements become simplified since outside references and special displays and control systems
will not be required. Therefore, the engineer and designer can
concentrate on automatics and guidance systems to satisfy low visibility landing requirements.
The other premise accepts the pilot as a necessary adjunct to the
automatic system. In this design, the needs of the pilot must be con•sidered. Not only must the pilot have access within the automatic
system, he must have the controls and displays to actively participate
based on his judgment of approach progress. Therefore, he will
need the display to effect a manual on instrument capability for the
approach, flare, touchdown and rollout. This also requires the pilot
be provided the unburdening qualities of automatic systems so he may
be integrated into the total system. In this manner pilots would be
able to participate in conjunction with the automatic system and an
additional redundancy would be established with pilots in the control
loop.
It is doubtful that the first premise would ever be appealing to
the pilot populace due to the extremely stressful nature of the low
visibility approach maneuver. There are extreme psychological as
well as physiological forces which must be neutralized by satisfying
the pilot's need to know. In this way, the displays will satisfy the
requirement for approach progress information, the control systems
allow the pilot to participate and automatics produce unburdening.
In the final analysis, the pilot's role must be defined to add substance
to the development of crew stations and assignment of procedures
during the approach and landing.
Regardless of the level cf automatics, it seems only reasonable
to assume that the pilot will be the ultimate decision maker in the man/
machine relationship. If the pilot is assigned the responsibility for
the safe conduct of flight, then it is absolutely essential he be provided
the tools to perform his job. There are those that contend the pilot
would be a detriment to approach progress in low visibility conditions -that the low visibility environment can create illusionary effects which
could trap pilots into catastrophic situations. The issue tiere is a
vital one and must be resolved by providing an on-instrument capability
to touchdown. In this manner, not only can the low visibility environment
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be safely flown, but a soklion to the visual landing accident will
exist. Pilots will have tne means to follow instrument flight paths to
a runway, thus eliminating the possibility of under oi- overshoots.
If energy management displays are added to the scheme, then an oninstrument capability will exist to arrive on the runway at the proper
position and speed.
The main question which arises is the procedural use of the oninstruments landing system. Will the pilot(s) be allowed access into
the control system to assist the automat'cs with aircraft control or
will they merely serve as monitors t:o take over only if ail emergency
occurs? During project flying in the LWMI, all project pilots agreed
that it is absolutely essential that pilot., be provided access into the
automatic system with force wheel steering. They felt that only by
being integrated as an active control element would the pilot be prepared to assist or assume active command as necessa)'y. Therefore,
to satisfy piloting requireinents, the computer which operates the
autopilot must also operat, the command steering displays, the pilot
must be integrated with the automatics with force wheel steering and
finally, the pilot must have the displays to cffect a manual on-instrument
approach, flare, touchdown and rollout. In reality the process is one
of maintaining instrument flight to touchdown or a closed instrument
loop. How pilots can do this will be discussed next.
Closed Instrument Loop:
With the exception of the takeoff and landing pilots can maneuver
an aircraft through its entire flight profile without visual reference
to the real world. In fact, the real world is not necessary since all
piloting tasks can be performed with reference to instrumentation
within the aircraft. This, then, implies that instrumentation of a
very sophisticated nature, to relate to the pilot all the visual information he needs from outside his vehicle plus parameters depicting
aircraft position and performance are necessary for the takeoff and
landing. One must not infer that parameters in themselves will supply
the key to the solution. There are three essential int3rrelated aspects
which must be considered collectively. These are the control, display
and guidance elements. Without determining the requirements for all
three, the instrument loop can never be closed.
Presently, the pilot is faced with parameters which do not relate
to him his position with respect to runway centerline. He knows he
is left or right of a final approach course and aiming somewhere down
the runway, but he cannot determine exactly where since the quality
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of the guidance is not designed to provide this information, and his
displays are oriented to the guidance, not the runway. In the low
visibi]ity enviromnent, present instrument displays are adequate to
visibility minimums of approximately 1600 feet RVR with a decision
height of 100 feet. For precision flying, however, present instruments
do not display the information to perform the subtle corrections nec.2ssary below 1600 feet visibility. Also, the navigation displays are
oriented to the guidance which was not designed to provide information
to touchdown.
Therefore, the capability to maintain a closed instrument loop
begins to deteriorate when descending through a height of 200 feet
since the information does not relate to the runway centerline nor
provide the means for the finite corrections required. The closed
instrument loop starts to open (provide insufficient instrument
information), then. around 200 feet with present guidance/displ, y
configurations. Thus supplemental information relating to flight
path control must be derived from outside the aircraft at some
theoretical altitude below 200 feet. This, to say the least, is
extremely undesirable in adverse weather conditions since the pilot
must divide his attention between the instrument displays and visual
information from the real world. Almost certainly the pilot will
place more emphasis on real-world cues which may not relate a
true picture of approach progress and in some cases create illusions.
At present there is no way a pilot can maintain a closed instrument
loop to touchdown. The process is one of supplementing instrument
with visual information until a closed visual loop exists and a visual
landing can be accomplished. It is this transition from one loop to
the other that produces the potential hazard and must be eliminated.
The closed visual loop consists of using real-world cues supplemented with performance instrument information for aircraft control.
When the pilot has the runway environment in sight, he can gauge his
rate of closure with the touchdown point and has at his disposal all the
information he needs to effect the finite roll, pitch, yaw and airspeed
corrections necessary for a successful approach, landing and rollout.
If weather obscures the pilot's aiming point, but allows cues for
lateral control, he is faced with a partially closed instrument/visual
loop (maintains lateral alignment visually and flares on instruments)
and the integration of cues from both the visual and instrument
environment. This form of control can be acceptable until the instrument .sr visual loop opens (either loop provides insufficient information
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for aircraft control); if this occurs, the approach cannot be continued,
and an extremely hazardous condition may exist.
The Category II Transition
The "see-to-land" process entails maintaining a closed instrument
loop while attempting to establish a closed visual loop at decision
height, or some point thereafter, aný] then transferring to the closed
visual loop to complete the approach and landing. In reality, the
visibility for a distinct transition from the closed instrument to the
closed visual "jop seldom, if ever, exists in actual low visibility
conditions. I restrictions to visibility do exist, they are usually
caused by total or partial obscurations which normally produce visibilities less than 1000,feet. The problem, then, doesn't involve a
transition to visual flight, but a method to maintain lateral alignment
and flare on instruments. To attempt the transition visually requires
3 to 4 seconds for the pilot to assimilate the visual cues, another
second or so to determine a course of action, another second for the
"control input, after which the aircraft reacts to the control input. If
we further examine this piloting task, we may find the pilot is not
absolutely positive that the visual patterns developing define the aircraft's attitude and position. It was noted many times during the
LWMI that the visual pilot, using outside visual references, had the
sensation the aircraft was much higher than its actual altitude. This
visual illusion could lead to a duck-under maneuver during a critical
phase of flight. Another important aspect was the lack of a welldefined aiming point for touchdown. This causes the flare perspective
to lack the fundamental characteristics apparent during an unrestricted
visual flare. The pilot's visual segment may contain enough cues for
lateral alignment; however, the visual perspective to flare the aircraft is lacking. This condition was encountered numerous times
below 1200 feet RVR.
The conditions described above denote a phase of aircraft control
which is a combination of both instrument and visual control or a
partial instrument/visual loop, neither 'being closed. This situation
develops when there are enough visual cues to provide some guidance,
but not enough for total reliance. This condition is perhaps the most
dangerous, due to the visual illusions, false sensations, lack of welldefined cues, pilot reaction time, etc, that could possibly exist. It
"isthis partial loop, visual and instrument, which is neither desirable
nor tolerable since there are insufficient cues from either source to
provide a true picture for aircraft control. Also, the pilot is faced
with an extremely hazardous situation if be elects to control his
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aircraft in the low visibility environment with the present family of
instruments, and if he relies solely on an automatic flight control
system, there is no way to monitor the performance of the autopilot
or assume control without proper instrumentation.
It is quite ol-vious the closed visual loop cannot be maintained for
100% of the approaches, landings and rollouts. Would it then be
possible to develop an instrument system capable of displaying the
information the pilot needs to maintain a closed instrument loop
throughout the approach and landing profile? Also, could such a system be configured to produce more desirable information than the
real world? The answers to these questions are yes, and this must be
done to have a true low vizibility landing capability.
Independent Landing Monitor
One of piloting's dilemmas is determining the integrity of an ILS
localizer and glide path signal during low visibility conditions. This
perplexing situation produces extreme psychological conflicts for a
pilot. This attitude manifests itself in the fact that his past experiences
have proven to him that electronic guidance has not been reliable
enough to repeatably align his aircraft within the confines of a runway
150 feet wide. In some cases, beam bends and dips can be of such a
sufficient magnitude to cause uncoupling of an autopilot. This salient
fact exists in visual conditions; how, then, can a pilot have confidence
in the integrity of an electronic beam during minimum visibility conditions ?
Obviously, a device or system is absolutely essential to verify the
integrity of the electronic guidance and also allay a pilot's psychological fears. Only through the use of an Independent Landing Monitoring
(ILM) device will sufficient redundancy be realized to absolutely
ascertain the safety required for operations in the low-visibility
environment. To be totally effective, the ILM system must be completely independent of the electronic guidance used by the autopilot
and that displayed on the navigation instruments. Its purpose, then,
would be to either confirm or deny an acceptable lateral and longitudinal dispersion during the period from short final to touchdown.
To totally justify such an important component, it would seem
apropos to design a multi-function display capable of relating critical
information to the pilot throughout an entire mission profile. Since
a majority of flight time is conducted during visual conditions, it
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would seem completely essential to include display elerni.nts required
in both the visual and instrument environment. Some of these parameters might include:
1.

Pitch and Bank Attitude

2.

Flight Path Angle

3.

Angle of Attack

4.
Limiting parameters such as pitch rate, acceleration rate,
and "G" loading
5.

Command Steering

6.

Gunsight Information

7.

Radar Altitude

8.

Course Deviation

9.

Heading

10.

Failure Annunciation

11.

Altitude

12.

Terrain Avoidance Information

By now it may appear that the Independent Landing Monitoring
System is taking shape as a collimated light display capable of projecting a wide variety of information. A desirable configuration would
be a HUD (heads-up display) using a combining glass and images
focused at infinity to delineate certain parameters for specific flight
maneuvers. These, of course, would be selectable by the pilot.
In the case of the low-visibility landing, the display should depict
the relationship of the aircraft to the runway centerline with qualitative
parameters to indicate vertical and especially lateral deviation. Other
useful information could include FPA (flight path angle), radar altitude,
projected touchdown point, aircraft attitude, and distance from both
threshold and far end of runway. It would seem desirable to project
runway symbology in a form comparable to the visual perspective on
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short final; that is, the runway symbol is not fixed on the display and
both ends move laterally and fore/aft to provide an intuitive sensation of
proper flight path and cross track rate. It is extremely important
to stress at this point that the symbology must be representative of
real-world cues and relate to the pilot the same information, as to
position, he would see through the aircraft's windshield during a
visual landing.
To generate this type of real-world display, it seems that a high
resolution radar or infrared system may be necessary. These systems could be used to provide the necessary inputs to depict the runway
symbology on a combining glass or possibly present the real world on
a CRT. In either situation, the depiction would provide performance
information relating to a pilot his aircraft's position with respect to
runway centerline. It must be noted that this display is not anticipated
as a command instrument; that is, one that directs the pilot to establish an altitude, attitude or heading on short final approach. However,
it may have application as a terrain avoidance, low approach monitor
and for other visual maneuvers.
Heads-Up Displays (HUD)
Project pilots did not have a heads-up display to evaluate; however,
some pertinent observations were made concerning their utility and
use during the Landing Weather Minimums Investigation. It is believed
that a heads-up display would not have been any benefit to the headsdown (instrument) pilot. The instruments and displays on the instrument p~anels were the heads-down pilot's responsibility to monitor and
use to fly the approach, make the touchdown, rollout, and takeoff.
However, it is believed that a HUD display would have been of great
benefit to the heads-up (visual pilot), since he came heads-up at
approximately 200 feet to determine exactly what visual information
was available from the approach lighting system and the runway
environment. He was severely limited in his ability to monitor the
progress of the approach with relation to the flight instrumentation
inside the aircraft after he went head,- up. It is believed that if the
heads-up pilot had information on the wind screen in front of him, then
lie would be able to spend some of his time monitoring the performance
of the beads-down pilot while integrating visual cues. A basic necessity for the heads-up pilot would be attitude information. This seems
to be an extremely important parameter, especially in aircraft with
a fairly long wing where the possibility of dragging a wing pod exists
during a decrab maneuver. Attitude information in both the roll and
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the pitch axis would seem a very basic requirement to monitor on
short final. Also, the heads-up pilot would be vitally concerned with
the quality of the tracking performance the heads-down pilot is attaining. So, it is also necessary to supply the heads-up pilot with
information with respect to localizer error and what is being done to
return the aircraft to the localizer course. Both raw and command
steering information with respect to the localizer course are necessary. In the pitch axis, information with respect to aircraft position
with relation to the glide slope and the performance of the headsdown pilot is necessary to properly monitor the approach. Airspeed
information also seems to be a necessary parameter; not so much
with respect to exact airspeed, but some type of on-speed information.
Is the aircraft on-speed? If not, exactly what is the error, and is it
within tolerances and at what rate is the speed increasing or decreasing, or is the trend toward an undesirable airspeed indication? These
types of parameters should be monitored by the heads-up pilot. Also,
it would seem almost essential for the heads-up pilot to have a
separate source of guidance being supplied into his heads-up display
as a method of cross-checking the primary guidance to the runway.
This secondary guidance would also be with relation to the runway
centerline and glide slope to allow monitoring of the performance of
the aircraft with relation to the primary guidance system.
Pilots flying a low visibility approach may find it extremely
difficult to focus their attention on a display which is located directly
in front of them while attempting to see through the display to pick up
visual cues from the approach lighting system or the runway environment. Will pilots have the ability to focus on two areas at the same
time, and does it require a great deal of pilot concentration to monitor
the instrument approach from the HUD in the precision manner that's
necessary from 200 feet above the surface to the runway? All of the
heads-down pilot's concentration will have to be channelled into maintaining the heads-down instrument display to attain adequate performance.
At times, project pilots felt that possibly a heads-up display may be
extremely distracting to a pilot who goes from flying cockpit instruments to looking outside for visual cues. Also, it may be that the
symbology on the HUD could be confused with lighting from the runway
or approach lighting system. At times, during the LWMI when the
project pilots came heads up, it took 3 to 4 seconds to integrate the
outside visual cues. In addition, it was difficult to pick up any type
of trend from the visual cues when the RVR was down in the area of
6-800 feet. There was one time in particular when the runway edge
lights produced an overpowering compulsion to fly the aircraft toward
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these lights. Therefore, the feeling exists that possibly some type of
lighted heads-up display in front of the aircraft might create this type
of lighting illusion where the aircraft is misaligned. The pilot may inadvertently put the aircraft into an undesirable attitude in order to center
or correct some type of lateral situation that doesn't exist.
There is absolutely no doubt that heads-up displays have merit;
however, they must be evaluated in an actual weather environment to
ascertain exactly what parameters should be put on the display, how
they should be configured, scaled, and color coded. They would appear
to have a tremendous amount of flexibility if pilots had the option to
select the display that would most benefit his particular flight needs.
In the scheme of low visibility approaches, it would seem also desirable
for both pilots to have a heads-up display from the viewpoint that the allweather systems design, in the final analysis, probably would have the
capability of being flown from either the left or the right seat. In this
manner, either pilot could act as the heads-down pilot flying the aircraft to touchdown while the other pilot acts as systems monitor.
Guidance Systems
Advanced guidance capability is a necessary adjunct for operating
in Category II and III visibilities. In planning for a mix of conventional,
STOL, and VTOL aircraft, on varying profiles in dense traffic, present
and forecast, some desirable guidance capabilities emerge: a selectable
glide slope; a glide slope and centerline signal without dips, bends or
scalloping; a basis for ground monitoring of an aircraft's approach
progress; high resolution distance information in the cockpit; flare
guidance to touchdown 1000 feet to 1500 feet from threshold; compatibility with present instrumentation; self-monitoring with switching in
case of failure. A most important concept is the linear definition of
the approach path on short final. The advantages of the linear approach
path are two-fold: sensitivity remains constant and instrumentation
can relate aircraft position to runway centerline. Another important
consideration is the design synthesis of new instrumentation capable
of relating lateral rates and the means to control/adjust lateral rate.
Whenever beam interference is encountered, piloting workload
increases at an alarming rate. Any over-correction made on final
approach can create enough instability to cause a go-around. The aircraft must be stabilized in its landing configuration when the middle
marker is reached. From this position to touchdown, there is very
little that can be done to re-establish the dynamic stability necessary
for the remainder of the approach.
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CREW PROCEDURES
Instrument flight in any type of weather environment requires
definition of piloting roles if operations are to be efficient. The
weather environment will, to some extent, provide guidelines and
restrictions to crew procedures and training requirements. If the
different types of weather environments are examined, crew procedures may become evident which will be appropriate for all types of
visibility conditions. Basically, three types of visibility categories
may be encountered -- the cloud base ceiling, the zero-zero visi-

bility condition, and the "quasi" condition. Also, it is possible that
a combination of these conditions may exist. These three conditions
and conceivable combinations will be investigated from the crew
procedures viewpoint to determine possible piloting roles. Let us
discuss these weather categories and how they affect crew procedures.
The cloud base ceiling can be defined as that meteorological
condition where the aircraft descends through a definite ceiling.
Once the ceiling is passed, visibility is usually unrestricted. Conditions such as rain, snow, etc, may exist, but there are still
sufficient visual references to maintain composite flight, as previously defined. In this type of condition, pilots may use a number
of different crew allocations. Some of these could include the copilot flying instruments until composite flight is possible and then
either continuing visually- to touchdown or relinquishing control to
the aircraft commander. Another possibility could be the aircraft
commander making the instrument approach and either continuing
to touchdown or allowing the co-pilot to fly to touchdown once composite flight can be maintained. There could also be a split allocation
concept with the pilot not flying instruments controlling the throttles
to maintain airspeed. Another possibility could be a split axis concept with one pilot controlling pitch and power while the other has
roll and yaw. Other combinations could also be arranged.
The cloud base ceiling offers no particular stressful challenge
since visual references will be plentiful once the ceiling is passed.
However, it is possible to enter into the "quasi" condition if composite flight is not strictly adhered to. If, for example, the approach is
conducted at night in an area without many lights or at an austere
facility, it is possible the visual references may not be reliable.
Even though the entire approach and runway lighting system is in view,
pilots have landed short of runways, in some cases up to five miles,
simply because the visual references were insufficient for adequate
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depth perception or created illusions leading to the errors. This
could also be the case during approaches in snow, rain, etc, where
the visibility is somewhat obscured. The solution to preventing these
types of accidents is to maintain composite flight. Also, one pilot, in
a dual aircraft, could be tasked to specifically monitor instrumentation. This type of task allocation could possibly prevent premature
descents or large excursions from instrument flight paths when the
visual references create illusions of false height or present illdefined cues.
The reported zero-zero weather condition presents a situation
where there are supposedly no visual references to control the aircraft. Therefore, at least one pilot must maintain instrument flight
to touchdown, throughout rollout and during taxi. The other pilot
could be either looking outside for visual cues or assisting passively
or actively with instrument flight. The experiences acquired during
the LWMI indicate that there may be visual references available even
though the visibility is reported as zero. In fact, visibilities as great
as 600 feet were noted and usually at least 200 feet visibility was
available. These findings indicate that some visual information may
be available to assess Category III approach progress. A great deal
of caution must be exercised when interpreting and using cues in the
low visibility environment. This does not mean these cues can be
used for path control, only that visual confirmation of approach
progress may be possible. Training will be required to use cues
properly in the lower visibilities. The role of the pilots in the zerozero environment could be to have one pilot maintain instrument
flight to touchdown while the other pilot acts as the decision maker,
based on the information acquired from the instrument displays,
independent landing monitor or visual cues if available.
The "quasi" weather environment provides insufficient information
to conduct visual flight although enough cues are available to positively
confirm position. The "quasi" environmen t presents the greatest
challenge to crew integrity since there will definitely be visual cues
for interpretation and possible use for lateral alignment and flare.
Let us look at the "quasi" environment, approach geometry, and the
limitations inherent with cockpit design before discussing crew procedures in this environment.
Generally, the weather associated with the "quasi" environment
is fog, which can be categorized as either shallow or deep. In either
case the characteristics of each may vary considerably and pilots
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have no meaningful information relating to them a true picture of the
visibility conditions until they actually encounter the weather phenomena. In shallow fog, pilots generally expect to have visual cues
until the top of the fog is encountered, then some or all cues may be
lost until close to the flare heighit. In deep fog (fog several hundred
feet thick), pilots generally expect cues close to decision height unless
it's a deep, mature, homogeneous fog. In either case, if the theoretical 1200 foot RVR exists at decision height, the pilot's aiming point
and runway threshold will not be in view, although sufficient visual
references may be available for lateral alignment. The weather
phenomena then dictates a requirement for continued instrument flight
past the decision height. Therefore, one pilot must fly instruments
while the other continues to evaluate the weather environment with
respect to the visual patterns developing.
A second important consideration is the limitation imposed on
the visual segment due to cockpit downward vision angle. In most aircraft of the transport category, this angle is approximately 140, which
means at decision height, 400 feet of the visual segment will be hidden
by the nose of the aircraft (100 -+ tan 140 = approximately 400 feet).
The pilot's visual segment, then, will not be 1200 feet at decision
height, but 800 feet. This is the segment available at decision height
which the pilot must use to evaluate his approach progress and make
his landing or go-around decision. A visual segment of 800 feet is
insufficient to consider as visual conditions, so the aircraft must be
flown by instruments below decision height. Again, cockpit geometry
dictates that one pilot is necessary to maintain instrument approach
progress.
The third item for consideration is the approach geometry. At
decision height with 1200 feet RVR, the runway environment (runway
surface, touchdown zone, and centerline lights, markings, threshold
and edge lights) and the pilot's aiming or touchdown point are not in
view. This means instrument flight must be continued to some altitude below decision height. At fifty feet altitude, the aircraft should
be at threshold and the pilot's visual segment is approximately 1000
feet (50 - tan 140 = approximately 200 feet) due to the downward
vision cutoff angle. Thus, a visual pilot still cannot see his aiming
or touchdown point, although there should be sufficient visual
references for lateral alignment and control. However, there are
marginal references for longitudinal path control.
A solution to the crew procedures question would be to assign
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one pilot the responsibility for visual decisions and the other for
instrument flight. As visual references become available, the
visual pilot could use verbal cues to a.ert the instrument pilot about
their identity, magnitude, and utility. In this manner instrument
flight can be maintained to touchdown, confidence is instilled in the
instrument pilot as he receives information relating to the visual
environment. Also important, control integrity would not be sacrificed if a missed approach is necessary at or below decision height.
To complement this crew concept, the visual pilot could assist as
the visual environment allows, first in the lateral axis, then in the
longitudinal axis and then take complete control at touchdown for the
rollout and taxi.
The crew's roles should surely include the total integration of
their efforts along with the unburdening aspects of an automatic
flight control system with a flare and landing capability. Theoretically it would seem plausible, if not absolutely essential, to assume
that both pilots should have at their disposal the flight control/
display systems to singly or dually accomplish flight to touchdown
solely with instrumentation. The basic act of aircraft control seems
somewhat trivial, but the prerogative of command should ideally rest
with the aircraft commander. The aircraft commander should be the
decision maker while the other pilot is responsible for instrument
flight. If a fault warning system is not included in the system's
design, consideration should be given towards a third pilot performing this function.
The aircraft commander would normally be the overseer for the
entire flight, directing the efforts of the crew, assigning duties and
making critical decisions. In the case of the low visibility landing,
the aircraft commander would assume a visual posture at some predetermined altitude, evaluate the visual environment and make the

land or go-around decision.

Since he would have access to the visual

environment, he could assist with path control when able, or monitor
the co-pilot during the entire approach and touchdown.

f

The instrument pilot would execute physical authority over the
automatic flight control system (AFCS), assisting in the tracking
function by inserting control inputs as necessary. His primary
function would be the overt management of the AFCS through control
inputs and selection of the proper automatic modes during the

approach.
Until passing the final approach fix it is anticipated the aircraft

$
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commander would direct, at his discretion, the accomplishment of
communications and aircraft configuration procedures. However,
once the final approach fix is passbd, the aircraft should be in its
landing configuration (to prevent instability problems on Short final),
and the visual pilot should assume full responsibility for radio communications. The reason for this assignment is two-fold. The visual
pilot, since he is the overseer for the approach, would be alert to the
total situation, both-irrside and outside the aircraft. This also permits the instrument pilot to concentrate on systems performance,
assessing the need for control inputs, and exercising proper control
over the automatic system without distraction,

.

Since the visual pilot is alert to the geometry of the approach profile and the status of the ground environment, he should naturally
assume the role of the decision maker. In his role of decision maker,
he would be responsible for the land or go-around decision and also
for conveying information regarding the approach to the pilot flying
the instrument approach. This concept was found extremely important
during the LWMI and may have merit during routine low visibility
landings. The following verbal procedures were used during the LWMI.
The first call was "CUE", which meant that portions of the runway
environment were coming into view, but insufficient visual information was available to control the aircraft. The second call was
"LATERAL", meaning that the visual cues were sufficient to laterally
align the aircraft with the runway centerline; however, insufficient
visual information was available to flare the aircraft. Also, at the
lateral command, the visual pilot exercised his prerogative and
assisted with lateral axis control. It is extremely important to stress
at this point that there was no transfer of aircraft control and the
instrument pilot was still tasked to maintain instrument flight. When
the visual pilot had sufficient references to visually control the aircraft he called, "VISUAL". At this time he could, at his discretion,
aid with aircraft control with inputs into both the lateral and longitudinal axes. There was still no transfer of control. If the visual pilot
wished to takt complete control, he would state, "I have the aircraft",
and assume complete control while the instrument pilot relinquished
complete authority. It was anticipated that this command would be
executed by the visual pilot only after the aircraft was safely on the
runway, at which time he would assume active control for the rollout.
The instrument pilot would then be responsible for configuring the
aircraft for the rollout.
Another important decision that must be made is whether or not
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to execute a go-around. This decision should be made by the visual
pilot and executed by the instrument pilot on the verbal command,
"GO-AROUND". The roles of the pilots should be exact and specific
as the go-around is commanded. The instrument piLot should execute the maneuver since he has physical control of the aircraft. The
visual pilot would be evaluating the weather environment on final
approach and hence direct the appropriate command. When a goaround is made, the visual pilot reconfigures the aircraft, leaving
the other pilot free to concentrate on the go-around maneuver. Again,
the main principle is to unburden the aircraft commander, who would
normally be the decision maker and visual pilot, while eliminating
any transfer of control during the final approach, flare and landing.

5
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SECTION IV
CONCLUSIONS
See-to-Land Concept
Twelve hundred feet RVR provides a marginal visual segment to
control an aircraft's flight path. In effect, a decision height of one
hundred feet allows only a visual segment of 600-800 feet for pilot use
to determine his land or go-around decision. The effective visibility
(slant range visibility) and downward vision angle must be carefully
considered when assigning a visibility criteria for a visual takeover
on short final approach. It is believed that 1600 feet is the lowest
practical visual range that can be assigned to a decision height of 100
feet to safely maneuver visually for landing. Visibilities below 1600
should be approached with the philosophy of an on-instrument capability
to touchdown. This includes an on-instruments flare capability.
Force Wheel Steering
Force wheel steering (FWS) is an absolute necessity as an unbur-

dening tool for all flight operations and especially those in the low
visibility environment. Force wheel steering must be a part of a low
visibility approach system. The actual force levels and roll rate
functions must be investigated, but it is appropriate to say that the
final configuration should be active throughout the approach and touchdown. Using FWS on short final should not disengage or uncouple the
autopilot; however, the pilot should have the means to uncouple the
autopilot if desired while the FWS remains active.
Pilot in the Control Loop
This is the most powerful and convincing approach to the low visibility landing problem. The pilot must have access to the autopilot
through FWS and the displays to evaluate the caliber of the approach.
Only in this manner can the essential innate human qualities of judgment, evaluation and action be coupled with the precision and unburdening aspects of a finely tuned approach and landing .svstom. The
primary integrating factor of the pilot is the computer which drives
both the command steering bars and autopilot. In this manner the
pilot has at his disposal the performance of the autopilot with relation
to the raw course information. The pilot. can then evaluate autopilot
performance and assist as the displays require.
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Heads-Up _(Visual) Procedures
The vi:ual environment was found to provide useful information
when the weather was reported as WOXOF (ceiling and visibility zero).
Project pilots were able to use a 200-foot visual segment for rollout
during both dlay and night low visibility conditions. Visibilities on the
order of 200 feet will afford some information for the rollout only.
The heads-up pilot will be subject to visual illusions and possibly
disorientation with ill-defined cues in Category II and III types of
weather. Therefore, the heads-up pilot will have to rely heavily on
instrumentatioa during the approach, flare and touchdown. In shallow
fogs, the temptation to control the approach visually must be avoided
to prevent an inadvertent excursion into instrument conditions while
flying visually.
The role of the heads-up pilot is to monitor the instrumentation
and visual environment making his landing/go-around decision based
on the visual cues in view at decision height.
Heads -Down Procedures
The low visibility environment presents a serious challenge to
contact aircraft control as visual segments decrease below 1600 feet.
If the visual environment cannot provide sufficient information for
aircraft control, the aircraft must be flown with reference to instrumentation during the final approach, flare, touchdown and rollout if
necessary. The role of one pilot (the ace in the hole) should be to
maintain aircraft control with instrumentation until the visual envir-)nment affords sufficient information for a visual landing.
Category III weather will dictate a continuance to touchdown on
instruments even though there may be enough cues to ascertain lateral
position. The heads-down pilot must be adequatel~y trained to participate in conjunction with the autopilot to touchlown.
Radar Altimeters
The requirements for precision in Category II operations point to
tbc need for an altimetry system with as much accuracy as possible.
Even though the decision point is identifiable by a marker beacon
crossing an eiectronic glide path, the accuracy and definition is
MUacccptabhc and ca.n serve only to remind the pilot he has descended to
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minimums. In a situation where the marker beacon receiver or transmitter fails, reliance on a barometric altimeter would be totally
unacceptable.
Radar altitude also functions as a necessary parameter for inputs
into the flare mode and other functions such as approach sequence
information or gain tailoring.
Approach Lighting,
The Category II approach lighting system should be adequate for
approaches clown to Category IIIa. In Category I1 and Mila, the system
should provide sufficient visual references to affirm or deny position
with respect to runways. In Category IIlb and IIIc, approach lighting
for visual cues would not be a significant factor since Category Ilib
uses lights for taxi and possibly rollout while II~c is not concerned
with external visual references.
Runway Lighting
The 7500 candela in-runway lights are adequate for touchdown
zone and centerline lights in C.1tegory II and Ila weather. Either the
centerline or runway edge lights must be reconfigured or color coded
to allow absolute identification of either system during offset approaches.
The flush-mounted threshold lights with ZLU0-watt bulbs provide inadequate visual cues in Category II or Mlia conditions. Investigations should
be made of 500-watt bulbs in flush-mounted fixtures to determine their
effectiveness. Stanchion-mounted fixtures should not be used in the
overrun area or for threshold lighting. TVe HIRLs are not adequate.
Guidance
The VHF guidance system is unreliable and subject to too many
excursions, dips, scalloping, and outside influences to be an effective
tool for operations in Category II or lower weather. It is believed a
practical limit for the VHF ILS guidance is 100 feet.

*:"

A new type of guidance criteria as specified in this report is considered an absolute necessity for safe and consistent operations below
a decision height of 100 feet. A new guidance system roust supply
linear information during at least the last three-quarters of a mile
from threshold.
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p Dislay HUD)

Heads-up displays do not appear to be the panacea for all-weather
flight. Careful consideration must be given to their role in both a
visual/instrument enviromnent to determine their ultimate configuration. Before those proponents of HUDs are heeded a careful study
must be made of the HUD in all types of weather to learn their uses
and pitfalls. At this time HUDs would seem to have useful application
to visual as well as tactical environments. However, caution must be
exercised to prevent a rash of nonstandard, cluttered displays which
would tend to be confusing in themselves.
Rt.nway Mar eings
The runway markings presently in use are not adequate for low
visibility landings. A new system must be developed to provide
instinctive information to the pilot relating hi! position to centerline
and distance from threshold. Distance information is especially
important to determine both takeoff and rollout performance. One of
the most important visual references during day low visibility landing
are the touchdown zone and centerline markings. In fact, pilots will
find the markings to provide more useful cues for day operations than
either the touchdown zone or centerline lights.
Independent Landing Monitor (ILM)
A need exists to present a separate source of "how goes it" type
of information to the pilot. This information would be completely
indepenCent from the guidance information. Only in this manner will
pilots be able to ascertain that the guidance and automatic systems are
indeed performing in an optimum and safe process. The ILM concept
is extremely important as it supplies redundancy, which promotes
safety, and can instill confidence in the pilot to relieve psychological
pressures. The best type of display would be a real-world time pictorial display similar to what the pilot sees out the windshield of his
aircraft.
jii2,

Measurement

There are many variables which cause inaccuracies in the measurement of visibility. From the pilot's point of view, the visual segment at
decisimo height, in the touchdown zone and during the rollout, are all of
prin.e intere,•t. The vi.sibility at decision height would be a slant range
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visibility relating to the pilot the furthest distance which may be seen.
Knowing this distance, the pilot can subtract the cockpit cutoff distance
and determine the length of the visual segment available for the landing
or go-around decision. Another important use of slant range visibility
would be the determination of the visual segment during flare. T'his
particular information is extremely valuable in "see-to-land" opera..
tions. Different and degraded visibilifies, especially in shadlow fogs,
were noted many times. The differences between visual segments at
decision height and those in the touchdown zone must be accurately
sensed and reported to provide valid information relating to thbe viual
cues expected on short final.
The pilot's problems do not end with a successful touchdown since
there is still the rollout, taxi and docking to complet,.. To be complete, the pilot must also be advised of visibilities during these phases
of operation and systems developed to control the aircraft efficienDtly

once it has landed.
Emergency Equipment
It is possible to foresee that situations may develup where ground
or -' 'borne emergency equipment is required to operate in the low
vis
j environment. Displays and procedures are necessary for
th
.ypes of vehicles to operate routinely along the airport surface
or at low altitudes to transition to and from emergency operations.
Without a routine operational capability for emergency vehicles,
there can be no low visibility operation for aircraft.
Training Requirements
The most difficult task o ý,ll will be to prepare the pilot for the
low visibility landing. Me . :n be taught to operate the equipment and
shown the various cue a.3 Aable in the simulator, but there is always
the fundamental overt.0:, "nat the situation is not real. When the real
situation occurs, there will be tremendous psychological and physiological pressures on pilots that no electronic simulation can adequately
reproduce. Above all, pilots must: have absolute confidence in themselves and both the ground and airborne equipment. This confidence
can only be realized through everyday use and constant practice with
equipment and procedures. In this way pilots will gain both confidence
and proficiency.
There must also be realistic training programs established which

will put the pilot in the aircraft in conditions similar or equal to the
weather environment he is being certified to operate in. Such a training program should include ground school to learn systems operation
and the effects of restrictions to visibility on visual cues. Simulator
time will put the training into motion and actual flight time -xill utilize
the equipment in the actual or simulated environment. One method of
simulating the low visibility environment would be to electronically
time the approach and runway lighting with the movement of the aircraft.
As the aircraft moves down final and along the runway, a segment of
lights could be electronically keyed to illuminate and simulate the
required visibility. If this type of training could be accomplished on
a dark night, it could prove to be extremely effective.
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APPENDIX A
TAPED COMMENTS
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TAPED COMMENTS
SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN AIRPORT
10 January 1969
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P
CP
TP
ACM

Sacramento Metropolitan
Runway 16

Maj Carmack
Maj Hadley
Maj Adams
Armstrong

10 January 1969

APPROACH #1

(Film #255)

(Osc #75)

-XI 1/16F/RVR 800
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: This is a fairly shallow fog, but very mature
in that you can't see through it until you get right at it. Our approach
light contact height was about 200 feet. Our first cue was the
approach lights. The number of approach lights visible were about
three prior to the 1000-foot bar. They came through the fog quite
well. Then I could see all of the approach lights at that point on.
I did not notice the red terminating bar, or the wing bar lights or
the threshold lights. I saw the touchdown zone lights very clearly.
The centerline lights were not on. I could see about four to five
hundred feet on the ground. We did not roll out because we did not
have any centerline lights and the visibility was only 400 feet. The
effectiveness of the lighting system was good once we got down in
it; however, we didn't see the lighting until we entered the fog, at
about 200 feet. The number of runway lights visible were two, which
The runway markings
would mean we had four to five hundred feet.
it's
dark
out
there, but they
of
course,
were not overly apparent;
are not in as good a condition as they were last year, not as effective. We did not go manual and we did not roll out very far.
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APPROACH #2

(Osc #76)

(Film #252)

-Xl 1/8F,RVR 800
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: This is a shallow fog, about 300 feet thick. It's
getting a little thicker. It's a mature fog, you can't see through it.
It's not the type that you can see trees and lights through it unless
they are real bright. The first cue is the approach lights. That
time I could pick up about six lights prior to the 1000 foot bar, saw
the 1000 foot bar very clearly and all the lights the rest of the way in
including the terminating bar. However, I did not see the green
threshold lights. Approach light contact height is about 190 feet.
I gave you the number of lights visible. At that time, I would say
we had six to eight hundred feet forward visibility. The lighting
system is very effective. I could see about eight hundred feet of
touchdown zone lights. The runway markings are very ineffective
at this point. I could have controlled the flare from the right seat;
however, if I would have been coming heads-up, I'm not particularly
sure that I could have at that point.

APPROACH #3

(Osc #77)

(Film #248)

-XI 1/8F, RVR 800
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: On our third approach, which was a semi-automatic
approach, everything was about the same as last time. I could see
about six to seven of the approach lights prior to the 1000' bar, which
was the first cue.
The fog, is about 300' thick. Mature type fog, although it is not
very thick at this time. Approach light contact height was 300'.
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Number of approach lights visible were about six prior to the 1000'
bar, and I could see the rest of them on in. The reference for
cue was the approach lights. I'd say our visual segment is six to
seven hundred feet. The lighting system is very effective -- everything is on step five. Runway lights visible -- I could see three. I
could see about ten to twelve of the centerline lights as we went down
the runway. Runway markings are not visible -- they are not very
good at all in this type of weather, perhaps the effectiveness of the
touchdown zone and centerline lights are blaring them out. They
are not a bit effective. The pilot was semi-automatic that time and
he flared through the automatics system; however, he wasn't
coupled and I don't think he had any difficulty. We will let him make
some comments at this time.

Major Carmack: I came off instruments between 100 and 50'
when you said "visual". However, I didn't have a good flare
reference. I could see about six TDZ lights in front of me there,
and lost my reference for flare. When I eased back on the control
column, I really didn't have full grasp of where the aircraft was
relative to the runway and it could have developed into a dangerous
situation. I didn't know how high above the runway I was as I had no
depth perception. I had the sensation of floating above the runway at
an undetermined height and I had a funny sensation when we were on
the runway -- I knew we were on the runway, but had the feeling that
I really wasn't on the runway. I had the feeling we were sailing along
above the surface of the runway. I think, to suddenly go visual, is
too much of a transition to make, especially at night. A lot of the
information that I would like to see isn't accurately displayed on the
instruments. I would like to see the instruments depict what the
"*aircraft is doing in relation to the runway and what visual cues are
available such as lights (centerline lights) for cross track rate and
information to resolve crab angle. I would rather stay on instruments, at night, in this type of weather. It's better to stay on
instruments.
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(Film # 237)

APPROACH #4

(Osc #78)

-Xl 1/8F, RVR 800

(I don't think they quite have 800', it's more
about 600")

Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: The fog is becoming more of a deep fog than a
shallow fog. It's now 600 feet thick. I would have to call it a
rather mature fog. Also, on the first cae, which is again the
approach lights. I have been seeing about six lights prior to the
1000-foot bar, this time I saw only three lights prior to the 1000foot bar. I can see the lights through it, but I can't get any directional control, because I can't actually see the light itself. So,
the number of approach lights visible were three prior to the 1000foot bar and I could see a total of about six as we got just slightly
lower. Reference for visual call was the approach lighting system.
The effectiveness of the lighting system is outstanding. It's very
good at this step setting. The number of runway lights visible was
a minimum of three that time. I would say our runway visibility
at touchdown, is about 600'. The runway markings -- still not
effective. It's starting to get a little lighter. I would think, perhaps,
that we will be able to see them now. I could see all of the lights
that time, including the terminating bar, wing bar lights and the
threshold lights. They were all quite visible. Now, we did not go
manual. The pilot, although flying semi-automatic, stayed heads
down during that approach. He doesn't feel that he wants to come
heads up and make the flare. I assisted, a little bit, in directional
control on the rollout.
Major Carmack: I believe it's the night operation that causes
gun barrel effect. I'm drawn right to the center of the ADI and pitch
and bank steering bars as the necessary thing to do. When I become
focused on a fixed area like that, I really have to concentrate to
break the fixation. I have to force myself to come down to the LSI
and to cross-check the ADI and the CDI and so forth. It seems
like when I get a fixation it's like a lens of a camera that you have to
reset the focusing and force yourself off. It is a manual effort.
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APPROACH #5

(Osc #79)

(Film #262)

-XI 1/8F, RVR 800
Manual

Comments:
Major Hadley: The fog, now, on approach number 5, is quite
thick. The visual cue is the approach lights. However, I did not see
the 1000 foot bar. I only saw three approach lights before I saw the
terminating bar, the green threshold lights and the wing bar lights.
I did see them, again, but I did not make out or see them as early as I
did before. The reference for the visual call was the approach lights.
The lighting system, not nearly as effective since the fog seems to be
thickening. Runway markings are not effective along with touchdown
zone lights and centerline lights. We don't see them for much
effectiveness. That was a manual approach. Manual all the way.
He did a fine job of flying it. Had no problems, whatsoever, until I
called "visual". At that time, he came heads-up and we developed a
cross-track rate and we did go around. He probably could have
landed the airplane. However, there's no point in trying to do it.
In a T-39, he could have made it all right, although we did develop a
rather sudden cross-track rate just as soon as he went heads-up.
We drifted over to the left side quite rapidly. A big airplane would
never have been able to control. it, so we went around. Now standby
for comments from the pilot.
Major Carmack: I would definitely say that it takes a considerable
amount of time to integrate the outside visual cues. I think there is a
big problem in this area. We developed the cross-track rate because
I just do not have enough of an aiming point or enough references in the
visual segment. I have enough visual references as long as the
aircraft is stationary along the centerline or along the touchdown zone
lights, but I just don't have enough visual reference to compute the
amount of correction that is necessary to stop the cross-track rate,
or determine the aircraft is drifting from left to right.
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APPROACH #6

(Osc #80)

(Film #439)

-XI 1/8F, RVR 800
Automatic

Comments:
Major Carmack: As you roll into the turn with the heading
mode coupled to the bank steering bar and try to slew the aircraft
around to a new heading the fast rate of roll with the automatics
doesn't feel natural. It is not the normal rate that a pilot would use.
If it were the normal rate that a pilot would use it would be good,
but the fast rate gives you the feeling that as well as turning you are
descending. On short final approach the strobe light flashes, I
don't look outside to see them, but I can see the lights flash up in
front of the aircraft and this is bothersome.
Major Hadley: The fog now is a very mature fog. The fog
height is about 700 feet. The first visual cue remains the same -the approach lights. The approach light contact height that time was
probably 250 to 300 feet.

The approach lights visible -- I estimate

about six prior to the 1000-foot bar. Reference for the visual call
once again, was the approach lighting aid fo-' the visual call, also,
was the entire runway environment. The IVALA lighting system
continues to be good. I could see, at the touchdown point, only
about two to three high intensity edge lights; however, as we rolled
down the runway, I could see three to four runway lights. So, the
visibility along the runway is varying a couple of hundred feet. The
runway markings, even though it's getting lighter up here, it's still
pretty dark down there, and they are not effective at all. I could
see them, somewhat, but not, not very much. That was a full automatic approach and rollout so there are no manual comments to be
made.
Major Carmack: On that approach it was fully automatic with
auto-throttles; I tried to be more active in the autopilot on that
particular approach. Anytime there was any deviation from the
localizer or glide slope, I would add a correction to the automatics
and try to correct back a little bit faster than the automatics make
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Approach #6 cont:
the correction. This gives me more of a feeling of flying the aircraft and I think it did make the approach more precise and it
gives the pilot more of a feeling of being in the control loop. This
is probably the way to go. In the past, I let the automatics make
the corrections on its own at its own rate. I believe the way to
perform these approaches, then, is to really participate in the
control loop and make the approaches, making as many corrections
with the automatics as the pilot possibly can.

APPROACH #7

(Osc #81)

(Film #440)

-Xl 1/8F, RVR 800
Semi-Automatic with auto-throttles

Comments:
Major Hadley: On that approach, the type fog is a deep fog.
I don't believe it is quite as deep as it was before though. I'd say
it is only five or six hundred foot thick now. The first visual cue
was the approach lights. I am not calling "cue" until I can actually
see the approach lights. The light flashing through the fog is a
bit deceiving as it doesn't give you any directional control. The
approach light contact height was a little lower that time, probably
about 200'. I just checked with the third pilot. I haven't been
calling "cue" until I could see the approach lights because the lights
flashing through do not give you enough directional control to be
absolutely certain where you are. When I call "cue" it means I
can see the light itself for directional control and he said at that
time it was only a few seconds later. Reference for visual call

was the approach light.

I could see not as much of them as I could

on the last approach. I only picked up the approach lights at the
1000-foot bar and could see about four or five hundred feet.
Lighting system very effective. Runway lights -- extremely effective. The touchdown zone lights and center line lights make it very,
very nice. The runway markings, even though it's getting lighter
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out and we can see something down there, are extremely -rieffective
and I can't pick them up at all. That was a semi-automatic approach
and the pilot came heads up when I called "visual" which was about
flare and he had no difficulty at all flaring the airplane, at least I
don't think he did.
Major Carmack: I still believe it's a blind visual flare. I
can see the TDZ and CL lights. I know I'm properly aligned, but
I don't really know or get the feel for aircraft attitude. I think
what I'm doing, more or less, I'm not even really flaring the aircraft.
I'm just maintaining the attitude I have and letting it touch down. I
believe that time I looked outside and saw the center line lights,
so I knew I was properly aligned and I was able to transition from
instruments to outside cues, and I was coming back to look at airspeed. I believe this is a natural reaction any time you are in a
flare attitude where you come back in to cross-check airspeed.

APPROACH #8

(Osc #82)

(Film #446)

-XI 1/8F, RVR 800
Full Manual

Comments:

Major Hadley:

On that approach, once again..

mature fog.

The fog now is only about 500 feet thick. First vwl cue -- the
approach lights. I saw two approach lights prior to the 1000 foot bar,
and about 5 or 6 beyond the 1000 foot bar. I think we had five to six
hu .hdred feet at that
" c. Lighting system is extremely effective.
I could see four runway lights that time. The touchdown zone lights
and centerline lights, although on step 4, remain very effective.
Since it's getting lighter outside, I could see the runway markings
that time. I didn't see the touchdown zone markings, but after we
touched down, I could see the centerline marking quite well. That
was a complete mar.aal approach. A fine approach. He came visual
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Approach I8 cont:
upon my call and after a few moments of orientatickn had no problem
controlling the airplane. I have some doubts in my mind whether
a large airplane can handle it with this visibility of about 800 foot
RVR.

Major Carmack: We were about eighty feet above the surface
there when I came heads up. It appeared it took, three or four
seconds to properly orie.,t myself. I had the feeling that time of
looking down on the runwa* as if I was a lot higher than eighty feet.
It felt like I was at least one hundred and fifty feet or about twice
as high as we actually were. I felt as if I was looking down into a
little funnel. Especially in manual, any type of beam scalloping
or "s-ing", is very upsetting. Once the aircraft is stabilized, it
just seems to make you work ten times as hard to get the aircraft
back in a stabiliT. d attitude. I know it was stabilized about seven
or eight hundred feet above the surfac, and then we had a hump in
the glide ,Anpe, around 500 feet and the airspeed dropped off and
it's very burdening to regain stabilization.

APPROACH #9

(Osc $83)

(Film 11282)

-XI I/SF, RVR 800
Semi-Autorratic

Com'nents:
Major Hadley: On that approach, the runw:ay light,, were on step
four, as it becomes lighter, they become less effectiv'.
On the
night approaches we have flown, it looks like the lovwer -,t•p settilgs,
step four for example, is too bright; however, whei, it t4arts getting
On this
daylight we would like to have the higher step settings.
next approach, we will have the lighting on step fivc.
tt should be
more effective on this approach.
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Approach #9 cont:
The fog height is about 500 feet. The first visual cue was the
approach lights. The sun is coming up and it is obscuring the
approach lights even though they are on step five. We picked them
up at one hundred and ninety feet on the radar altimeter, which was
a little higher, but weren't as good, they don't show through the
fog at that height. The number of approach lights visible, I could
see some before the 1000' bar, about six of them. Reference for
the visual call, was the runway environment. Number of runway
lights visible -- I could see four.

Runway markings visible, I'm

seeing the centerline markings, but I don't know if it's tunnel vision
or what, but I'm not yet picking up the runway touchdown marks as
we go down the runway.
Major Carmack: Now that it's becoming light outside, I have
more visual references. That time I could pick up the runway as
soon as Larry called "visual". Even though it's grey outside, I
can still pick up the contrast of the runwar from the surrounding
environment.

APPROACH 1110

(Osc j184)

(Film //447)

-Xl I/SF, RVR 600
Automatic with auto-thrcttles

Comments:
Major Hadley: This will perhaps be our last approach for today
as a fog dispersal aircraft is flying a mission. On approach number
10, which was our last approach, the fog was not nearly as thick;
however, the height was about four or five hundred feet. The fixst
visual cut: was the approach lights. The approach light contact
height that time was ] 20 feet. The approach lights visible were
three lights prior to the 1000-foot bar. Reference for visual call
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Approach #10 cont:
was the runway environment. The lighting system is not nearly as
effective as the brightness increases. It's daylight outside and
step five is adequate, and I think step five will be necessary for
day operations. We could see six hundred feet on the runway -three runway lights. I made a concerted effort to see the runway
markings. I could see the last two touchdown zone markings. I
suspect that the others are pretty obliterated with rubber. I could
see the centerline markings, and side stripe markings quite visibly.
I looked at all the en ironment of the runway. There is a definite
contrast between the cunway and side ground.
Major Carmack: The lighter it becomes, the more visual cues
I perceive and the more visual reference I have to the runway. This
is a great aid to the pilot. That time I could pick up the centerline
lights, and the touchdown lights and the lights on outer edge of the
runway. It seemed to me that I could pick up about three high
intensity runway lights with an RVR of ab.,ut 600 feet. I think my
attention is drawn more to runway centerline lights than anything
else. The secondary thing that draws my attention is the contrast
of the runway with the surrounding ground environment.

APPROACH #f11

(Osc #87)

(Film P
11253) CP

Wl 1/16F, RVR 600

TP
ACM

Maj Adams
Maj Hadley
Maj Carmack
Armstrong

Fully Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: On approach number eleven, Sacramento Metropolitan. It is a very mature fog. The height of the fog is five to
six hundred feet. The first visual ZZLe was the approach lights. I did
see the terminating bar, the wing bar, %.nd the green threshold lights
momentarily. With the brightness outside coming through the fog it
is very, very difficult to see them. The approach lights visible, maybe,
one or two, that was all. Reference for visual call was the threshold
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Approach #1 I cont:
lights. The visual segment, at that time, was marginal. I would
say not more than two hundred feet. Visual segment at flare -maybe four hundred feet; on the roll-out it reduced to two hundred
feet. Now the lighting system is very ineffective. Runway lights
visible--two.

Runway markings - - centerline marking was visible.

Could not see any of the touchdown zone marking. It was an
automatic approach with touchdown in the center of the runway.
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TAPED COMMENTS
PORTLAND INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
29 January 1969
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Portland, Orvgon

P
CP
TP
ACM

Runway 16

Maj Carmack
Major Hadley
Capt Taylor

29 January 1969

APPROACH #1

(Osc #1i17)

(Film 11244)

1503 SSemi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: On the first approach, I did not make any
cues or visual or for the first cue.

I did not event -- I did n3t

event at four hundred feet because the visibility is so good. There
is some light snow. I could see the entire approach lighting system
prior to the outer marker. All the lights were visible. I did not
make a visual call because I was visual approximately four miles
out. The runway markings are not visible because of the patchy
snow. You can see very little of them. The approach lights are
visible. We will go ahead and make a couple more approaches and
take pictures of it, but probably will not make any comments other
than this.

APPROACH #Z

(Osc 11118)

Film 11275)

15@3/4S-, RVR 2600
Manual

Comments
Maj or Hadley: On approach number two, I did not gi-e any
visual calls or any cue calls. I could see the entire lighting system
at outer marker. The visibility was not quite as good on that or ..
*•a. could see all of the approach lighting system. The runway is
getti..ng fairly covered with snow. It's s'ill patchy, but the braking
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Approach #2 cont:

action doesn't look like it would be too good. Runway markings
are not visible except just an occasional mark that's not obliterated
with the snow. It was a manual approach. The beam doesn't look
like it's too good, although we did not have any problems. It
brings you right down to the center of the runway. We will go
ahead and make at least one more approach and see if the visibility
might lower a bit.

APPROACH 13

(Osc #119)

(Film #242)

-X23 D3/4S-, no RVR given
Automatic with auto-throttles

Comments:
Major Hadley: We could see the entire approach lighting system
at about nine hundred feet radar altitude. I think they must have the
step setting turned down lower, because it wasn't near as bright as
on the last approach. The wind has blown some of the snow off the
runway

--.

and the runway markings look like they are in pretty good

condition. We can see some now, more than we have been able to on
the last few approaches. There is not enough snow to cause any
distractions for the heads-up man at all. It's very light snow and I
doubt if the camera is even picking it up.

APPROACH t14

(Osc #120)

(Film #276)

-X391/2, RVR 2000
Fully Automatic
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Approach #4 cont:
Comments:
Major Hadley: We have now landed, refueled and the weather
has moved in. Our weather is considerably worse. We were able
to see from glide slope intercept on down. I could see ground
straight down; however, our forward visibility was 14 to 1800 feet.
The first visual cue was the approach lighting system. I could see
most of the approach lighting system. I was able to see the thousand
food bar, the red terminating bar, and the wing bar lights. The
green threshold lights stood out very well, and I could see about
fourteen to eighteen hundred feet at flare. The visibility at the far
end of the runway is not as good as the visibility at the approach
end of the runway. It's not snowing very hard at the present time.
The flakes are small and they do not distract the heads-up man in
any way at the present time. Possibly they would be if the snow was
heavier. The runway markings are pretty well covered up with
snow. I could see some of them. They are in good condition when
we can see them. Workload scale for the right seat man was very
easy -- one,

or two, I would say, two at the most, but, we had

enough visual information compared to the fog, so it was no problem
whatsoever. Let's see if the left-seat man has anything to say.
Major Carmack: We were fully automatic, auto-throttles engaged
with very tight control. I was staying with the automatic flight
control system, making corrections along with the automatic
flight control system to keep the paia:neters as centered as possible.
The system is working real well, keeping the aircraft on centerline
and on localizer. However, our glide slope tracking isn't as
good as we would like to see. It's deviation is up to one-half dot
at times. Most of the time, it's deviating approximately a quarter
of a dot which isn't too bad but it's distracting. There's quite a bit
of wind shear and turbulence at the higher altitudes. It's causing the
aircraft to buck around quite a bit and usually drops off about four
hundred feet, then it stays smooth from there until landing. We
will make a semi-automatic approach this time.
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APPROACH #5

Jan 69

(Film #274)

(Osc #124)

30XI/2S, RVR 2000
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Captain Taylor: Early on the approach when the radar tape
unstowed, I had visual contact with the ground looking straight down
to pick out a few differences in color, probably trees and there's
some cleared dirt. Calling a mark four hundred, I was able to
look up and pick up the approach lights in the snow. And the visual
segment at this time was quite good, at least 2400 feet. The visual
segment at flare and touchdown appeared to go down slightly to
around 2000 feet and I would estimate we touched down 2800 feet
down the runway, because I was able to look up and see the 5'000
foot marker and could not look to the right and see the 6000 foot
marker. My initial impressions coming across the threshold were
that we were very high and very steep and if this was a full-stop
landing with a stopping factor critical in a swept-wing aircraft, I think
I probably would have aborted the approach.
Major Hadley: The first visual cue is the approach lights. I
can see all of the approach lights, including the thousand-foot bar',
the terminating bar, the wing bar lights, the threshold lights, and
some runway lights. I would say that the visual segment, at that
time, was about 2000 feet. Once we got down on the runway, the
visual segment deteriorates to fourteen, eighteen hundred feet; it
seems to vary along the runway. The runway lights available, seven
to nine. The runway markings'are not too good and there's quite a
bit of snow on the runway. I cduld make out the centerline striping
part of the time, and some 'of the touchdown zone markings, but
that's all. That was a semi-automatic approach and the pilot went
visual on the visual call, had no problems whatsoever, controlling
the aircraft. He had plenty of time to acclimate himself. I do think,
from an observation, that at night, this would be a bigger problem
than it is in the daytime. In the daytime, even with say a couple
thousand feet visibility, you've got the whole runway environment,
which helps you out a lot. At night, with only the runway lights, I
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Approach #5 cont:
think it would become more of a problem. It might be interesting
to get some snow approaches at night. The workload factor as far
as the right seat man is concerned is very low. I would rate it as
one.
Major Carmack: That approach was semi-automatic. That
time we were not coupled to the glide slope, the auto-throttles were
engaged. Pilot activity in this mode of flight is a lot more. It
doesn't feel to me to be as natural as flying fully coupled to the
guidance system when you're active in the control loop. In other
words, I would rather have the aircraft coupled to the guidance
system and be very active with the force wheel steering making
my inputs along with the inputs from the automatic-flight control
system. I came heads up that time when Larry ciflled "visual".
The visual range was at least twelve hundred and there's no problem
at all with visual references. That time, I was able to cross-check
inside, look at my flare reference on the pitch steering bar, outside,
to the runway environment and cross-check between the two. I
could do this because of the amount of visual range available to the
pilot.
Captain Taylor: See Comments on Approaches #5 and 6 on page
82.
APPROACH #6

(Osc #125)

(Film #272)

3X1/2S, RVR not given.
Manual

Comments:

Major Hadley: The first visual cue was the entire approach
lighting system, although we could see the ground that time, in all
areas. I'm not calling cue until I see something which has to do with
the runway environment, which is not, perhaps, quite correct
because we are seeing the ground, the river running underneath us,
buildings, and what have you. I could see the entire approach lighting
system. The visual segment, at that time, is 3000 feet, perhaps,
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Approach #6 cont:
even a little more. The lighting system is quite effective at step
five. The number of runway lights visible through flare and
touchdown ten or twelve. I would say we had about 2400 RVR, which
is about what they called it. Runway markings are not too good
because they are covered with snow. I think the in-runway lighting
would be a big aid in a light snow like this. That was a manual
approach. Major Carmack did a fine job flying it manual. There's
quite a bit of noise on the glide slope which causes you to work pretty
hard on a manual approach. The flare and everything at touchdown
point was quite good. I don't think he's having any problem at all
with the visdal cues. We'll let him comment on that at this time.
The workload, once again, one.
Major Carmack: We intercepted the localizer too close to the
outer marker that time, which was rather distracting. The aircraft
wasn't stabilized until we passed just about over the outer marker.
Once we're inbound from the outer marker, any type of deviation,
scalloping or beam bends in the localizer and glide slope, burden
the pilot more than he should be in weather conditions. To get the
aircraft stabilized, on course and on glide slope and then to repeat
the control actions is very distracting. It's very burdening to get
the aLrcraft back on course and back on glide slope. Coming visual
that time, again, went inside the aircraft from outside to look at the
flare reference and it's easier to make a flare inside the aircraft
than it is outside.

COMMENTS ON APPROACHES #l5 and 6
Captain Taylor: These will be comments on the last two approaches-approach five and approach number six. Approach number five, the
weather appeared to be a little better and all visual cues began to
appear sooner. The touchdown point was a little closer to tho threshiold
than the first approach. The laLt approach appeared to be abpolutely
no problem. Had approach light contact at 500 feet, ver•,, very distinct
and clear. And at that time, had I been head, up, I think, it would
have been very easy to continue on in and the runway began to appear
very we]l proportioned, a lot of high intensit'- unway lights. I would
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Comments on Appr #5 & 6 cont:
estimate at least ten. I was not able to pick out the touchdown
zone markings too distinctly because of the patches of snow. And
on this approach we touched do.vn about 1600 feet down the runway.
The best touchdown of the three approaches in regards to nearness
to threshold. Also, on the approach that was manual I though we
had a much better touchdown airspeed for obtaining an optimum
stopping distance.
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TAPED COMMENTS
SAN FRANCISCO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
30 January 1969
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San Francisco, California

P
CP
TP
ACM

Runway 28L

Maj Carmack
Maj Hadley
Capt Taylor

30 January 1969

APPROACH #1

(Osc #129)

(Film #239)

X1/8F, RVR 1000
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: This is a very shallow fog. It's quite interesting
in the fact that the height of the fog, I would say, is only about one
hundred and fifty feet thick. I can see the first row of the approach
lighting system where the sequence flashers start. Then it cuts
off and I do not see any more approach strobe lights or approach
lights until past the thousand foot bar. I did not see the thousand
foot bar. Once we broke out we had about 6 to 700 feet at first
cue. By the way, on that approach I did not call, "cue" or "visual";
I just simply forgot all about it, and I did not mark the oscillograph
on the first approach. Number of approach lights visible at any
time -- three, to possibly four on occasion.

My reference for a

visual call if I would have made it would have been the touchdown
zone lights and the terminating bar and wing bar lights. I could see
themu all with a span of about 4 to 600 feet. The touchdown zone
lights look very good. I did not see the green threshold but I saw
all the other lights at that time. The thousand foot bar was not in
view; however, I did see the approach lights quite well. They were
good. The centerline lights appear to be a bit dim. I don't know
what their candle power output is. It doesn't seem to be as bright
as at Sacramento.
Runway markings are in pretty good shape. -I
didn't see the four but I did see the three and the rest of them from-that
point on and I could see the centerline marking to a certain extent. I
would have had difficulty flaring the aircraft manually, I think, on
the first approach. I'll have better impressions on the next one.
The left-seat man was heads-down so he shouldn't have any comments.
Workload, I would rate on that one, was four.
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Approach #1 cont:
Major Carmack: That was an automatic approach coupled in
all axes, auto-throttles engaged; I was flying very tight control
over the automatic system, making some inputs. The guidance
system is such that it's almost "iron rail", localizer and glide
slope. Very little effort is needed, on the pilot's part, to track
this type of guidance system. So, I would sa. the workload is three.

APPROACH #2

(Osc #1[30)

(Film q'.€266)

XI/8F, RVR 1000
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: The type fog is a shallow; it's rather nonhomogeneous in that it's moving quite a bit. The height is only about
one hundred feet thick. I did not call first visual cue that time or the
approach lights, for the very simple reason I could see the approach
lights, all of them, practically from t',e outer marker in. The fog
is laying right on the end of the runway. My first visual cue call was
the fodr marks of the runway, tle -un.-ay markings. At that time I
was still not visual. I called visual when I could see the touchdown
zone lights and enough visual reference for Major Carinack to flare
the aircraft. As I say, I could see all of the approach lights prior to
and the termninating ones. The reference for the visual call was the
runway markings. The visual segment, once you're on the runway,
initially was about 800 feet, deteriorating down to 4 or 500 feet along
the runway. This should be very interesting film. The IVALA lighting system was very good. It's very deceiving because you can see all
of it. An aircraft, making an approach, vot knowiv.', what was on the
runway, could get into serious trouble )n this condition. I could see
two to three runway lights while on the runway. it was worse on the
far end of the runway than it was on tlc appproach end of the r:unway.
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Approach #2 cont:

The runway markings were very visible on that approach because
it's just laying right onw the end olf the runway, they were quite
effective. The pilot, Major Car'mack, was flying a semi-automatic
approach. Did a fine job. WQ'I! stand by for his comments now.
Workload, I would say, was a three.
Maior.Carmack: That was a semi-automatic approach, Not
much increase in workload for semi-automatic compared to the
fully coupled approach. That particular approach had some very
subtle deviations in the localizer beam and it's almost a constant
scalloping down final approach from .about 300 feet above sea level
on into touchdown. That time when Larry called "'vistil"', I did
come heads up and I could see first of all, the touchdown zone lights
on the left-hand side of the runway and maybe through experience
I'm getting to recognize, cues more as 1 come visual. It didn't
appear that there was any crosstra.ck rate and I didn't try to attempt
to correct the airctraft back to the right. Just flared on the touchdown zone lights for touch.l' own. To mne, it looked like a visual range
of approximately 400 feet and that seems to be enough to flare this
type of aircraft. On that particular approach, also, I was able to
come back inside the aircraft, re-reference the flare presentation
on the pitch steering bar and use th, t in conjunction with the outside
environment, so this might be a possibility.

APPROACH #13

(Osc ,•iW1)

(Fil i 92 6 1

XI/8F, RVR 1400
Manual

Comnwents:
Major -,adje..
A very sliallow fog. Thc fog is moving. The
height Is approxil iately n.ne hundred feet:. Once again, I could see
the entire approach lighting system, the thousand-foot bar, and I
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Approach #3 cont:

could just see tbe red terminating bar. The approach light contact
height was outside the outer marker and well above 1000 feet. I
waited to call visual until I could see some of the runway itself. I
did not want the man to come heads up until he had enough visual
reference to land. I used the touchdown zone lights as well as the
touchdown zone markings. These were quite apparent because the
fog was laying on the end of the runway. They were reporting 1200
RVR. At one spot on the runway, they probably had- 1000 to 1200
feet. At other places the visibility deteriorated to around 409 feet.
I could see, at one point, about six runway lights, and then it would
deteriorate down to two runway lights. Lighting system -- very
effective. The runway markings are very good at San Francisco,
quite effective. They show up very well in the daylight hours.
Workload for that approach, I would rate as a three.

4

Major Carmack: I would rate that a bit higher. That's
definitely more burdening than a semi-automatic approach. I would
rate that as a four. When Larry called "visual", I cam(.! heads up
and could see about three high intensity runway lights, touchdown
zone and centerline lights were prevalent. Also was able to use
the centerline striping for visual cues. They gave me very good
lateral guidance. No problem flaring the aircraft. I saw we were
slightly off to the right side of the runway on that particular
approach. Didn't even bother to correct it, just flared and
touched down using the visual cues. It still seems like there are
some very subtle deviations in the localiz'-r signal here at San
Francisco. It causes the bank steering bar to osciliate very
slightly back and forth. This is quite bothersome. On the automatic
approach, it did not seem to do that as much, then when we get down
to semi-automatic and manual, you can pick up these oscillations
and if you go after them, you over-correct. Glide slope is outstanding. It's almost "iron rail". No problem controlling glide

slope.
Captain Taylor: This is Capt Taylor, making a few comments on
the approaches at San Francisco. The first approach caught me a little
by surprise as I was pulling off my third pilot duties. I came heads up
at about 100 feet and could pick up about three rows of approach lights
and the terminating bar and the black hole just prior to threshold. The
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Approach #3 cont:
visual segment improved through flare to touchdown to an estimated
500 feet based on three approach lights or so. Touchdown point-the only way I could determine it was by a sense of time coming over
the threshold, flaring to touchdown. I could not pick up anything on
the runway to reassure me where we were touching down. The
second approach was VFR or at least the approach lights in contact
on the way down with a very good RVR going into the threshold. It
deteriorated very rapidly at flare and touchdown back to the previously
called or estimated 500 feet. Again, I could only judge the touchdown
point on an elapsed time fachtr after crossing the threshold. The
third approach of Don's that was manual. The only comment that I
might have was that when Don came heads-up, we started a crosstrack from left to right and at heads up he was well on the left side
side of the runway and as he annotated the tape, here, he noticed
that we were on the right side at touchdown but it did not concern him
because the RVR was such that we were able to pick up the high intensity
runway lights on both sides. I was checking the trim and trying to
find a reason for this cross-track to the right, as it has been apparent
in the previous films, but I could find nothing to re-affirm why it
should occur. And that's about all my visual comments.
Major Carmack: In that type of shallow fog condition, I believe
it's harder to mentally adjust yourself to flying the instrument approach.
I feel more at ease if you are in the weather from outer marker on
down to touchdown. It seems like, you are coming down and it's
perfectly visual outside and you know you are going into a very
shallow fog condition where the ceiling is sitting up there at about
100 feet or so and you can't get yourself really mentally adjusted. 5o,
all of a sudden, you're in the weather. It seems like it's easier to
fly instruments when you're in the weather at outer marker all the
way to touchdown rather than to bust into it at 100 feet.
Major Hadley: I think that's probably true, Don. The heads-up
man, perhaps, doesn't play the role as well as what we have outlined.
Because I could see so much, I'm heads -up all the wpy, and I found
myself tending not to monitor your performance as well as I should
have been if we had been in the weather. Perhaps this is not the correct way to do it..

I found myself checking at the last minute w-xhenP

normally I would be coming heads up about the time we start going

in the fog when I would be looking to see if everything was all right.
So, I think it's a good point.
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MATHER AIR FORCE BASE
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P
CP
TP
ACM

Mather A.FB, Calif
R-unway 22L

Maj Carmack
Major Hadley
Capt T'tylor
Mr Armstrong

31 January 1969

APPROACH #1

(Film #452)

(Osc #132)

2X3/16F, RVR 1000
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: This will be the first time that we've flown this
year at a facility that does not have the "in-runway" lighting. We'll
be making comments comparing the contrast between a facility that
has "in-runway" lighting and one that does not.
On the first approach, I didn't hit the camera switch so we did
not get any film on the first approach. I will make some comments on
the first approach in just a moment, but w- will have to use the same
film can over on the second approach. On the first approach, as I
mentioned before, the carnera did not rurn on. I probably did not
hit the switch hard enough. This is a shallow fog. We can see lights
through it. We can see the glow of the approach lights quite a way
out, but we don't actually pick up the approach lights until approximately 100 feet, radar altitude. The height of the fog is about 300
feet. The first visual cue was tne approach lights. I did not see the
1000-foot bar. Approach light contact height, once again, 100 feet,
The reference for the visual call was the high intensity runway lights
on the side. The effectiveness of the lighting system is relatively
effective in this type of fog with this approach lighting system. As
low as the fog is, we did not see too much of the lighting system,
although we could see 1the glow. The runway markings were not
visible. We did not use the landing, light on that approach. As we
were rolling down the runway, by looking straight down, I could
faintly see the centerline. On the roliou., Major Carniack turned on
the landinl light and this helped tremendously for finding the runway
markings, I could see the centerline marking all the way. I would
not have been able to flare the aircraft visually at that point.
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1

Jan 69

(Film #452)

(Osc #133)

WZ 1/16F, RVR<1000
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: I ha.' iua.e conversation with approach control
on the first approach just inside middle markutr. I am sure that this
distracted somewhat from what i saw as heads-up pilot. It's a very
shallow fog, the heigh. of the fog was 300 foot. The first visual cue
was the approach lighting system. The first thing I saw of the
approach iights was the 1000-foot bar. I did not see any lights prior
to the 1000 foot bar. Approach light contact height for "cue" was
160 feet. Number of approach lights visible following the 1000-foot
ba*e were three or four. I did see the red terminating bar, the red
wing bar lights, and the green threshold lights. The reference for
visua1 call was the threshold light. and th- dgh intensity runway lights.
At touchdown point the RVR was approximately 600 feet. As we
rolled down the runway the RVR was considerably more at one point.
.I would say up to 1000 feet in one place.
Normally three approach lights visible. The runway markings I
could see, without the landirAg light on, were enough of the centerline
stripe to giv.- us directional control. I don't think this would be
satisfactor, if your eye height was higher above the surface. I would
not have been able to flare the aircraft visually. As soon as you fly
out of the apprach lights it's very dark with no visual reference for
flare, whats jever. At the touchdown point, the directional control
for the lateral guidance is not the problem, it's the pitch problem. I
don't think either one of us could flare the aircraft visually at this
point. I could see enough, and so could the third pilot, to identify
the runway markings, number markings, distance remaining, on the
side. So -,re've got a good 600 or 700 feet. End of comments on the
fir-,t approach. Do you have any comments that you want to make, Don?
Major Carmack: The automatic system is tracking the beam real
well now. Vrery little if any scalloping of the localizer beam. There is
a little dip in the glide slope around 200 feet, but it's not too bad.
As we enter into the fog the high intensity strobe light flashes disperse
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through the fog, and have a blinding effect. This is rather bother..
some. In cross-checking the instruments you can see this out oi your

peripheral vision.

That time, I left the landing light out during the

rollout and I had more visual reference using the. high intensity

j

runway edge lights. I was able to see 2 on each side c the runway
as we were going down the runway, and I couldn't pick ut. all the
centerline stripes. I think I was picking up about every; other one.
I believe this was due to the anti-collision light (lashing below the
aircraft. That time I couldn't have flared the aircraft visually.
It's interesting to note that while I was on the pitch an,( bank s;te'?ring
bars, and I was able to bring the LSI into my cross .check and
also the radar tape. Through my peripheral vision I could also look
outside the aircraft during the flare and see the runway edge lighits.
Even though I was flying instruments and concentrating on instruments
and watching airspeed, radar tapas, LSI, etc, I could see through
my peripheral vision, the high intensity runway lights. We have a
bad LSI on the left side, Larry. It was hanging on the right side of
the element. That was very, very bothersome to me, but in crosschecking it with yours, which I shouldn't be doing, 1 could see that:
yours was all right.
Major Hadley: Mine looked real good at 200 feet, wh,6n I came
heads up. Any more comments, Don?
Major Carmack: No, just if you see anything wrong with your
LSI, be sure to let me know, as mine doesn't agree with yours at all.
Mine's hanging on the right-hand side.
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APPROACH #3

(Osc #134)

(Film #429)

W2 1/16F, RVR<1000
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadly: The type fog is a shallow, rather non-homogeneous
as I'll describe when we get on the runway. The first visual cue
that time was the red terminating bar. I did not see any approach
lights. I could see the flashes coming up through the fog, but I could
never visually distinguish any of the approach lights. Approach light
contact height, no contact. Number of approach lights visible--none.
The reference for the visual call was the red terminating bar. I saw
the red terminating bar and the green threshold lights. At that
point it becomes very, very black. I could see the runway high intensity
lights. There is no visual referen:e for flare. We landed quite long
on that approach. It was a semi-automatic approach and we landed
very, very long. We were floating along about 15 feet in the air for
a while and then gradually we came on down. As soon as we touched
down, pretty much on the center of the runway, we started drifting to
•he left rather quickly. 1 did put an input in that time. I just asked
Major Carmack and he said he didn't feel me come in with the rudder
to bring us back and we started drifting back to the center at this
time. Number of run%iy lights visible- -only about 3 that time which
would give us 400 feet. As we roll down the runway, the visibility
increases. I could see at one point, 5 to 6 high intensity runway
lights. So, at the departure end of the runway the visibility is much
better than on the approach end of the runway. Of the runway markings
visible the only thing at all I could see was the centerline stripe. On
that approach again we did not use the landing light. We're going to
use the landing light on this approach. This will be another semiautomatic approach. 1ll go ahead and let Major Carmack make any
comments at this time. Oh, one other comment before he starts
with his discussion. The auto-throttle package did not turn that
time, so there'll have to be a correction. 1 had said it would be
automatic throttles and it was not, and I'm sure he'll have something
to say about the workload factor.
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Major Carmack: The auto-throttles were not on thai Inne, a0
Larry said. This takes quite a bit of the pilot's time to monitor
power and also I'm looking at angle of attack and airsi;ced al.ung with
everything else. So, you have to really double up orn ai.' peed, a.,,,e
of attack, look at power position, and all these things. This ta.es
quite a bit of your attention away from trying to maintai,, .xact path
guidance in both glide slope and localizer. Approaching ....ou
00
feet and we again had a hump in the glide slope. I didn't go ;,!t.zr it
because I felt that we'd even it out if I just maintained the ,;arn. rate
of descent; however, we didn't do that. It seems to bend down a little
bit and I'll have to go after it to maintain exact path guidance on the
instrument display. I got my flare that time and I was trying to hold
the pitch steering bar centered; however, it seems like we never got
down to the runway toward the latter part there. It looked to me like
we were riding about 10 feet high on radar. I just lowered the nose
a bit below the flare command and I imagine we hit down at about 400
feet per minute, but it wasn't too much a jar. In this situation,
flying semi-automatically, the pilot is exceedingly more burdened than
he would be flying automatically. You don't have as much t, me to use
any outside cues that you might have, so it's really a shock when you're
on the runway and all of a sudden you loo• out. That time 1 could
only see about one high intensity rurway light on each sidL of the runway and I didn't have any visual reference to the centerline stripiag,
at all. It's very, very difficult to have any type of lateral contrci
with that type of visual cues outside.
Major Hadley; Our workload scale for the pilot on that last
approach was rated as four. I would rate it the same. After
touchdown I'd have to rate it as five for directional control, but
the approach itself is four. I haven't rated the other approaches
which we've had. I would rate them also as four.
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APPROACH #4

(Film #416)

(Osc /1135)

WZ 1/16F, RVR,'1000
Semi- automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: This will be another semi-automatic approach.
If our auto-throttles will work, it will be 1. 3 with auto-throttles.
We still have a shallow fog about 300 feet thick. My first
visual cue was 3 approach lights before the black hole. I did not
see the 1000-foot bar. I did see the red terminating bar and the
green threshold lights. Reference for visual call was passing the
threshold lights and seeing the high intensity runway lights. We have
a visual segment at threshold of about 500 feet. Effectiveness of the
IVALA lighting system--if you can't see it, it doesn't do you a bit
of good. In a deeper fog than this, I don't think we would see it at
all. We can see the glow coming through and I'm not calling cue
on that glow because there is just no way of maintaining directional
control from the glow. We can be one or two hundred feet left or
right of center, I believe, and still see the glow. Number of runway
lights visible in the touchdown zone was three to four, which gives
us around 600 feet, again. Down the runway, once again, it breaks
out a little bit. Major Carmack came heads up on the rollout that
time. I gave him a. call to come heads up and it didn't take him but
just a second to adjust to the visual cues within his field of vision.
I'll let him comment on that. Runway marking& visible--none, except
for -the centerline marking. Unable to control the aircraft vertically.
I would have been unable to flare the aircraft. Workload scale,
once again, I would rate as four. It's still more than what you would
expect for a normal approach as we're iating it. Now one very
interesting comment. We turned the landing light on that time at the
"visual" call. When the landing light came on, everything blanked out.
It just glowed up in front of us. I lost any visual reference I had with
the high intensity runway lights. I couldn't see anything. It also
blinded the pilot badly. Both of us almost simultaneously called
lanr('ng ligl off. And then again, it just takes your eyes a moment to
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get used to that landing light coming off. It's a very dangerous
situation in this type of fog particularly. I would strongly recommend
not using landing light at night in the fog. Stand by for the left-seat
man's comments.
Major Carmack: Auto-throttles were operative on that semiautomatic approach, and that reduced the workload to the point where
I was able to maintain path guidance much better. I had more time
to concentrate on keeping our pitch and bank steering bars centered
and maintaining path guidance. Went after the hump that time at
about 200 feet in the glide slope. It takes a pretty bad dip at 200
feet and glide slope raw information drops down approximately one
dot. However, our pitch is coupled such that we don't go after that
full scale. It kind of averages out. As Larry said--we're coming
down final approach and turn the landing light on at about 100 feet
and it's just like somebody rood a bright search light and flashed
it right in the cockpit. It also blanked out the instrument panel to
me. I don't know whether it actually blanked it out, but it seemed
like it did. Maybe it was because my attention was immediately
drawn from the instruments to the light outside the aircraft, but
it completely destroyed any contact I had with the instruments or the
outside environment. I wasn't able to see anything at that particular
instant and immediately called for the light out. We had a better
flare that time. I think this is because the auto-throttles were on.
I had no throttle action, whatsoever, but as we do get down into the
"flare the auto-throttles will retard the throttles somewhat. This
help.3 quite a bit. I'm going to have to start retarding the throttles
just a little bit on the semi-automatic and manual approaches.
Otherwise we're going to be carried on down the runway like we did
on the previous approach. That time no problem at all maintaining
flare on the pitch steering bar with the auto-throttles. Outside
visual cues, that time, I could see I'd say about 2 high intensity
runway lights off the side of the runway.
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APPROACH #5

(Osc #136)

(Film #304)

WI-1/16F, RVR<1000
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: The fog is still shallow with a height of 300
feet. First visual cues we.:e 3 approach lights. Reference for the
visual call was the approach lights. The IVALA lighting system
was not effective, although we could still see the glow up through
the clouds. The number of runway lights visible at flare and touchdown--3. That means that we're only seeing about 400 to 500 feet
in that area. That time I saw some runway markings on'the right
side, one glimpse of one of the. touchdown zone marking. I have
no idea which one it was. I would assume it was probably 2 or a
one stripe, but I don't know. I could see the centerline marking
after we got on the runway. Unable, once again, to control the
aircraft manually for flare. There's just no visual reference at
all for flare. On the rollout we turned the landing light on again
just to glimpse to see what it would do as we were rolling down
the runway. It was extremely blinding. We immediately shut it
off. It blanks out everything. I probably could still see some of the
high intensity runway lights since we just turned it on momentarily,
but it's not effective at all. I think we all feel the very same way
about it; that it's very ineffective and a hazard. Comments from leftseat pilot.
Major Carmack: I rated that approach on our scale as a three.
Larry says he rates that as a three also. Again, we're getting very
subtle deviations in the glide slope which are quite distracting. Can't
see the strobe lights flashing up through the fog now, so I'm not distracted as much from that source. Distractions within the cockpit are
the deviations in the glide slope. Left side LSI is riding on the righthand side of the element. This is very distracting. That time at "visual"
once we had touchdown, I did come heads up and I could see approximately 3 high intensity runway lights on each side of the runway.
Then as we were passing over the centerline striping, as the anticollision light would flash, I could see the centerline striping. I
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didn't have any visual reference that I could use for a flare on that
approach. However I could have controlled the aircraft in a lateral
plane with no flare reference. Let's try one manual.

APPROACH #6

(Film #318)

(Osc #137)

W1-l/16F, RVR -1000
Manual

Comments:
Major Hadley: A shallow fog. It's beginning to get a little
lighter outside. I saw the 1000-foot bar that time, and 4 or 5 of the
lights from that point on. The height of the fog was 250 feet. The
first visual cue was the 1000 foot bar and then the approach lights.
Approach light contact height was 150 feet. My visual call was at
75 feet. Reference for the visual call was passing the green threshold
lights, and the terminating bar which I could still see very well, and
the high intensity runway lights. RVR in the touchdown zone was
about 600 feet. Maybe a little better. Let's say 700 feet on that
one. It is a little bit more than it was on the last approach. This
may be because it's beginning to get a little lighter outside. The
sun hasn't come up yet, but it's lighter than it was on the last
approach. Runway markings visible -- I still cannot see the touchdown zone markings. I saw the centerline and side stripe markings
that time. We landed on the right side, and I could see the right
side stripe marking. The pilot came up and controlled the aircraft
laterally, fine. I might have been able to flare the aircraft that
time, but I'd have been searching for it. On the next approach, he's
going to try to flare the aircraft when I make my visual call. Workload - 3.
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Major Carmack: I'd scale the workload on that approach as a
3, also. No problem at all controlling the aircraft in the lateral
direction. Again, the big problem was in the vertical direction
with the hump in the glide slope. It is quite bothersome. You don't
know quite what to do at that particular time. You don't know how
much to correct. You can see the raw information that went up, oh,
I'd say, about a quarter of a dot, then it dropped down to about a

half a dot and then it started coming back to center.

When Larry

called "visual" that time he wanted me to come heads up and I didn't
want to. I was in the flare and I had the bar centered and it looked
real good to me and I wanted to get the feel of the aircraft in the
flare and retard the throttles at the same time. The radar tape
was very prevelent in the cross-check. Something here that might
be very interesting -- Through my peripheral vision I could see
outside the aircraft some high intensity runway lights which gave me
lateral guidance. So, here was a combination of lateral guidance
outside the aircraft with peripheral vision and inside looking at the
pitch steering bar for flare reference and ridar tape and throttle
control integrated together to give us what I thought was an excellent
touchdown. Once we had touchdown, it was much easier to have
lateral guidance from the high intensity runway lights, but I had
lateral guidance before touchdown through my peripheral vision so
it wasn't as great a transition.

APPROACH #7

(Film #283)

(Osc #138)

WIX1/16F, RVR -1000
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: On the visual call this time Maj Carmack is going
to come heads up and try to make a flare. If he doesn't like it, he'll
go back on the bar. I've got enough visual reference to maintain
safety.
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It's a shallow fog; fog is about 150 to 200 feet thick. The
first visual cue was the approach lights. This time I did not see
the 1000-foot bar. I saw about three lights prior to the terminating
bar and the green threshold lights. For some reason I'm piclking up
the green threshold lights a lot better than I have in previous flights
this year. Maybe because I'm getting use to it and becoming more
cognizant of everything which is below me. Anyway, I'm picking
them up better, whatever the reason. IVALA lighting system--it's
getting lighter outside; it's not as effective as it was. The glow
we see still gives us no directional information whatsoever. It's
no help on a cross track rate. Number of -runway lights visible
in the touchdown zone was about 3, which is still giving us 600 feet.
Immediately after touching down, however, it opens up somewhat,
and I would say our RVR is about 1400 feet in that area. As you
roll down the runway it closes in to about 6 or 800 feet. Runway
markings visible -- I'm still not picking up the touchdown zone
markings. It's just not light enough yet for the touchdown zone
markings. The pilot came up visual on my call and I heard him
say, "I don't like it", but he did stay visual and make the flare and
searched for the runway a little bit, but not much of a problem.
It's getting lighter. I think probably in another one or two approaches
he won't have any problems. It's the darkness that causes the
problems for the vertical guidance.
Major Carmack: When Larry called "visual", I came heads up at
that time. I didn't have much vertical reference to flare the aircraft.
I could see approximately two lights out to the side of the aircraft.
Then it was just like descending into a dark hole. I didn't have
any depth perception relating to the runway once I came off instruments. I stayed up and touched down a little bit harder that time
than we normally would. No problems were encountered with the
lateral guidance. I could see almost instantly that we were aligned
with the runway; however, in the vertical plane I had no guidance
whatsoever.
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(Osc #139)

(Film #456)

WIXI/16F, RVR -1000
Manual

Comments:
Major Hadley: I'm going to, if I can remember it, make a
running commentary on tape as we make the approach. We have
enough light down there now as the sun is just beginning to show up
over the mountains, almost, but I'm going to try to make it. Major
Carmack might tell me to shutup, but we'll try it anyway.
Major Carmack: You still got the tape on? I might make a
comment on the lighting system in this airplane. It's pretty bad.
For example, I can't see the LSI that well and I have no visual
reference to DME information. Instruments are red and white
lighted and there is no contrast between the instruments and the
panel; they look like watch faces in the dark.
Major Hadley: We touched down that time about 2700 feet. I
forgot to make a running commentary as we went along. Rolling
down the runway now about midpoint in the runway and I can sec about
900 feet. Touchdown RVR was about 600 to 700 feet. We're right
on the centerline striping this time. I could see it quite well. It's
getting lighter. OK, let's go around, Don. I did see some of the
touchdown zone marks that time. I saw the 2 and the I go underneath us. Comments on the last approach. Still a shallow fog. It
seems to be maturing, not in height, but in density. This probably
is because it's getting a little lighter. It's almost daylight up above
the clouds, not quite, the sun's not quite up over the mountains. The
height of the fog is about 225 to 250 feet. It's not raising up any.
First visual cue was the 1000 foot bar. I could see about 4 lights in
sequence from that point on. Reference for the visual call was the
same that I've been making before, the high intensity runway lights,
but this time I did see some touchdown zone markings. I didn't
identify the first ones I saw which probably were the three stripes. I
didn't see the threshold markings. Then we passed over the touchdown zone marks at 1500 and 2000 feet and touched down about 2700
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feet down the runway. That was a manual approach and a manual
touchdown with the pilot coming heads up oin the visual call and
making the landing. It's getting lighter and I don't think he had as
much difficulty with his depth perception as he did on the last approach.
Visibility in the touchdown zone was 600-700 feet and then it breaks
out to 900 to 1000 feet and then closes in again far down the runway.
Runway markings are more visible now. I would suggest that we
try the landing light on the next approach, and see if the outside light
of the sun and the landing light tend to blend a little bit and help us,
although at this point we really don't need a landing light. We'll
try it anyway. Workload on that approach -- 3.
Major Carmack: I'd rate that as workload 3 also. There still
isn't enough of an aiming point to flare the aircraft. I could see
about 2 high intensity runway lights on each side of the runway, but
still didn't have enough reference to visually flare the aircraft
although it is getting somewhat lighter. All I can see is the lights.
I can't see the contrast of the runway yet. I believe that as soon as
I can pick up the contrast of the runway, I'm going to be able to flare
the aircraft. I feel more comfortable flaring the aircraft on the
pitch steering bar. Coming back to the lighting system just a second;
we have a heading deviation indicator within the LSI. I can't see
that, so it's of no use to me. Also, our lighting is such that I can't
pick up the top of the horizontal situation display where our range
indicator, course selector window and heading marker are located.
LSI is very effective at night, during the daytime it's not. Our
lighting is such that we have red light intermingled with white light
and different intensities of white light which is also very distracting.
I feel it would be better if we had the whole panel lit up and could
see the outline of the instruments and the panel and could easily
read what was on the displays. Lighting should have a profound
impact on the pilot's psychological feelings during these types of
approaches. A different lighting concept is needed.
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APPROACH #9

(Film #319)

(Osc #140)

W1XI/8F, RVR -1000
Automatic

Comments:
Major Hadley: Now we're coming down the approach I can not
see any approach lights at all through the fog. Now the fog has
matured in its density. We're coming up on about 200 feet at this
time.
On the cue, I just saw some lights prior to the 1000-foot bar.
Now I can see some strobe, but they're not apparent. There's
the green threshold lights, but I didn't see the red terminating
bar.
Probably that time we touched about 2200 feet. We touched down
somewhat to the right side. Our visibility at the touchdown point,
because of the brigheness, is deteriorating again. I could only see
about 4 or 500 feet that time. The approach lights just weren't
bright at all, even though they're on step 5. We're rolling down the
runway now. It's light outside. We can see the side stripe markings.
I can see several of the side lights, about 4 or 5, centerline light,
Going around at this time.
Fog height remains the same. First visual cue, the 1000-foot
bar, then I lost contact with the approach lights, then I picked them
up again. I didn't see the terminating bar that time but I saw the red
wing bar lights and the green threshold lights. I don't know why I
didn't see the terminating bar. Perhaps because 1 was talking. 'When
you're talking like this, you tend not, perhaps, to lee as much, and I
think this verifies the fact that the less conversýtioiv .ou have in the
cockpit, the better, although it didn't apparently bother the left seat
man too much. The visual segment at touchdown vas about 600 feet.
The lighting system, now is very ineffective. We don't see it at all on
final approach and then when we do see it, it's very, very dim. The
high intensity runway edge lights appear very dim; threshold lights,
terminating bar, everything is dimmer than before, and I contribute
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this only because it's getting light outside and it destr )ys thc
effectiveness of the lights. The visibility incroaseý as, wvc roll down
the runway and it decreases about the time we s.tart gcihng around.
I could see
Runway markings -- I could see them fine that tizine.
the three, two and one TDZ markings, side stripe markinlgs and
centerline markings. As for workload that time, I'd rate if as; i.
No, I'll change that to 3, because of the light. I was a It,4ic bit;
concerned because of the dimness of the approach Jiglbts.
Major Carmack: I wanted to find out. something about that
particular approach. I maintained loose control on :bat automatic
Then ,t
approach. Auto-throttles were engaged, wt v:. r( cc ,
about 150 feet, I disconnected everything ind is,.,o,.k w.'er
manual control of the aircraft. So, I went from v. ,-:ry loose daatomnatic
control to trying to maintain a very tight rzmaul control, and I *iust
wasn't in the control loop on that particular .tpproach. I'm going Io
only
try an automatic approach this time, uncoupling about 150 fet,
this time I'll have real tight automatic control And sec if that doesn't
help.

APPROACH 1110

(Film 11•3,)

(Osc #I41)

WXI/8F, RVR -1000
Automatic

Comments:
Ca olt s•'"
Major Hadley: Now we're com'ing up o, 200 %o'l.
they are.
approach light, one. I'm going hc'ads-upt this tiriy. !'
bar,
-,N)
I just lost them again. I'm picking thein up ai-ain -. 1000
the approach -- wing bar, threshold. OK, I. was busv talki.o-g to
a '
"
Don that time. We were quite high that time. I dfidn't u,.
I h, c"! k,
call or a "visual" call. I'll comment *.in that latei,
mature, but the height, zt least on the approaich erd, is ý,'tjv aboul,
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200 feet. It's higher on the other end of the runway. The sun is
causing the fog to become more dense and more mature. We can't
see nearly as much as we did about 30 minutes ago as far as the
runway lights are concerned.

Approach lights that time -- I saw

them quite early -- I saw them briefly before the thousand foot
bar, then I saw the thousand bar, then I lost them momentarily,
then I picked them up again. Once again I looked for the terminating
bar an'! didn't see it, but I saw the wing bar lights. I think it was
because of our nose high attitude at that time. I saw the green
threshold lights on our side. Lighting system -- not nearly as
effective as it has been in the past, because the sun is up over th;mountains now and it's daylight outside. Number of runway lights
visible -- were 2 to 4, about 600 foot visual range, then it
deteriorated down the runway. At one time I could on:ly see 2. Runway markings are showing up pretty good. The w'iite markings show
up good in the daylight hours. We landed very long on that 'Last
approach. Standing by for comments. Workload on that o: 4e, once
again, I'll say 3.
Major Carmack:
We were fully autorm•atic,, auto-throttles
engaged, tracking just beautifully and uncoupled z.t 150 feet.
Information to me was all centered, and it surprised me when you said
we were high because everything that I could see on the instruments
said we were right where we were supposed to be. Kept the bar
centered, came on down and saw flare height

ccntered.

--

a~ain kept the bar

I just don't hncw how we could be that high.

Major Hadley: Well, I don't see how either. That's why I think
we should try an automatic approach on this one and see how they come
out -- but we really were high.

Possibly we didn't rotate when I

tbought we did, but nevertheless we really sailed down the runway
for some reason. I dcn't know what it is, so, why don't you make an
automatic and let's check it this time. Also on that last approach I
didn't event on cue or visual because I was talking to Don. Now
this conversation in the cockpit, although we're doing some of it, we
would highly recommend that the normal approach in this type of
weather configuration that you not make these comments. We're
doing it because we're becoming pretty familiar with the approach;
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weire sure of what we're doing, but every timn, 1hat I star.t talking,
I forget something. I've done it almost on every approach.
.his
could be serious if an emergency woLuJd arise or somei.r C
of this
nature, so I'm going to quit talking duriný Ole appr(,.ch Jtl,:3eas it's of
an emergency nature.

APPROACH #11

(Osc #142)

(Film #Z68)

WXI/8F, RVR -1000
Automatic
Comments:
Major Hadley: Comments on th,.' last appruach of thf, da-:, which
was the 11th approach. Type of fog now- .-a mature (og, although
it's not a tremendous amount thicker. iho conitact with thle approach
lights at all. I saw onc glimpse early or- the appruac.h -,nd 1 saw
some approach lights -- I saw the thousandl-foot h.).r, tIen X lost
them again and then they came back in again and i,•;w2 ot 3 more.
Then I saw to the right side the wing bar lights and the right of the
threshold lights. I did not see the red terniina.iKg b;,r. 'We're
having little problems with the automatic systeu ,u,,
thnk we I're
rotating early and the nose of the aircraft pr,,)bablh is eutling off the
red terminating bar. The lights are extremeJy iref fc~ve. At
touchdown that time I think our RVR was maybe 2.0(1 ar ,I100fe,.•t,
I don't think it was much more than that, do you Don? like I .ýay, the
lighting system is extremely ineffective. I th[.k Olt' RVTR ,. going to
stay quite low for another hour at lc.osl.
Runway
,
:t ', vi.sibh'.
I could see them but not quite as well -x I could e,.rl:,r. This
due
to the reduced visibility in the f ug,I'm ..u..
.
We lancii '.tiai time
long, I'd say 3400 to 3500 feet.
Major Carmack: Corning down tl,. fin.a, alpproac h, -'oly .wtkauatic,
the instruments look rea] good. We are cCkpl1 ,7- -Oihre nmode camre in-we did get our rotation. ,Vent back to tle pitch ,'- . i-.g hac 0-roughout
the flare. It might be just that the aircraft is ,ettin,
,
lo about
2000 pounds of fuel now and we're so light,
ju.ut .ex,,ini, our
flare on out. That might bc the reason for this.
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TAPED COMMENTS
SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN AIRPORT
3 Februar-ý 1969

SI111

Sacramento Melropolitan Airport, California
Runway 16
5

P
CP
TP
ACM

Maj Hadley
Maj Carmack
Capt Taylor
Mr Armstrong

February 1969

A PTPROA C-1 ,,'

(Osc 11145)

(Film #f280)

X03 / i U1.;'

Auton
-matiu.

Major (Armack: Approach number I at Sacramento Metropolitan
Airport. The fog condition is a shallow type fog. The top of the
fog [.iAght i.- approximately 150 feet. Coming down final approach, I
can see the %,-rire
approach lighting system underneath the fog, puting uut. a piarv and you can see the strobt- light flashes below the
clg, aith,'ih
you can't see the actual lights themselves. You can
see th_ retJeeethan from the lights and the strobe lights have a
blindi•n effec.t a., w\ continue down final. The first visual cue that
time -xc',tr.t',d at approximately 100 feet, where we did pick up
Sle)nT,- of •
pprT.ach fighting system. The thousand foot bar was
"visible, ,is, the red wing bars and green threshold lights. As we
",,ey,.int,,. C'l. o, visual segment, was approximately 1000 feet.
Slat", -.-w , 3
%,t.7,h 600 feet of the touchdown zone lights, the centerhue
i nd ab,,ut 3 i'igh intensity runway edge lights on the side
of th' : ,,itway.
At touchciown, 1 could see about 3 high intensity
U,.
..y :
l-:, each side of the runway. I would say our visual
rarf.•-,

ct,•.,LpprA),:hiateiy

600 feet.

Our reference for the visual

e.i
.th,.
r:,twa) unvironment itself, consisting of the touchdown
z~m• l..d,
ct ,,crline lights and high intensity runway lights.
The
hight., ,,lb U;ea good lateral guidance in this particular type of
t,,e. 1)50 ioot vi.. 'xil seguent height was approximately 100 feet.
"Ih ¾'Al.. i 1,jiting syiten is not too effective until we get down to
ab.o'ut
t,, ,'.t.
OncCweWL do get down there, then it is very effective.
That tit.Ie I c(,uud s,.e some runway markings and the touchdown zone
i,!rV r'r.:-. I w.ouhd say we touched down a little over 1500 feet down
the t *1x., ;.
t .%,,•dd :ay that i could have taken manual control of the
1 i-c' t
Itd10 fet ;)nd landed che aircraft.
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APPROACH #2

(Osc /1146)

(Film #1320)

X03/16F
Automatic

Comments:
Major Carmack: Again, our fog height is abhut 1 5(0 ft.
The
entire approach light system is visilhe through it. However, you
can't see the lights per se, btit you ean t-c tht, 'cngth of the likthf.ing system as the light from the system is dispersed up through
the fog. That time they did not have the strobe lights on. I don't
know whether Larry noticed that or not, but the strobe lights were
not on during that approach and it was not necessary that they bft on.
In fact, I think it was better that they were off, for they didn't
provide the blinding flashcs up through the fog which tends to
nllnd
the pilot. At least they tended to blind mc somewhat when I was
flying the left seat. The first visual cue that time was contact with
the approach lights, where I could sec the actual approach lights'
themselves and not the light being dispersed I:hrot jh the fog, and
this occurred at approximately 100 fcet again. Number of approach
lights visible, I could see about, I'd say, 500 foot of approach lights
up to the thousand foot terminating bar. It's interesting to note that
we did pick up the approach lighting system. I did have visual, cues
at this time, but once we passed the 1000-foot bar the lights were
not visible anymore; if I would have gone visual at thie particular
time, I would have lost my visual reference with the lighting system
for approximately 3 to 4 seeonds until I picked up the touchdown zone,
centerline, and high intensity rur.wdy lights. At flare engag:e, we had
approximately 1000 feet visual range and at touchdown our visual
range drops off 'o a"cat 600 to 800 feet. Number of runway lights
visible was approxim-Atoly 1. At that time I believe I could hdve
taken control of the aircraft, at approximately 75 feet, and could
have flared the aircraft manually. Perhaps Larry would like to
make some comments now.
Major Hadley: I did come heads up after we were on the ground.
That was the only time I did, although during flare I could see the
touchdown zone lights out of my peripheral vision. I had no trouble
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Approach #2 cont:
at all. I could have controlled the aircraft once I was on the runway
laterally. This is going to be a semi-automatic approach, so I'll
have more comments to make following this approach.

APPROACH #3

(Film #449)

(Osc #147)

WX--noce given
Control Condition- -none given

Comments:
Ma mmor Carmack: Larry had no problem flying the aircraft
that i.-rw an-.) putting the aircraft on the runway. Again, we could
pick tqp the entire approach lighling system -- I'd say about 800 feet
above the surface. It's curious that the fog is such that we can
pick up the first 2000 feet of the approach light system up to about
tht. 100,) foot t,:rminating bar and the fog is more dense after that
particular point. After we pass the 1000 foot terminating bar it's
cor-.etely Ilacked out -- the runway is, and as you progress on for
about anofflce 2 or 3 seconds; then you can pick up the red wing
o..irs enwcd the tvriminating bar and the runway lighting environment.
Vi.,uAel -ticnent at flare that time
n'was approximately 1000 feet.
Toucdi-lown po',cinit, about 1800 feet down the runway. At touchdown
'.vM-'
;e "d cCWrtAct with the r'unway lighting system. I could see
anwd q to , high intensity runway lights, giving us a runway visual
ran.tii o' 000 to about 1200 feet. Our first visual cue that time was
th~e :~.'
,,, ,, ilghting systern and the visual cue call that time was
bas¾e,1 ,tpo
n green t.hreshold lights, threshold markings and the
to.z. hlown zoat, and centerline high intensity runway lights.
NhI.jon HI{.dlCV: 1 came heads up that time at the visual call. At
t., qit-,J call it tookl me just a nioment to take everything into focus
sine(. , hcl quite good viisibility. I flew the aircraft manually
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Approach #3 cont:

without looking at the bars at all. Had very little trouble, at least
I didn't think I did. I may have landed a little long but no trouble
at all controlling the aircraft either laterally or in the vertical
plane at flare. I agree with Don, that the visibility on the runway...
the visual range on the runway, probably was about 1000 feet at
touchdown and during the rollout. We tried the landing light that
time after we were on the runway and with the brightness of the
touchdown zone lights and the centerline lights had very little
trouble. However, the landing lights were a hindrance at military
airfields witnout the in-runway lighting.

APPROACH #4

(Osc #148)

(Film #417)

-X I/4F
Semi-automatic with auto-throttles

Comments:
Major Carmack: Our weather conditions remain relatively the
same.

Our fog type is a shallow fog

--

it's non-homogeneous in

nature as it's thicker, in some areas than it is in others. As we come
down final approach we can pick up about 2000 feet of the approach
lighting system. this is contact with the glare or reflection of the
lights through the fog. We could pick up the entire approach lighting
system up to about the thousand foot terminating bar since the fog is
non-homogeneous in nature. Then, as we approach touchdown and
pass over the thousand foot bar we lost contact with the approach
lighting system; then about 2 or 3 seconds later I was able to pick up
the red terminating bars, the red wing bars, and the green threshold
lights, plus the runway environment, consisting of the high intensity
runway lights, touchdown zone and centerline lighting system. At
flare engage, about 50 feet, we were able to pick up about 5 high
intensity runway lights for our RVR -- I'd say about 1000, maybe up to
1200 feet. I believe that at approximately 75 feet, when I had contact
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Approach #4 cont:
with the runway environment consisting of the lighting system I
could have flared the aircraft.., taken over the control of the aircraft manually with the lighting system. And then as we continue.to
touchdown, the runway visual range drops off, I would say to
somewhere between 800 and 1000 feet, then it will vary somewhat as
we rollout on the runway, it will increase or decrease somewhat.
The lowest visual range we had on that particular approach was
probably close to 700 feet, then it opened up to about 1000-1200 feet
as we go on down the runway. Larry would like to make some comments now.
Major Hadley: Once again, on that approach, I came visual at
his call. It was no problem recognizing the entire runway environrnent with the in-runway lighting system. It's a tremendous aid in
picking up the runway outline, so to speak, as we know What to expect.
I did say that I had no problem controlling the aircraft either laterally
or vertically. I think I would have vertically if I didn't have in-runway
lighting. With that much RVR of about I would say touchdown, about
7-800 feet and then as Don said, down the runway maybe a thousand
to 1200. There is just no difficulty at all. We're picking up some
noise on the glide slope. I don't know if it's in our equipment or the
glide slope transmitter itself. There's quite a bit of jiggle in the
bar -- we're going to talk to Buck about it when we get back in.

APPROACH #5

(Film #448)

(Osc #149)

-X1/4F
Manual

Comments:
Major Carmack: Maybe I have given a false impression. We can
rick up the entire approach lighting system around 800 feet, but it's a
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Approach #5 cont:
glare through the fog condition. As we come on down to about 200250 feet somewhere in this area, we start to pick up the first 2000
feet of the approach lighting system through the 1000 foot bar. On
that particular approach, it was a little bit more than that. We
could see beyond the thousand foot bar about another one to two
hundred feet and the homogeneous fog makes it very difficult to see
anything beyond that particular point. Then, as we progress on down,
at possibly 100 feet, we pick up the red terminating bar, red wing
bars, green threshold lights and some of runway environment. At
about 100 feet, 1 believe I called cue, had contact with the touchdown
zone lights, high intensity runway lights and so forth and about 75 feet
could see the runway environment with a visual range of approximately 1000-1200 feet. I could have taken over and flared the
aircraft manually using the lighting system. At touchdown I would
say our visual range was approximately 1000-1200 feet, possibly a
little bit more than that. Any comments you want to make, Larry?
Major Hadley: I came heads up on that manual approach at
your visual call. At that time everything was clearly outlined. Once
again, just no problem at all controlling lateral and vertical plane. I
agree with Don of his evaluation of the RVR. I want to try something
a little different on this one. When he calls cue I'm going to take
a look and, if I think that I've got enough for lateral guidance, I'm
going to go ahead to be in and out on his cue call, so he'll be backing
me up very closely, making sure that we are aligned and what have
you.
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APPROACH #6

(Film #460)

(Osc #150)

W1/4GF
Manual

Comments:
Major Carmack: Let's sum up this flight this morning. I'd
say the weather that we encountered here in Sacramento is very
indicative of what would be encountered under a 100-foot condition,
with a 1200 foot runway visual range, and possibly it could get some
pilots in trouble if they came visual at about 200-250 feet. At that
particular altitude, we had contact with the glare from first 2000
feet of the approach lighting system -- it is evident. You shouldn't
use it for lateral guidance. As you continue to about 150 feet the
fog becomes more dense and you lose the lateral guidance that you're
getting from the lighting system. At 100 feet you start to pick up the
runway lighting system and you have good lateral control and guidance.
The runway lights, centerline lights do give you the ability to control
the aircraft in a lateral plane and also the vertical plane with this
type of visual range. The effectiveness of the lighting system is very
good.
Any well-trained pilot should be able to come heads up at
approximately 100 feet in this type of RVR and land.
I want to make a correction on this tape -- do not use oscillograph number 150, film can number 460. Approach number 6 was
cancelled at Sacramento Metropolitan because the fog seeder aircraft was making approaches over the runway at about 500 feet.
Approach #5 will be our last approach.
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TAPED COMMENTS
CASTLE AIR FORCE BASE
4 February 1969
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P
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Castle AFB, California
Runway 30L

Maj Hadley
Maj Carmack
Capt Taylor
Mr Armstrong

4 February 1969

APPROACH #1

(Osc #150)

(Film #460)

WxZ 3/8
Automatic

Comments:
Major Carmack: Let's try a different procedure on final
approach. There will be three calls. There will be a "cue"
call which means that we have some visual cue. There will be a
"lateral"call when the right-seat man thinks he has enough visual
cues or visual segment to control the lateral axis of the aircraft.
Then a "visual" call when he feels that the left-seat man could
come heads up at that time and take over visual control of the
aircraft with the outside environment. We have a deep fog condition
existing today. Our fog height is approximately 800 feet. Coming
down final approach that time, callud first visual cue picking up the
approach lighting system. I could see about 1000 feet of the approach
lighting system. They are very effective -- still bright. I could
have used the approach lighting system for lateral guidance at that
time. Approach light contact height was approximately 200 feet.
Called "lateral" at approximately 150 feet. I could see approximately
1000 foot visual range out in front of the aircraft. At the time I
called "visual" we were about 75 feet in the air, 1 figure we had
about 1000- 1200 feet RVR. The high intensity runway edge lights
are very effective in this type of weather. And the visual segment
down the runway in the flare and rollout improved to, I'd say,
anywhere from 4 to 5 thousand feet.
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APPROACH #2

(Osc #151)

(Film #271)

W2 3/8, The visual range is reported as 2200 feet.
Semi-Automatic

Comments:
Major Carmack: Deep fog conditions -- the fog height approximately 800 feet above the ground. The first visual cue on that
approach was the approach lighting system. I could pick up two or
three of the barettes, then approximately a 1000-foot segment of the
barettes. Approach light contact height that time was approximately
200 feet. As we progressed on down, called "lateral" at about 120
feet. At this time I had contact with the 1000 foot bar, green threshold
lights, red wing lights and terminating bar. I could pick up about
5 or 6 high intensity runway edge lights on each edge of the runway.
Touchdown zone markings were in view, also. And the centerline
striping. There is no problem whatsoever from 100 feet on down
maintaining lateral control; if I would have taken over, I could have
visually controlled the aircraft. Runv - visual range, looked like it
dropped off just a little bit on that api
ich over the previous one.
Runway visual range in the touchdown zone at flare, I'd say was about
1500 feet, then, as you progress down to the runway and land the
runway visual range opens up to about 4000 to 5000 feet.
Major Hadley: I came heads up that time on his "lateral" call.
At that time I had no difficulty at all telling lateral and just a few
seconds later was able to go visual in just the length of time that it
took me to focus my eyes. With visibility like this, around 2000 or
2Z00 at this point, there would be no problem at all for the man to
come heads up and assume visual. I think that point probably
deteriorates someplace down below 1000 feet. We will have to get
some more data to be sure.
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(Film #/281)

(Osc 1#152)

APPROACH #3

2W3/8, RVR 2400
Manual

Gommcnts:
iS -but
Z;
Major Carmack: We have a deep fog coniition.
wa.,> !he npproach
800 feet thick. The first cue that time, at- 200 iet,
ol t•'e
(it..
lighting system. At this time I could recogiiiz- 5':0
C:,:tacr
., 'za
approach lights and I would have been abJle to ni,
, r.
with the approach lights all the way to thy, runway an." t, .
.
r. t.
They could be used effectively to latc raily 'enrd tI
However, you d'on't have any feelin•y of d,' h . ;0.
tb,,'1 -4!.Uh
iht
lighting system in visual contact. Approach lie.h cýoacA
.en
was about 200 feet. At about 100 feet, I di-d pick up 0h.threshold lights, the red terminating bar, red win", ii,,t:,¶, an thc
1000-foot bar was plainly visible. At 100 fee !Vd so•y ,ui •-istal
-,n'•
go
segment was about 800 to 1000 feet, so, it. look- ]Hit,, <Ie.:
a bit more.

At flare engage, I would ,stinmate

01

thie r-,-,,':,;y v i

range to be about 1200 feet. Once we get on the r,,.A . the visual
range opens up quite a bit and gives us about 40(t: to 60o 0 fce't.
That time, again, the runway markings were visible.

I

!,I ha•re

iulw
Iente;triiing to
used the touchdown zone markings and runway '
at
my
pany; -rbl,-I'
,
,
to
,om
Doesn't
laterally control the aircraft.
v
rar;.:c of
all controlling the aircraft when you have a r,-,'v
, t,vw.cdown oVi,
about 1000 to 1200 feet. Not for the flart, or f,;,'
of course, the rollout either.

APPROACH 114
W2XI/8,

RVR 5000.

(Osc 11)53)

(Film 41273)

Runway Visual Ranie new r,

Automatic
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Approach #f4 cornt:

Major Carmack: Our fog seems to be mixing a little bit now.
I'd -all it a non-homogeneous type fog. It becomes a little thicker
ana then it will open up, then become thicker as we progress down
the runway. Still a deep fog condition. Fog is about 800 feet thick.
Our first visual that time was the approach lighting system. It was
picked up at approximately 200 feet. At that time we had about a
500 foot visual segment at first cue. The first cue was th- approach
lighting systknm. As we progress on down at approximately 100 feet,
called "lateral". At lateral, I was able to pick up the red terminating
bar, the red wing bars, green threshold lights. And about 4-5 high
intensity runway lights along the edge of the runway, so I would say
that at "lateral" i had approximately 800 to 1000 foot runway visual
range. At "visual" call we were approximately 75 feet. At this
time our r,&nwav visual range was approximately 1000 feet. I was
abie to s,.e the ..:-"re runway environment-, the contrast between the
'nnway and the outskirts of the runway, position of the grass,
tetrahedron, little buildings, and things such as this. I would say
the wurkload scale for the approach was probably a "two". On the
sOcocd and thir l approaches,

probably also a "two",

on the first

approach, probably a "three. "
Major Hadley: Comments on the workload scale on the four
approaches. On the first two approaches, I would call them,
probably "two". The first one being an automatic, the second one a
semi-automatic. The third one, which was a manual, even though
we had fairly good weather, I would rate it as standard, about a
"three". I contribute this to having to pay attention to airspeed
control, adjusting the throttles, and what have you. I found that the
alpha indicator, even though it's quite a bit out of the field of vision,
easier
7.
for mc to see and interpret than the airspeed is. Also,
the apexer, here once again, is out of the field of vision, up on top
dit tht windshield, is still not bad because it's right in line with my
eyes and I only have to flick up there and then flick right back down.
W's very easy to interpret and very easy to see. The last approach,
being an automatic approach, workload scale would be "two".
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APPROACH 1#5

(Osc f154)

(F ilm
I

2n1 )

ZWx3/8F, RVR 2200
Semi-automatic

Comments:
_Mavoor Carmack:

this approach.

We are

rgoi;-g L , chiarij. I,-

When the riglht scat •il,•tcal"I.,

assume control of the lateral a'zis.
heads down and control the vertical

( 4.,1A-,0 cc..I10i1

1 o

,

I.: .
,t ".I,'1..Ia
A'lOk--tIris.
r, tit .
,
b,

'"he I,.ri .. , ,

I

controlling airspeed.
We have a deep fogr :onditio, hl.r, w, Aiimrk
•
The thickness of the fog is still
. . 1vppr
be maturing now, It's a non- h,,
ou.; ]'4,.
h_
open and close somewhat a,, ,ýe r,)ll'alu.
Oar :`,! '(:;I'

A
'.

-'
-.

.

, 1; to
I,,t
'1ha.t

time was the approach lighting systom.. It ,- vct y c,,
time the visibility and visual si-gnent inr ~re,,;od iý, ,
,...cd
w,,
the rtu'way. At the "cue", ,-ali w had a ,,uaI
.,gni.
,'
,,'mately two to three hundred foet% \r.lul
cueŽ .,
( A,
:,,.
approximately two hunclrd feet" p.'hly
a bit ,
a
1"40 ic,.
As we approached 75 feet, we pio.1: t,Y'. 'up
,.he(
'
b,.,i.
red wing bars and the red terminaving bat .
...
'
mately 3 to 4 high intensity runway iigbt:.
1 , '.
visibilit," at flare to be about six to :i• " h:',:;. ,i J,-I
call the right-seat pilot took over batcral -ntc!
,.'.
,

ild.

•t

,

',.,1

ct;

There was no pi olem whzitsoevwr con'trofingp Mt '
. a,:. wil:
this. about six to eighl: hundred fout rwiy
.D),:;
,,..
!n
,
that time were the touchdown zonc rn% rkin,'c. ¢¶t, -1,-," tr, iýýi ,
and the runway environment in relation to tlto *-1
, ,:.
'iav.;
,,
The distance-to-go markers are readilt vi- j .,h
the aircraft with about three to fooir h'andr,.d
t
is light enough outside. Wo cat picl, h.', iI;.,¢
for distance-to-go. A3 %we(, progre-, ..
,i
the runway visual range scecm to opf v1 , i t,

Then as we progress on down the run',a,
three thousand feet.

The fog, b ir.t

,-

opens up to about four to five thi usaavl f.,
runway.
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APPROACH 116

(Film #Z46)

(Osc #155)

ZXW3/8F, RVP 1200
Manual

Comments:
Miaor Carmack: We still have a deep fog condition existing at
Castle AFB. It seems that it is maturing more. The fog is getting
thicker, it's more mature and dense. The call for first visual cue
was the approach lighting system. Could pick up at first visual cue
about two or three barettes. The strobe lights do help, somewhat,
to give you path for lateral guidance. However, it's not enough. I
called "cue" at approximately ZOO feet and started maintaining a
lateral directional control and, as we progressed on down at
approximately 100 feet, called "lateral". At that time I could see
the threshold lights, red terminating bar, red wing lights, and I
could see about two or three high intensity runway lights along the
edge of the runway. Runway visual range at the "lateral" call was
approximately two to six hundred feet, but I did not feel there was
enough visible at that time to call "visual". There was enough visual
range to laterally control the aircraft and maintain it on the runway.
However, there weren't enough cues to control the vertical axis of
the aircrait. As we came down and got into flare, I called "visual"
at atoproximately thirty or forty feet.
At that time our runway visual range opened up to approximately
600-800 feet, and I felt that I had enough cues at this time to
visually and manually take control of the aircraft at flare. As we
comrc on down to the runway, the runway visibility opens up quite a
bit, sonicwhere to one thousand to twelve hundred feet. Then as we
progrcsb throughout the rollout, it opens up to two or three thousand
feet. So, the fog is getting more dense, more mature. You can use
the centerline striping to maintain lateral directional contro). and
this is what I would be using at the "Lateral" call. The high intensity
runway edge lights also give us lateral guidance; however, Y have
enough visual contact with the centerline striping to use this and it
gives me a better reierence foi lateral control.
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Approach #6 cont:
The workload on that approach was a little more for the rightseat pilot, about a three. This is because the runway visual range
is dropping off. I have to concentrate more on picking up cues for
lateral guidance.
Major Hadley: On that approach, when he called "'lateral", I
came heads up, as we had discussed prior to the approach. At
this time, it took me a moment to pick up the lateral guidance cues.
The high intensity runway lights didn't strike me as being nearly as
apparent as they had been before; consequently, I drifted somewhat
to the right as soon as I came visual. Also, at that r-:.ifit, I had
just a little difficulty with pitch control. I didn't have good depth
perception at all, and it took me several seconds and descending more
before I was able to establish satisfactory flare. 1 went m'nomentarily
back on the instruments to center the bar for the flare and then
looked outside again. After we had descended the visibility had
improved somewhat. It's really interesting that even in daylight,
which it is now and with decent visibility, which we have, as Don
had told you in that particular area, depth perception still becomes
a problem. The lateral control doesn't appear to bother much, but
the depth problem, even with this type of visibility is not easiest
thing in world.
If we had been sitting higher, in a higher cockpit,
I would have had depth perception problems all the way down to
touchdown. I would rate that as a three.

APPROACH #7

(Osc 1 156)

(Film 11247)

W2X3/8, RVR 1400
Manual

Comments:
Major Carmack: We still have a deep fog condition. Fog
thickness is about 800 feet. Getting more mature, it's more dense.
That time our first visual cue was the strobe lights. We were able
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Approach #7 cont:
to pick it up, but I yo-yoed a little bit to find the runway. This ;s
a little unusual with this type of RVR, I think, but as t'ic turn coris
up and it gets brighter outside, the lights just don't -,efn W help
me quite as much. Once again, no problem laterally, a]hltough f
did turn to the left slightly. More of a problem in pitch. Wor!!o0'.d
scale- -3.
Major Carmack:
of view as a 2.

APPROACH #8

I would rate that, from a rigihz

ide poiiv

(Film #277)

(Osc #157)

W2X3/8, RVR 1200
Fully Automatic

Comments:
Major Carmack: We still have our deep fog cundition. The fog
is now about 900 feet thick, fully matured. I would say a homogencous
fog; it's just about as stable and homogeneous as a fog :an get. First
visual cue that time occurred at approximately 150 feet above the
surface and the-first visual cue was the approach lighting system.
Visible this time were the strobe lights as well as segments of the
approach lighting system. At this time I could pich up about 2 to 3
barettes of the approach lighting system. I just didn't fcel thaL I
had enough to use for lateral guidance. As we progressed on down to
approximately 100 feet, I called "lateral". At this time I could pick
the overrun markings, the red terminating bar, green threshold
lights, and the red wing lights. At this time I could see about 2 to 3
high intensity runway lights and a runway visual range of about 400-b00
feet. I thought I had enough to laterally control the flight path of the
aircraft in those axes; however, it was not enough of a vertical
reference to control the aircraft in the vertical plane. As we continued
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Appr,,,cn

i8

cccnt:

to ,iew
.)0 'cet, the RVR picked up to 800 to 1000 feet and I felt
thai J th, v had otnough at this time to vertically control the aircraft,
d".o, ld have taken over both the vertical, as well as the lateral
•.,,i, to corpilete the landing. The centerline striping gives very
,,f(-ý-6%t. 11-s when the runway visual range is about 400 to 600 feet,
Na•,n it i ,:ylight. 1 could go ahead and laterally make corrections
widt th,- ,-.antt rlinc striping. Also visible out to the sides of the
,..rcrat'f w,.v the side stripes. After progressing about 3000 feet
from
n-i. .
pprach end of the runway, the RVR opened up~to about
_1
11`10-: 10h;, n aybe 5- 1600 feet RVR based on the number of high
iit n:.-.ty r,:nwvay lights that were visible at that time. It seemed to
n1-v 11,t-.e ;arrN was searching a little bit in the lateral axis when I
1,d-,l "lati ral". I was not making any control inputs but I was
.ia,, pon. od his control actions. I don't know if Larry felt me in the
Ldt'aJ :•i., .r not.

S,
-,i iz. dic.,
r came heads up that time when you called
<..(tfra 1 ;awl clenL'itely did not have enough for pitch control. A
:ii
-i,.,T. .,Pi iatoral control at that point. Also, I did uncouple
S,'* a, t xv'tich didn't appear, at least to me, to cause any problc,:.:, I i
rine
,
that the control input to the left was due to when I
v.'.c : ,h,\,'u in pik.h, and in doing this, I may have creeped in the
]a,
Ll.
Then, I came heads up again when he called "visual",
at
.t;,i
that

Cti-it

I did have enough visual reference for flare and

N-1 , jo!;-C-2 r u."ck : i.t is interesting to note that when I call
about 400 to 600 feet and I have enough cues to control
Ro,- ,aly,
r
b•ia not the vertical plane.
I felt the same way in the
va-i 1ýc ;. plaiic, although laterally r did have eneugh cues to control
t,.. .0,.-r;ft in the lateral axis. I would rate that as a two. I was
vt-r, re.,%ed and, fronmi about 150 feet on, I had visual cues. I
kicv, th. a ,a/t
wwas on centerline of the runway from looking at
th- o,,rroixI4 liglht i, system, strobe lights, and that we were not
in
diifiuity by seeing the overrun markings, thousand foot
O'-,rl
1,.,*111-%.ing bar, 300 foot red terminating bar, and red wing lights.
I
, ....
a
th: ircraff's po.fition was. 1 was very relaxed on that
h,,',,:al'

-~Ih
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Approach #8 cont:
particular approach, and then when I picked up the high intensity
runway lights I began to relax in the right seat. Larry said he
would also rate that approach as a two.
Major Hadley: Notice any tendency for rolling motion that
time when we uncoupled?
Major Carmack: No.
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PROJECT AIRCRAFT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
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PROJECT AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS CONFIGURATION
Mode Selection:
T~ie project aircraft was equipped with independent controls for
Flight Director mode selection, autopilot engaging, and autopilot axis
coupling. The Flight Director mode selector consisted of push button
selection annunciation for differciit modes. Each mode was labeled
as to its function and illuminated upon selection. Mode selection in
the longitudinal axis provided selection of altitude hold, flight path
angle (FPA) or flight director computer (FDC) longitudinal off. The
lateral modes consisted of heading, capture, track and FDC lateral
off. A dimming switch was also included on the mode selection panel.
The mode selection panel was located on the center of the forward
instrument panel allowing project pilots optimum access. The selection of a mode completed the circuitry to the appropriate computers
(FPA or FDC) so each would display their respective information to
either or both the pitch and bank command steering bars. Each
display received computed information from a separate computer.
The autopilot engage switches were located below the FDC mode
selection unit and consisted of. three magnetically held switches.
Each switch was independent of the other allowing yaw, roll, or pitch
axes selection as desired. Whenever the autopilot roll axis was
activated, roll FWS was available to both pilots. Whenever the
pitch axis was engaged, pitch axis force fade was available allowing
neutralization.
Systems Analysis:
The control c onfiguration and switching arrangements created no
particular problems during the weather flying. However, project
pilots generally felt optimum use of the systems was not obtainable
with the established configuration. While the right FDC provided
redundant display elements, its use during the final approach profile
was severely limited. It was felt both computers should have the
capability of operating the autopilot independently or in conjunction
with one another. For example, one computer supplying roll and yaw
inputs while the second furnishes pitch inputs into the autopilot.
This control scheme allows complete use of both computers and
provides the necessary flexibility in event of radio or computer
failures.
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In addition, increased capability could have been obtained through
the inclusion of longitudinal slew control. The control function could
be included with the lateral slewing switch with an up and down motion
providing the slewing function. This function should provide for a
compatible rate of change of the selected parameter, i. e., FPA,
altitude or vertical velocity. A slcwing switch should also be provided to select command airspeed or mach. Pitch attitude should
also be incorporated as a longitudinal mode and could be used during
climb, penetration, and other instrument maneuvers requiring
constant pitch attitude. This mode should also have a slewing capability.
The lateral modes in the project aircraft included localizer and
heading displays from the FDC with the capability for autopilot
coupling. Project pilots indicated a strong preference for the heading
mode during all phases of flight. Aircraft coupling in conjunction
with the slewing function reduced pilot workload considerably; however,
it was felt the system lacked the desired flexibility since no provisions
were incorporated in the compute • or slewing switch for TACAN/VOR
course slewing or coupling. The next major change then should
include logic design in the computer for TACAN/VOR selection and
the ability to slew course changes in the course selection window of
the HSI. Wind and course error logic would be included in all navigation modes.
Computer Functions:
The modified CPU-27 computer installed in the project aircraft
was insufficiently refined in its heading, capture, and track modes to
perform optimum tracking tasks. In the heading mode, the slewing
mechanization was set to provide an approximate one degree heading
change with a click of the switch. Adjustment is necessary for an
exact one-half degree change. If held left or right for more than 3
seconds, heading changes were commanded until release of the switch.
Project pilots view the selected heading in conjunction with the heading
marker and received command steering from the Bank Steering Bar
(BSB). The initial turning rate produced by the coupled system was
uncomfortable to project pilots and needed filtering within the ,omputer
to prevent an excessively high initial roll rate. Project pilots felt
any abnormal rate of movement was extremely distracting dzring any
phase of flight.
The capture mode of thie FDC provided automatic localizer capture
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by establishing a 450 inter.:ept heading and beam capture upon
localizer sensing. The capture mode maintained localizer until
glide slope intercept. Usually altitude hold was selected and used
during the capture phase of the ILS approach. At glide slope intercept, the glide slope beam sensor would establish the track mode,
automatically switching altitude hold off and establish glide slope
coupiing. This particular switching function was smooth in the
transition from altitude hold to glide slope. The gains between
capture and track for localizer steering were different producing an
uncomfortable transient during the switching process. Other factors
contributing to the transient were the absense of wind circuits in the
capture mode, the need for switching at GS intercept, the gain variance and lack of turn rate circuitry to smooth the transition.
Once the transition to track (ILS final approach mode) mode
was accomplisned, autopilot localizer tracking was extremely tight
with very little or no deviation of the BSB. It'should be made clear
the autupilot was coupled to the BSB and PSB command signals
allowing pilot observance of autopilot performance in relation to raw
localizer and glide slope information. Absolute localizer deviations
occurred due to beam scalloping and noise; hov'ever, these excursions
were small and damped easily by project pilots with FWS.
Glide slope coupling was not as tight as project pilots desired
allowing deviations about the glide slope of ± 1/4 dot. Project pilots
found the deviation of raw glide slope extremely distracting during
project flying. This concern for glide slope tracking was traced to
the need for absolute zeroing of the raw information during project
weather flying for approach confidence. Pilots were active during
the coupl.-d approaches damping autopilot roll inputs and assisting
in the pitch axis.
Flare Comnmand:
The flare presentation occurred at fifty feet and consisted of a
fly-up command on the pitch steering bar. Other indications were
a change of FPA on the tape within the ADI, the flare light on the
approach sequence indicator illuminated and an attitude change was
apparent on the ADI. The logic for the flare command was based on
a change of FPA from -2.5 to - 1. At one hundred feet, glide slope
signal fading began simultaneously with the fade in of a FPA signal
equal to a negative Z. 5 degrees. At a radar height of 50 feet the
transition from glide slope to FPA was completed. Also at this

time, radar he4.ght initiated the flare mode.
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The flare was based on an FPA signal consisting of radar for H
(vertical velocity) and IAS for the horizontal signal. This arrangement
provided an optimum flare for the test aircraft regardless of the level
of automatics. Project pilots found the one-step flare command easy
to follow and felt an expotential command would have been more difficult to maintain. A problem was encountered with lowitudinal
dispersion based on the level ol automatics. It was foand that completely automatic approaches resulted in consistent performance,
while uncoupled approaches led to floating and several hundred feet
dispersion. Also it was felt path guidance should be ground based to
allow beam following to the ground. Therefore, it was determined
the guidance system should provide a multi-angular approach path
with the on-board computer sorting signals to provide a bi-angular
approach path including final approach and flare angles compatible
to the type aircraft. It may be desirable to use tri- or multi-angular
approach paths for some aircraft.
Attitude Director Indicator:
The Attitude Director Indicator (ADI) consisted of the conventional
display of sphere and fixed miniature aircraft. Command steering was
presented by vertical and horizontal pointers for bank and pitch
respectively. The attitude sphere was color coded with blue for sky
or pitch up corrections and a light brown for ground or pitch down
indication. An added feature was the Flight Path Angle tape on the
left side of the instrument. This parameter will be discussed in
another section.
The color coded attitude sphere presented a more realistic formulation of pitch information. The elimination of the horizon line on the
sphere and the contrast of colors serving as the horizon referenc .
produced an overall improvement in the attitude display. The one
degree pitch references between ±ten degrees of pitch were difficult
to interpret and might be better defined with an indication every two
degrees and a larger indication at ± five degrees,
The thinner command steering bars allowed better vision of the
pitch references. The most desirable feature of the display was the
separation of the bank and pitch commands into two entities. The
multiple cue presentations allowed more precise control of either
axis without interference. During short final, finite corrections are
required in both axes and it was particularly important to interpret
and establish the proper command without upsetting the other axis.
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Figure 17. Attitude Dire~ctor In~dicator

During the LWMI it was determined the cues for pitch and bank commands must be separate to allow optimum control of each axis. The
most critical period exists from 100 feet to touchdown with the flare
presentation being established at 50 feet. At this crucial time it was
imperative the command steering be definitive with reference to the
proper flare and heading command. A single cue presentation during
this period would produce distracting effects and proper path control
would be more difficult to maintain.
It is recommended that the FPA tape be configured to display
pitch attitude. The scaling of the tape should remain the same with
the tape color coded to present blue and brown indications for climb
and descent. With this display, pilots of high performance aircraft
would be provided expanded information for their specific needs at
high altitude and mach numbers. This parameter is also needed to
provide qualitative information throughout the low speed profile. An
additional requirement is the inclusion of an attitude readout window
for attitude slewing, coupling, and command readouts when required.
Landing Sequence Indicator:
This display was located above the ADI and presented approach
progress information to the pilot. The display was activated at outer
marker and presented mode and function annunciation to touchdown.
The modes presented were: outer marker, middle marker, 100
feet, flare and go-around. The go-around mode, although present on
the display, was inoperative.
The display was extremely valuable for "how goes it" type
information. The 100-foot presentation provided information that
glide slope gain changing had occurred, therefore, was one of the
critical terms on the display. The other critical term was flare
annunciation and confirmed proper system operation at the flare
altitude. The outer marker and middle marker modes were less
critical modes, but confirmed operational status during the approach
profile.

3

The system could be reconfigured to provide more useful information during the approach. Of primary interest to the pilot at any time
during the approach is the quality of system performance. The same
basic display should be used with more emphasis placed on defining
flare engage and decision height. Fundamental to the display and of
critical importance is the presentation of go-around command. This
command must have over-riding emphasis over any other command.
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The go-around coir-mand shou]d also be in line with the aircraft's
monitor system to aLlleviate the necessity for a decision at a critical
time. To prevent an adversc reaction from the pilot, it is suggested
the go-around annenciation start by flashing on and off, and then
remain on. steady when ihe go-around command is satisfied.
Lateral Displacement Indicator:
The Lateral Displacer'Žent Indicator (LDI.) located between the ADI
and HSI presena:,ed a correlation between the bank steering command
bar and the raw loca•lzwr information. Its presentation represented
localizer expandcad five to one compared with raw information. Its
display consisted of an element 40 millomneters in width, an index,
and a heading error. indication. The instrument was configured so
the element would represent the center one-third of a ten-thousand
foot runway at threshold if the element's outer edge was in line with
the index. The heading error indication was engineered to represent
a maximum of 150 deviation from approach heading and consisted of
a triangular indication which moved in the direction of heading error.
The instrumen, was tused by project pilots to ascertain localizer
tracking performance (or short final approach and touchdown. Also,
the element factuated the decision to continue or execute a missed
approach from 100 feet throughout the remainder of the approach.
If for any reason the index was not within the limits of the element,
localizer tracking performance was unsatisfactory, and a missed
approach was executed.
That movement of the element was not damped sufficiently to
provide good performance indications. Also, no provisions were
incor.or'te'-. in the display to compensate for runways of various
width andet
glh. Project pilots also had adverse comments on the
heading Lrror display as it was difficult to see during day operation
and could not be seen at night. T.e instrument was not internally
lighted. The left LDI was configured so the heading error indication
was 10( full scal,- \vhil-, the right represented 150 of heading error
at full scale. Also, the magnitude of the deviation could not be read
since no scale wa, ilhcorporated into heading error display. However,
it was flt-t -its e.act ninagnitucte of heading error was not necessary if
pilots could ,.st:iblisli a trend and direction from the indications.
The two LD)lO. wI r damped differently also; the left was overly
active, while the righ! wa% :,luggish. This produced different
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magnitudes of error between the two displays and was one of the most
distracting features of the displays. Reliance on these displays for
absolute tracking performance in relation to runway centerline was
not possible for the above reasons.
A lateral displacement display should be incorporated with the
pi]of's instrument displays in the form of a command instrument to
depict proper runway alignment and command information to runway
centerline. Also, trend information (departure rate from centerline)
should be depicted to allow for corrections back to centerline. The
pilot must be presented actual position, trend and command back to
centerline to adequately control lateral deviations on short final. At
present, this information is not available for an instrument approach.
It is believed error information could be better presented as moving

runway symbology.
Vertical Velocity - Absolute Altitude Indicator:
Thas display was located to the right of the ADI and consisted
of both augmented vertical velocity and radar height. The index for
the display was located on a line horizontal through the center of the

ADI. This configuration provided a desirable cross-check reference
for vertical velocities and an appropriate index to view closure with
the runway.
The conceptual design of augmented vertical velocity included

accelerometric and vertical gyro inputs for anticipatory terms and
static pressure for stability. These terms were mixed in the flight
path angle (FPA) computer for display on a triangular pointer moving
with relation to a fixed scale. The parameter lacked the needed
reliability for consistent interpretation and use by project pilots.

They felt the conceptual philosophy had extreme merit, but needed
better mechanization for pilot acceptance.
In most cases the parameter was unstable, consistently indicated

erroneously, or was stuck at some random position. In dual installations the parameters very seldom indicated equal values or moved at
the same rate. Project pilots felt these discrepancies must be corrected and a change incorporated in the display principles before
optimum use of the instrument can be obtained.
Radar height was presented as a white tape along the right side
of the display. The tape unstowed at 1000 feet absolute altitude and
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Vertical Velocity-Absolute
Altitude Indicator

began moving towards the index at a height of 240 feet. As the aircraft descends, the area of white tape exposed is reduced by the tape
moving upward giving the pilot a visual sensation of descent. Since
the only scale was for augmented vertical velocity, unfamiliar pilots
were confused when trying to determine radar height from the tape.
It is believed the instrument could better aid the pilot if augmented vertical velocity was presented on a color coded tape -- blue
with white numerals for climbs and brown with white numerals for
descents. Radar height could be presented in the same manner with
respect to a scale along the right side of the tape. The movement and
dynamics of the tape should remain relatively the same as project
pilots found these items most distinctive and natural. Consideration
should be directed toward finishing instrument cases with a crinkle
grey paint to prevent the distracting contrast Df the black case on the
grey instrument panel.
Flight Path Angle:
Flight Path Angle was included as a display element in the form
of a moving tape on the left side of the ADI. This parameter used
IAS and h" (vertical velocity) to present an aircraft's flight path through
the air mass with relation to the horizontal. The tape is color coded -grey with black numbers for positive angles and black with white
numbers for negative angles -- for easy interpretation. The numbers
are approximately one-quarter inch apart for ease of reading.
Flight path angle mode selection was included for presenting
FPA on the pitch steering bar. This allowed project pilots to select
the desired FPA within the limits of ±-25 degrees and the pitch steering bar displays the angle when centered. If desired, the pitch axis
of the autopilot could be coupled to the FPA displayed.
Flight Path Angle was also us, . as the basic flare reference for
the test aircraft. At 100 feet absolute altitude, glide slope signal
fading began and was replaced with FPA signals so at 50 feet the
pitch steering bar displayed a negative 2.5 FPA. At 50 feet radar
altitude the barometric h' was replaced with radar h' and the flare
maneuver to a minus one degree FPA established. This maneuver
produced a one-step flare with indications seen on the pitch steering
as a fly up indication, the FPA tape would change from -2.5 to -1. 0
degrees, and the flare annunciation would appear on the Approach
Sequence Indicator (ASI). If coupled in the pitch axis automatic
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rotation to flare attitude occurred.
Project pilots felt the one-step flare produced a much more
desirable indication than an expotential display. The indications
were easy to interpret and the flyability of the pitch steering bar
was excellent throughout the flare maneuver. Project pilots felt
the expotential flare presentation would be undesirable since it would
be difficult to interpret and would require constant cozrections and
attention to produce satisfactory results.
The FPA system uses inputs from indicated airspeed (IAS) and
an altitude rate sensor for its normal indications. Radar rate sensing may replace the barometric altitude rate sensor on short final
for more accuracy. Using IAS for the horizontal component of FPA
causes erroneous indications. A better system should be developed.
It is recommended that a CADC be used to produce clean parameters
for the vertica] and horizontal terms. During approach modes, radar
supplies the needed vertical term. The horizontal term should be
supplied through inertial, DME, or Doppler means to provide an
accurate display. The tape should be color coded brown and blue to
match the coding of the attitude sphere. It is suggested the tape be
moved from the ADI to a vertical tape and a readout window be used
in conjunction with a command indication for slewing and monitoring.
"Inthis configuration FPA would be used as desired throughout the
flight profile.
Automatic Throttle System:
Project pilots found the auto-throttle system be be extremely
unburdening and expressed the unanimous opinion that auto-throttles
should be standard equipment for any low approach or landing system.
The configuration in the test aircraft maintained 1. 3 Vs until passing
the flare initiation height of 50 feet. Radar was used at 50 feet as
the tripping function to establish a new speed reference of 1. 2 Vs
during the flare and touchdown.
The auto-throttles could be activated by a switch located on the
forward center instrument panel adjacent to the autopilot engaging
switches. The system could be deactivated by the same switch, overpowering the throttles, pressing the auto-throttle disengage switch on
the right throttle, or pressing the autopilot disengage switch on either
pilot's control wheel.
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The system consists of a computer, two amplifiers, interfacing
and two actuators. The inputs into the system consist of angle of
attack signals summed from left and right conical probes, a normal
accelerometer and two actuators. The inputs into the computer consisted of summed and averaged angle of attack signals, normal
acceleration and elevator position. The angle of attack signal is the
primary control function with the normal accelerometer providing a
damping function. The elevator position signal was used to provide
angle of attack change anticipation.
Project pilots found that they were able to completely eliminate
power instruments from their cross-check. They were aware of
throttle movement since their hand was on the throttles and could
determine the resulting performance of the auto-throttle system from
the airspeed and angle of attack display. When the system was fifst
installed, throttle movement was extremely sensitive causing RPM
changes from 60 to 95 percent to maintain 1. 3 Vs in light turbulence.
Desensitizing the angle of attack and elevator position signals by
approximately 50 percent of their original values resulted iai an
extremely stable and usable syst. mn. Project pilots felt the original
system was extremely burdening because of the throttle activity and
the need for monitoring. However, after the system was desensitized,
RPM changes in the order of - five percent were obtained, which
resulted in smooth throttle action and airspeed control within - 2
knots.
The angle of attack display was calibrated in units which went
from zero to thirty. The approach angle of attack, which corresponded
to 1. 3 Vs, was approximately 14 units and this approach index was
positioned at the 3 o'clock position on the dial. Indices were also
included to corres•pond to maximum range, endu-rance lift/drag,
buffet and stall. Prcject pilots felt the unit's scale was not meaningful. Pilots should be presented meaningful angle of attack displays
which depict the performance of their aircraft with respect to total
performance capability aircraft.
The most meaningful display seems to be the normalized scale
which presents to the pilots the percentage of lift being used on a
scale from 0 to 100 percent. This depiction presents information on
the lift being used with relation to lift in reserve. Project pilots
felt this type of display would have been more meaningful throughout
the entire flight profile.
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AIRCREW AND AIRCRAFT CRITERIA
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I
AIRCREW AND AIRCRAFT CRITERIA
The nature of the Landing Weather Minimums Investigation
,emands certain aircrew and aircraft limitations that will ascertain
flight safety throughout the mission profile. The following is established to define aircrew anc. aircraft "cceptable performance criteria
during weather approaches:
1. The pilot flying the aircraft understands he is committed to land
the aircraft after passing middle marker. He is mentally/physically
prepared to fly instruments to touchdown, throughout rollout and
takeoff. The only deviation from this procedure w:.ll be as previously
stated in the test plan under Cockpit Procedures and Voice Terminology.
2.
Pilots flying weather will conduct at least their first approach
with full automatic assistance. Other levels of automatic assistance
will be used at the discretion of the crew after the first approach.
3.
An immediate initial action is necessary if any malfunction occurs
after passing the middle marker. The initial action will be a missed
approach. Further approaches may be executed if the crew's analysis
determines flight safety is not compromised in any manner.
4.
The followving criteria will be used by pilots to define tracking
limitatiouis on final approach:
a.

Outer marker to middle marker
G/S
LOC
A/S

b.

0. 50 dot

--

0. 25 dot
t.3 knots

--

Middle marker to touchdown
G/S
LOC
LSI
A/S

c.

--

-----

0.25 dot
0. 50 CDI width
Captured to touchdown
±3 knots

Maximum crosswind component -- 5 knots
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LANDING WEATHER MINIMUMS INVESTIGATION
T-39 FLIGHT PROCEDURES

AIRCREW PROCEDURES
1.
Each fl:ght during this investigation will consist of a
crew of three fully-qualified project pilots. A flight test
will be aboard the aircraft whenever possible, serving in
of systems advisor. Each crew member will accomplish

minimum
engineer
the capacity
sufficient

training at his position so each task will be instinctive and natural.
Practice approaches, including emergency procedures, will be performed at the test site prior to actual weather flying. A human
factors specialist (Bunker-Ramo Corp) will also accompany the crew
whenever possible to help formulate and control data resulting from
the project flying.
2.
Aircrew procedures are established herein as the result of experience gained during the pre-experimental flying phase. Whether the
aircraft commander should perform as a "heads-down" pilot during
the approach and landing remains a matter of diverse opinion. The
format established here is a test; as experience is gathered, different combinations of control and monitor tasks will be investigated.
NOTE:

a.

For this test, the heads-down pilot will normally be in
the left seat, heads-up pilot in the right seat.
Head-down pilot's tasks and responsibilities:
(1)

Crew and aircraft safety.

(2)
Remain heads down during the approach and landing phase,
flying manually or in conjunction with the automatic flight control system. Integration of control tasks will be determined by the aircraft
commander.
(3)

Landing or go-around decision.

(4)

Perform emergency procedures as required.

(5) Aircraft, Automatic Flight Control System configurations and Flight Director Mode selection.
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(6) Maintains aircraft control (heads down) during rollout
and takeoff after landing.
(7)

b.

Executes go-around if:
(a)

Commanded by heads up or third pilot.

(b)

An emergency occurs.

(c)

ILS flight path limits are exceeded.

(d)

Radar flight path limits are exceeded.

(e)

A system failure occurs.

Head-up pilot's tasks and responsibilities:
(1)

Crew and aircraft safety.

(2.)

Perform emergency procedures as required.

(3)

Operate measurement and recording equipment.

(4) Monitor AFCS's control and flight path performance to
a designated altitude (normally 150 ft above ground).
(5) Perform heads up function at designated altitude
(normally 150 ft above the ground).
(6)

Manually fly aircraft heads down when directed.

(7) Assume control of all axes and execute an immediate
go-around if:
(a)

Commanded by the heads down pilot.

(b)

An emergency occurs.

(8) Assumes control of the aircraft when sufficient visual
cues are available to effect a safe landing. This condition would be
implemented under controlled conditions when ground visual segments
are adequate for see-to-land.
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(9) Touch-up control axes during the landing and rollout
phases (if necessary) at times when the heads-down pilot is flying the
aircraft. These corrections would be made subsequent to visual cue
verification that an unacceptable path excursion is taking place.

c.

(10)

Radio calls.

(11)

Execute inflight project equipment checklist.

Third Pilot's tasks and responsibilities:

(1)
and AFCS.
(2)
(3)
operation.

Monitor all functions being performed by the pilots

Read aircraft and project equipment checklists.
Monitor tape recorder and oscillograph for proper

(4) Assist heads-up pilot in recording and evaluating visual
cues obtained from outside the aircraft.
(5)

Monitor engine and flight instruments.

(6) Call approaching 400', 400', approaching 300', 300'
(absolute altitude obtained from radar altimeter).
(7)

Command go-around if:
(a)

ILS or radar flight path limitations are exceeded.

(b) An emergency occurs.
(c)
d.

A system failure occurs.

General:

(1) All pilots will record visual cues on tape giving absolute
altitude and nature of cue.
(2) Any abnormality will immediately be brought to the
attention of the other pilots.
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AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION
1. Fuel--The fuel load will provide two (2) hours local flight time
with sufficient reserve to reach a suitable alternate.
2.

Airspeed--ILS pattern 180 kts; final approach I. 3Vs.
for all approaches except single engine, 66%.

a--100%

3.
4.

Complete Landing Checklist prior to glide slope interception.

5,

Type landing will be determined by the aircraft commander.

COCKPIT PROCEDURES AND VOICE TERMINOLOGY
1.

Downwind:
a.

b.

Heads-down pilot will:
(1)

Fly aircraft.

(2)

Perform FDC and AFCS mode changes.

(3)

Perform radio calls.

Heads-up pilot will:
(1)

Accomplish inflight project equipment checklist.

(2) Record pertinent data from last approach and landing
on tape recorder.
c.

Third pilot will:

(1) Read aircraft checklist and assure that tape recorder
and oscillograph are operational.
(2)

Prepare 16mm camera slate for next approach.

(3)

Prepare third pilot card for next approach.

(4)

Monitor instruments and A.FCS.
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Base to Outer Marker:

2.

Heads-down pilot will:

a.

Accomplish Before Landing checklist.

(1)

(2) Fly aircraft in conjunction with AFCS.
"(3) Perform mode and coupling changes.
(4)
b.

'Hold slate in front of 16mm

camera (inflight checklist).

Heads-up pilot will:

(1)

Complete inflight project equipment checklist.

(2)

Perform radio calls.

(3) Monitor localizer intercept maneuver.
c.

3.

Third pilot will:
(1)

Read aircraft checklist.

(2)

Monitor engine and flight instruments.

Outer Marker to Touchdown:
a.

Heads-down pilot will:
(1)

Fly aircraft with AFCS or manually.

(2)

on
Make landing or go-around decision; predicated

instrument dis3played information.
(3)

Perform emergency procedures.

(4)

Execute go-aro-and if:
(a)

Commanded by heads-up or third pilot.

(b)

ILS flight path limits are exceeded.
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F:

b.

(c)

Radar flight path limits are exceeded.

(d)

An emergency occurs.

(e)

A system failure occurs.

Heads-up pilot will:
(1)

Operate camera, oscillograph and tape recorder.

(2)

Monitor AFCS's performance.

(3)

Come heads up at 150 ft AA.

(4) Make go-around decision, if required.
would be predicated on visual cue verification.
(5)

This action

Uses following terminology:
(a)

CUE -- Heads-up pilot has some portion of approach

lighting or runway in view.
(b)

I

LATERAL -- Heads-up pilot has sufficient cues to

control aircraft laterally.
(c)
to land aircraft.
(d)

VISUAL -- Heads-up pilot has sufficient visual cues

GO-AROUND

--

Directs heads-down pilot to execute

missed approach.
(e)

I HAVE THE AIRCRAFT -- Heads-up pilot assumes

control of all axes.
c.

Third pilot will:
(1)

Monitor engine and flight instruments.

(2)

Log appropriate entries on third pilot card.

(3) Call approaching 400', 400', approaching 300', 300'
radar altitude.
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i/

lights.

(4) Monitor sequence indicator, i.e., final, 100', flare
Call any lights which do not trip.

(5) Observe visual cues from outside the aircraft. This
information will be recorded prior to commencing the next approach
(see #2).
(6)

Command a go-around if:
(a)

ILS flight path limits are exceeded.

(b)

Radar flight path limits are exceeded.

(c)

An emergency occurs.

(d)
4.

A system failure occurs.

Touchdown:
a.

Heads-down pilot controls aircraft in conjunction with AFCS.

b.
Heads-up pilot will touch-up control axes as required, or
assume control of the aircraft if an unacceptable excursion is taking
place. Sufficient visual cues must be available prior to commencing
a transfer of control authority.

S!

5.

Rollout:
a.

Heads-down pilot controls aircraft in conjunction with AFCS.

b.

Heads-up pilot will:
(1) Touch-up control axes as required, or assume control

of the aircraft if an unacceptable e:-cursion is taking place. Sufficient
visual cues must be available prior to commencing a transfer of
control authority.
(2)
4

•(3)

Execute project equipment checklist.
Call for touch-and-go condition.

(4)

Configure aircraft for takeoff (flaps, trim, etc).
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6.

Takeoff from touch-and-go:

a. Heads-down pilot will fly aircraft manually or in conjunction
with AFCS.
b. Heads-up pilot will monitor touch-and-go progress visually
until cues are obscured then monitor flight instruments.
c.

Third pilot will:
(1) Monitor engine and flight instruments.

(2)
turned off.

Ascertain that camera switches and tape recorder are

(3) Read checklist as required.
(4) Monitor aircraft performance.
7.

Missed approach procedures:

a. Heads-down pilot will fly aircraft manually or in conjunction
with AFCS.
b.

Heads-up pilot will:
(1) Monitor flight instruments.
(2) Perform radio calls.

c.

Third pilot will:
(1) Monitor engine and flight instruments.
(2) Read aircraft checklist as required.
(3)

Ascertain that camera switches are turned off.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
HEADQUARTERS AIR TRAINING COMMAND

C
0

Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
Reply to
Attn of: ATOOS-O
Subject:

To:

P

Y

20 July 1967

Request for Deviation from AFM 60-16 (Randolph (VCR) Ltr, 16 Jun 67)
Randolph
Request contained in referenced letter is approved. The provisions
of paragraphs 8-4b, 8-6a, 8-9 and 8-15, AFM 60-16, are waived
for instrument flights in support of the landing minimums investigation.
Waiver applies to project aircraft and to the designated project pilots
of the IPIS, Instrument Evaluation Branch.
FOR THE COMMANDER
(signed)
ROBERT D. CURTIS, Colonel, USAF
Acting DCS/Operations
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
Washington, D. C. 20590

C
0
P

-•

y
In Reply
Refer to:

I

RD-32.

Department of the Air Force
USAF Instrument Pilot .nstructor
School (ATO)
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
Attention:

Colin J. N. Chauret, Colonel, USAF; Commander

Dear Colonel Chauret:
We have been discussing the proposal outlined in your June 30, 1967
letter regardii~g the in-flight research program at selected Category II
civilian airports with the various FAA Services and airport authorities.
At this time, we can report that your request has been favorably
received. Thei e are, however, additional negotiations required before
a firm cornmittment can be made. We hope this can be achieved by the
week of August 21, 1967, and reported to your staff during the discussions to be held here that week. We would like to confirm our request
for your s.aff to make a presentation of your low weather minima films
here during the same week.
With regard to the legal technica. sties regarding your proposed inflight research program, the following information has b, ,n supplied
by the FAA Flight Standards Operations Division.
"There are no applicable •'ederal Aviation Regulations (except Part 159
'National Capitol Airports') from which a waiver or exemption is necesJary for the operations proposed. The Category II rules of Parts 61
and 91 apply cnly to civil aircraft; military aircraft o-erations are not
affected by those rules.
Section 91. 117 governs other landing and takeoff weather minimums.
However, the paragraphs of the section pertinent to takeoff and landing

0
P
Y
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do not apply to military aircraft.

*

Section 91. 117(c),

'Landing minimums,

doe not apply to 'military aircraft of the United States'. Section
91. 117(d), 'Civil Airport takeoff minimums', does not apply tc aircraft
other than those operating under the civil air carrier rules of Par.s 121,
129, or 135. Section 91. 117(h), 'Descent below landing minimums ',
applies to the 'applicable minimum landing altitude'. Since no minimum
landing altitude is applicable to military aircraft of the United States
under paragraph (c), this paragraph would not apply to your proposed
aircraft operations."
Additionally, development of air traffic procedures will be required by
the Air Traffic Control Service for your mission. We will coordinate
this and the negotiations with the various airport authorities prior to
the meeting of August 21, 1967.
Sincerely yours,
(signed David J. Shaftel)
Alexander B. Winick, Chief
Navigation Development Division
Systems Research and
Development Service
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LANDING WEATHER MINIMUMS INVESTIGATION
APPROACH CONTROL/GCA
DATA INSTRUCTIONS

1. Transmit latest record weather observation prior to the aircraft
passing over the Outer Marker.
2.
Notify the pilot to execute a missed approach if the aircraft
exceeds the PAR safety limits (not applicable at civil airfields unless
PAR is available).
3.
Notify the weather observer (representative observation site)
when the flight crew calls toachdown or missed approach.
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